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INTRODUCTION

The nomenclature for aeronautics presented in this Report No. 240 is a revision of the last
previous report on the subject (No. 157), which was issued in February, 1923.

This Nomenclature for Aeronautics was prepared by a special conference on aeronautical
nomenclature authorized by the executive committee of the I)Tational Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics at a meeting held on Auggwsi 19, 1924, at which meet~~ Dr. Joseph S. Iunes -was
appointed chairman of said conference. The conference was composed of representatives of the
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, imd, in response to the committee’s invitation
speciaIly appotited representatives officially designated by the Army Air Service, the Bureau
of Aeronautics of the Navy Department, the Bureau of Standards, the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers, the Society of Automotive Engineers, and the Aeronautical Chamber
of Commerce.

To facilitate the work of &he conference the entire nomenclature was divided into four
main sectiom., and a subcommittee was appointed to study and a=greeupon the terms for each
section. ‘These four subcommittees, with their officers, were as folIows:

Subcommittee on Aerodynamic Terms.—Dr.JosephS. Ames, chairman; CommanderH. C. Richardson, United
States Navy, vice chairman for airplanes and airplane parts; Dr. H. L. Dryden, vice chairman for aircraft
instruments;and Prof. Edward P. Warner, vice chairmanfor maneuversand generalaerodynamics.

Subcommittee on Airship Terms.—Mr.StarrTruscott, chaiian.
Subcommittee on Pouer Plant Terms.—Mr. G. W. Lewis, chairman.
.&dcommitteeon Airway Terms.-Vleut= St. Clair Streett, United States Army, chairman.

On completion of the reports of these four subcommittees, they were considered by the
entire conference at a final meetinq and on recommendation of the conference the complete
nomenclature -was officially approved by the executive committee of the National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics on September 19,1925.

This report supersedes all previous publications of the committee on this subject. It is
pubLished for the purpose of secur@ greater uniformity and accuracy in the use of terms re-
lating to aeronautics, in official documents of the Government and, as far as possible, in tech-
nical and other commercial publications.

The organization of the conference on aeronautical nomene.lature was as follows: .

CONFERENCE ON AERONAUTICAL NOMENCLA’NJRE

Dr. JOSEPHS. AMES,Chairman

N.WCICI~LLADVISORYCOMMITTEEFOEAERONAUTICS:BUREA.TJOF STMiD.kRDS:
Mr. G. W. Lewis. Dr. H. C. Dickinson.
Prof. Edward P. Warner. Dr. H. L. Dryden.
Mr. Thomas Carroll. AMXRICMJSOCIETYOFM~cHANrc&LE~GI~EERS:
Mr. Marsden Ware. Dr. W. F. Durand.

AIR SERVICEOF THEARMY: SOCIETYOFAUTOMOTIVEENGIXEERS:
Maj. Harold -4. Strauss,U. S. A. MI. Grover C. Loening (also representingAeronau-
Capt. Gerald E. Brewer, U. S. A. tical Chamberof Commerce).
Mr. E. T. Jones. Mr. W. B. Stout.
Capt. R. L. Walsh, U. S. A. Mr. R. E. Upson.
Lieut. St. Clair Streett, U. S. A. AERONAUTICALCWEER OF CO~~ERCE:

BUREAUOFAERONA-CS, NAVYDEPARTMENT: Mr. S. S. Bradley.
Commander H. C. Rkhardson, U. S. 1?. Mr. Ladislas d’Orcy.
Dr. A. l?. Zahm. Mr. George Mead.
Commander E. E. Wiion, II. S. N. Mr. Arthur L. Nutt.
Lieut. W. S. Diehl, U. S. N. Mr. Grover C. Loening (also representingSociety
Mr. Starr Truscott. of Automotive Engineers).
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NOMENCLATURE FOR AERONAUTICS

By THE NATIONALADWSORYCOLWITTEEFORAEROX~UTICS

ALPHABETICAL NOMENCLATURE

absolute inclinometer-See XNCLIXOMETER,ABSOLUYX.
accelerometer—An instrument for indicating, measuring, or recording acceleratiom.
aerodynamic vo~um~ee ‘VOLUME,AERODYNAMIC(&msHrP).
aerodynamics—The branch of dynamics which treats of the motion of air and other gaseous

fluids and of the forces act~~ on solids in motion relative to such fluids.
aeronautics—The science and art pertain@ to the flight of aircraft.
aerostat—.k generic term for aircraft whose support is chiefly due to buoyancy derived from

aerostatic forces. The immersed body consists of one or more bags, cells, or other
containers, Ned with a gas which is l&hter than air.

SYn.—hGHTER-TH.KN-AIR C!RA171’. Includes airship and balloon, q. v.
aerostatics—The science that treats of fihe equilibrium of gaseous fluids and Of soIid bodk

immersed in them.
As an aeronautic term, it relates to &hose properties of lighter-than-air craft which

are due to the buoyancy of the air.
aerostation—The art of operat~~ aerostats.
aileron—A hinged or pivoted movable auxiJiary surface of an airplane, usually part of the

trailing edge of a w@, the primary function of which is to impress a rolling moment
on the airplane. (Fig. 1.)

aileron angl&ee AXGLE, AILERON’.
air controIs—See cowrRors.
aircraf t—.tiy weight-carrying device or structue designed to be supported by the air, either

by buoyancy or by dynamic action.
air duct—A tube, usually of fabric, suppIying air for flIl@ or for maintak@ pressure in air-

fiIled parts of an aerostat.

(a) The duct joining the vertical and lateraI lobes of a kite balloon. Sometimes
called ‘( interconnect~u sleeve” or ‘c trousers” (British). (Fig. 2.)

(6) The duct Ieadirug from the air SCOOpor blower of a nonrigid or semirigid airship
to the balIonet or baIlonets. (Figs. 2 and 5.)

airf oil—Any surface desia~ed to be projected though t,he air in order to produce a usefd
dynapic reaction.

airfoil section (or pro~e)—A cross section of an airfofi made by a plane parallel to a specified
.. reference plane. A line perpendicular to this plane is called the axis of the airfoil.

air 10g—An instrument for me=u~ the ~em travel of an aircraft relative to the air. One
form consists of a ticbmjj.1 with a revolution counter.

airplane-A mechanic~y ~ven ~cr~t, hea~er than h, fitted with fixed vrinjy,, and sup-
ported by the d~amic action of the air. (F@. 1, 6, 9, 10, and 14.)

airplane, pusher— An airpIane with the propeLler or propellers in the rear of the main supporting
surfaces. (Figs. 9 and 14.)
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airplane, tandem—An airplane with two or more sets of wings of substantially the same area
(not includiig the tail unit) placed one in front of the other and on about the same level.

airplane, tract or—An airplane with the propeller or propellers forward of the main supporting
surfaces. (Figs, 1,6, and 10.)

airport—A locality, either of water or land, which is adapted for the landing and taking off of
aircraft and which provides facilities for shelter, supply, and repair of aircraft; or a place
used regularly for receiving or clischarging passengers or cargo by air.

air scoop—A projecting scoop which uses the wind or slip stream to maintain air pressure in
the interior of the ballonet of an aerostat. (Figs. 2, 3, and 12,)

A similar device is sometimes used on airplanes to produce ventilation. (Fig. 4.)
airship—An aerost at provided with a propelling system and with means of controlling the

direction of motion. When its power plant is not operating, it acts like a free balloon,
nonrigid—An airship whose form is maintained by the internal pressure in the gas bags

and baIlonets. (Fig. 3.)
rigid—An airship whose form is maintained by a rigid structure. (Fig. 4.)
semirigid—An airship whose form is maintained by means of a rigid or jointed keel in

conjunction with internal pressure in the gas containers and balIonets. (Fig. 5.)
The term “ airship” is sometimes incorrectly applied to heavier-than-air craft either

in full or as “ ship. ” This is a slang use of the word and should be avoided.
airship dope-See DOFE, AIRSHIP.
airship station-See S~ATION,AIFWmP.
Rir speed—The speed of an aircraft relative to the air. Its symbol is V.
air-speed meter:

air-speed indicator—An instrument for indicating the speed of an aircraft re~ative to the
air. It is actuated by the pressure developed in a suitable pressure nozzle or against a
suitable obstruction and is graduated to give true air speed at a standard air density.

The speed indicated by the instrument is termed the “indicated air speed,” (The
indicated speed is a direct measure of the lift or drag exerted on the airplane at any
altitude. Stalling at all altitudes occurs for the same value of the indicated speed,)

true air-speed meter—An instrument for measuring the true speed of an aircraft relative
to the air. The Biram and Robinson anemometers are of this type,

air volume (airship)-See VOLUME,AIR (AIRSHIP).
air-volume displacement-See DISPLACEMENT)AIR VOLUME.
airway—An air rout e between air traffic centers which is over terrain best suited for emergency

landings, with landing fields at intervals equipped with aids to air navigation and a
communication system for the transmission of information pertinent to the operation of
aircraft.

The term “airway” may apply to an air route for either Iandplanes or seaplanes
or both,

alarm, gas-cell—A device, fitted adjacent to a gas cell, which indicates or warns when a pre-
determined limiting pressure has been reached in the gas cell. Also called “pressure
a~arm.”

altigraph—An aItimeter equipped with a recording mechanism. Present instruments are of
the aneroid type. The chart, driven by clockwork, is usually graduated in feet or meters
in accordance with some empirical or arbitrary pressure-temperature-altitude formula.
In other words, it is a barograph whose scale is designed to read heights.

altimeter—An instrument for measuring or indicating the elevation of an aircraft above a given ‘
datum plane.

altimeter, aneroid—An altimeter, the indications of which depend on the deflection of a pressure-
sensitive element. The graduations of the dial correspond to an empirical or arbitrary
pressure-temperature-altitude formula.

altimeter, electrical- capacit y—An altimeter, the indications of which depend on the variation
of an electrical capacity with distance from the earth’s surface.
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altimeter, engine-An altimeter for indicating the altitude corresponding to the pressure
produced in the intake manifold of a supercharged engine.

aItimeter, optical—An altimeter, the indications of which depend on the manipulation of a
suitable optical system.

altimeter, sound-ranging-An altimeter, fihe indications of which depend on the measurement
of the time required for a sound wave to travel from the aircraft to t-he earth and back.

amphibian—.An airplane designed to rise from and ~~ht on either kind or water.
anchor, sea—An open fabric bag carried on an aircraf h and armngged to offer considerable

resistance when tow-cd mouth-first through the water. Tripping or collaps~~ devices
may be incorporated in it. Also called “ drogue.”

anchorage, snatch-block—An anchorage set in the ground for a snatch block used with a yaw
line from a mooring mast. The anchorages may be of concrete or timber and are usuaUy
arrqued at equal intervals around the circumference of a circle whose center is the
mast; may also be applied to any anchor~~e for a snatch block used in hauli.rg down an
airship or kite balloon.

anemometer—An instrument for indicatiq or measuring the speed of an air stream.
aneroid altimeter~ee ALTEIZ?ZTER,A.NEEOm.
angIe,

angle,

angle,

angIe,

angIe,

angle,

angIe,

angIe,

angIe,

ailerm-The angular displacement of an aileron from its neutral position. It is positive
when the trailing edge of the aileron is below the neutraI position.
critical—An an@e of attack at which the flow about an airfoil ch~res abruptly with
corresponding abrupt changes in the lift. and drag.
downwash-The angle through which an air stream is deflected by any lifting surface
of an airplane. It is measured in a plane parallel to the plane of symmetry and is denoted
by the symbol G.
drift-’lhe horizontal angle between the longitudinal axis of an aircraft and its path
relative to the ground.
efiective helix—The a@e of the helix described by a particular point on a propeIler
blade as the airplane moves forward through air otherwise undisturbed. It is equal to
the angle whose tangent is the ratio of the velocity of flight to the product of the four
quantities: 2 m, r (the distance from the axis to the point in question) and n (the num-
ber of revolutions per second), i. e.,

()
@ = t~-x .X .

Zwn

eIevator—The angular displ~cemenb of the elevator from its neutral posi~ion. It is
positive when the trai~~ edge of the elevator is below the neutral position.
landing-The acute angle between the line of thrus~ of an airplane and the horizontal
when the airplane is resting on level ground in its natural po>ition. Also called “ground
augle.” (Fig. 1.)
longitudinal dihedral—The difference in an@e of w-@ setting and of stabilizer settiq.

(m @e k positive when the a@e of stabilizer setting, referred to the thrust line,
is less than the angle of W@ sett~o.)
minimum gliding—The acute an@e between the horizontal and the most nearly horizontal
path along which an airplane can descend steadily in stii air when the propeller is giv@
no thrust.

angle of attack—The acute argle between the chord of an airfoiI and its direction of motion
relative to the air. (This definition may be extended to other bodies than airfoils.)
Its symbol is a.

angle Of incidence Of Wing~ee ANGLE OF _mzNGSEWLZNG.—
angIe of pit ch—The acu~e angle between two planes defined as f ol.lovrs: One pIa-ne includes

the Iateral axis of the aircraft and the direction of the relative wind; the other plane
includes the lateral axis and the longitudinal axis. (In normal fbght the angle of pitch
is, then, the angle be$ween the longitudinal axis and the direction of the relative wind.)
This angle is denoted by e and is positive when the nose of the aircraft has risen.
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angle of roll, or angle of bank—The acute ar@e through which an aircraft must be rotated
about its longitudinal axis in order to bring its lateral axis into a horizontal plane. This
ang~e is denoted by @ and is positive when the left wing is higher than the right,

angle of stabilizer setting—The acute angle between the line of thrust of an airplane and
the chord of the stabilizer. (Fig. 1.)

angle of wing setting—The acute angle between the pIane of wing chord and the line of thrust.
It may differ for each wing. (Fig. 1.)

angle of yaw—The acute angle between the directio-n of the relative wind and the plane of
symmetry of an aircraft. This angle is denoted by v and is positi~e when the aircraft
has turned to the right.

angle, propeller-blade—The acute angle between the chord of a propeller section and a plane
perpendicular to the axis of rotation of the propeller. Usually called “ blade angle.”

angle, rudder—The acute angle between the rudder and the plane of symmetry of the aircraft.
It is positive when the trailing edge has moved to the left with reference to the normal
position of the pilot.

angle, wing-dihedral or dihedral—The acute angle between the transverse reference line in the
wing surface and the lateral axis of the airplane projected on a plane pe.rpenclicular to
the longitudinal axis. The dihedral angle is positive when the upper obtuse angle for
the two wings is less than 180°. (Fig. 1.)

angle, zero-lift—The angIe of attack of an airfoil when its lift, is zero.
antiflut ter wire—See wmE (AIRSHIP)~A.wrrmLumER.
apparatus, water-recovery—i+ pparatus carried on an airship for condensing and recovering

the water contained in the exhaust gases of internal combustion engines in order to
avoid the necessity of valving gas as the fuel is consumed.

appendix—The tube, usually located at the bottom of a balloon, primarily used for inflation
and deflation. In the case of a free balloon it may also serve as an automatic-discharge
opening. (Fig. I I.)

Originally applied to free balloons only. Should be restricted to the various types
of balloons and not applied to airships.

appendix manhole—See m4NHOLE, APPEXDIX,
apron—A hard surface area of considerable extent immediately in front of the entrance of a

hangar or aircraft shelter which is used for the handling of aircraft or for repair in clear
weather.

aspect ratio—The ratio of span to mean chord of an airfoil; i. e., the ratio of the square of tho
maximum span to the total area of an airfoil.

aspect ratio of propeller blade—Half the ratio of propeller diameter to maximum blade width.
attitude—The position of an aircraft as determined by the inclination of its axes to some frame.

of reference. If not otherwise specified, this f~ame of reference is fixed to the earth.
automatic vaIve—See vimwlj AUTOfifA~C.
aviation—The art of operating heavier-than-air craft..
axes of an aircraft—Three fixed lines of reference, usually centroidal and mutually perpendicular.

The longitudinal axis in the plane of symmetry, usually parallel to the axis of the pro-
peller, is calIed the Longitudinal axis; the axis perpendicular to this in the pIane of sym-
metry is called the normal axis; and the third axis perpendicular to the other two is
called the lateral axis. In mathematical discussions, the first of these axes, drawn from
front to rear, is caIled the X axis; the second, drawn upward, the Z axis; and the third,
running from right to left ~the Y axis.

axial cabIe--See CABLE, AXIAL.
axial cone—See cox~, AxML.
bag, gas-See HULL (AIRSHIP), and CELL, GAS, which are to be preferred, according to the type

and use<
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balanced surface-A control surface which extends on both sides of the axis of the hinge or pivot
in such a manner as to reduce the moment of the air forces about the hinge. (Figs. 1,
3, 4, and 5.)

ballast—Any substance, usua?.ly sand or water, carried in a baUoon or airship and intended to
be thrown out, if necessary, for the purpose of reducing the load carried and thus altering
the aerostatic relations. (Figs. 4 and 5.)

ballonet—A compartment of vmiable volume constructed of fabric, or partitioned off, within the
interior of a balloon or airship. It is usualIy partialIy inflated with air, under the corttro~
of -@res, from a blower or from an air scoop. By the blowing in or Ietting out of air, it
serves to compensate for cha~oes of volume in the gas contained in the envelope and to
maintain the gas pressure, thus preventing deformation or struchu al f aikzee. By means
of two or more ba.llonets, often used in nonrigid airships, the trim can also be confiroLled.
The ballonet should not be confused with gas cell. (F@ 2, 3, and 5.)

ballonet diaphragm-See DIA+HR~G~, BALLONET. -
ballonet-fnllness indicator+5ee INDICATOR,BALLOXET-FULLNESS.
balIoon—An aerostat vrithoufi a propelling system.

barrage-A smalI captive baIloon, used to support. wires or nets which are intended as a
protection agaimk attacks by aircrafk

captiv+A balIoon restrained from free flight by means of a cabIe attaching it to the earth.
~onstant pressure*—A supply balloon arranged to maihtain a constant pressure of gas in a

moored or docked aerostat.
‘ee-+4 baIIoon, usually spherical, whose ascent and dmcen~ may be controlled by use of
ballast or with a loss of the contained gas, and whose direction of flight is determined by
the wind. (Fig. 11.)

kite-An elongated form of captive btioon, fitted with lobes to keep it headed into the
wind and usually deri~m increased lift due to its axis being inclined to the wind.
(Fig. 2.)

nurse*-Sometimes used to refer to a constant-pressure balloon.
observation—A captive baIIoon used to provide an elevated observation post.
pilot*—A smaII balloon sent up to show the direction and speed of the wind.
propaganda—A small free balloon senfi up without passengers but with a device by which

papers or documents may be dropped at intervals.
sonnding*-A small balloon sent up without passengers but with recording meteoro~ogica.1

instruments.
snpply*—.k container made of heavy fabric employed as a portable means of storing gas at

low pressure. It is usua.Hy too heavy to tie, even if free.
-A small captive bsdIoon used as a mark on which to sight in a triangulationtriangulation*

survey.
balloon bed—A mooring place on the ground for a captive balloon.
balloon fabric-See FABRIC, BALLOON.
band:

drip-See FLAP, DRIP.
mooring—A band of tape or webbing, over the top of a kite balloon, to which the mooring

ropes are attached. It forms part of a mooring harness. (Fig. 2.)
suspension—A horizontal fabric band, securely fastened to the envelope of a balloon or

airship, and to which are attached the main suspensions of the basket or car, or the
captive cable of a kite baIloon. (Fig. 2.)

trajectory—A band of webbing carried in a special curve over the surface of the enveIope
of an airship to distribute the stresses due to the suspension of the car. (Fii. 13.)

—
“ Those formsof bP.Uoonsmarkedwith an asterisk(*) arenot, strictIyspeaking,afrcmft.

—-

4WS.S.-27-14

—
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bank—To incline an airplane laterally, i. e., to rotate it ~bout its longitudinal axis. Right-
bank is to incline the airplane with the right wing down.

Also used as a noun to describe the position of an airplane when its lateral axis is
inclined to the horizontal.

bank, angle of-%e AIiGLE OF ROLL.
barograph—An instrument for recording the barometric or static pressure of the atmosphere.
barrage balloon-See BALLOON,BARR.AGE.
barrel-type engine-See ENCiINE}BARREL-TYPE.
bar, suspension—A bar to which the supporting ropes of the basket of a balloon are secured.

It is also fitted with ropes and toggles for attaching to the basket suspensions from tho
balloon. Also called “ trapeze bar.” (Figs. 2 and 11.)

basic load~ee LoAD, BASIC.
basket—The structure suspended beneath a balloon, for carrying passengms, ballast, etc.

(Figs. 2 and 11.)
It is usually used on a free or kite balloon.

batonet—A speciil form of toggle, wsually quite slender and truly cylindrical, except for tho
groove, and used to attach the rigging of a balloon or airship to.a fabric loop or suspension
band on the envelope. .

bay (body parts)—The portion of a face of a truss, or of a fuselage, between adjacent bulkheads
or adj scent struts or frame positions.

biplane—An airplane with two main supporting surfaces placed one above the other. (Fig. 1.)
bIade back—The side of a propeller blade which corresponds to the upper surface of an airfoil.
blade face—The surface of a propeller blade which corresponds to the lower surface of an

aiyfoil. Sometimes calIed “thrust face,” or “driving face.”
blade-width ratio—The ratio of the developed width of a propeller blade at any point to the

circumference of a circle whose radius is the distance of that point from the propeller axis.
blimp—A small nonrigid airship, “Airship” is to be preferred,
body—The fuselage or hull, or nacelle (including cowling and covering) and nticelle mounting,

(Figs. 1, 6, 9, 10, and 14.)
bonnet+ee HOOD,V.4LVE.
bow cap—see CMP,BOW.
bow-heavy—The condition of an airship which, when at rest in still air, trims with its axis in-

clined down by the bow. The term ‘(bow-heavy” is preferred to “ nose-hea~y” in de-
scribing airships.

bow-steadying lin+See LINE, YAMT.
bow stiff ener-%e STIFFENER,Bow.
box girder—See GIRDER,Box.
brake mean effective pressure—The net unit pressure which, if applied during the power strokes

to the pistons of an engine having no mechanical Iosses, would produce the given
brake horsepower at the stated speed.

breathing—The passage of air into or opt of an aerostat, due to the changing of its volume,
breathing stresses—See S~RESSES,BREATmNG.
bridle-A sling of cordage or wire which has its ends fixed at two different points, to the bight

of which a single Iine may be attached, either movable or fixed, thus distributing the
pull of the single line to two points or more in the ease of a multiple bridle. This term
is also used to refer LOa towing or mooring line having two legs and intended to reduce
yawing when towing or mooring.

building cradle-See CRADLE,BUILDING.
bulLseye—A circular thimble.
buoyancy—The upward air force on an aerostat which is derived from aerostatic conditions.

[t is equal to the weight of the air displaced,
buoyar-oy, center of (aerostat)—The center of gravity of the volume of the contained gas,
cabane—A framework for supporting the wings at the fuselage; also applied to the syst era of

trussing used to support overhang in a wing. (Figs. 6, 9, and 10.)
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cable, axial—The axial member (usually steel wire cable) sometimes fitted in a rigid airship.
It is attached to the central fitting of the radial or diametral wires of each main transverse
and to the hull structure at bow and stern. Its purpose is to provide supporti for the
radial or diametral wires in an axial direction and thus assist them to sustain the load
which might be caused by unequal pressure in adjacent cells or by the airship being
pitched to a large an@e. (Fig. 4.)

caraber-The rise in the curve of an airfoil section from its chord, usually expressed as the
ratio of the departure of the cume from the chord to the length of the chord. “Upper
camber” refers to the upper surface of an airfoil and “lower camber” to the lower surface;
“mean camber” is the mean of these two.

capacity—The volume of the gas-containing portion of an aerostat.
capacity, nominal gas—The volume of the envelope of gas cells of an aerost at under certain

conditions of presswe and in.fiation which ha~e been defined. It is rarely the same as
the true full volume. This is usualIy very d.ifiicuh to determine accuratelj, especially
in the case of rigid airships. Sometimes calIed “~ohuue.”

cap, bow— (I) A cap of metal or fabric used to reinforce the extreme forward ends of the bow
stiffeners of a nonrigid or semirigid airship. (Figs. 3 and 5.)

(2) The conical or cap-shaped structure at the extreme bow of a riggd airship to
which the Longitudinal girders are attached and mhich supports the bow- mooring spindle.
(Fig. 4.)

cap, nos+ee CAP, BOW, which is to be preferred.
captive baHoon-See BALLOON,cAPmm.
car—That portion of an airship which is intended to carry power unit or units, personnel, cargo,

or equipment. It may. be suspended from the buoyant portion, orit maybe buiIt close
up againsk it. Ii is not to be applied to parts of the keel of a rigid or semirigid airship
which have been fibted for the purposes mentioned. (Figs. 3, 4, 5, 12, and 13.)

car, control—The car of an airship in which controls are centralized and from which it is oper-
ated. (Figs. 3,4, 5, 12, and 13.)

carrier, fin-.~ frame to which the inboard edge of the fin of a nonrigid or semirigid airship is
attached, so as to prevent the edge of the iin from sinking into the envelope. (Fig. 5.)

car, side-See cAR, =-G.
car, wing—A car suspended off the center line of an airship. It is also called ‘(side car.”

(Fig. 4.)
catenary—.k Iine or Iength of cordage -which is secured to or in a piece of fabric in the form of

a catenary curve or a series of such curves. (Fig. 5.)
ceiling:

absolute-The maximum height above sea Ie-i-eI at which a given airplane vvouId be able
to maintain horizontal flight, assuming standard air conditions.

service-The height above sea le-rel, assura@ standard air conditions, at which a given
airplane ceases to be able to rise at a rate higher than a small specified one (100 feet
per minute in the United States and England). This specified rate may be di.%’erent in
different countries.

ceiling, static—The altitude in standard atmosphere, at which a-n aerostat is in static equilib-
rium after removaI of all dischargeable w-eights.

ceil, gas—One of the gas-containing tits fitted in a rigid airship. Sometimes called ‘t gas b~o.”
(Fig. 4.) , “

center of buoyancy-See BUOYANCY,CENTER OF (AEROSTAT).
center of pressure coeilicient-The ratio of the distance of the center of pressure froru the leading

eclge to the chord length.
center of pressure of an airfoil section—The point in the chord of an airfoil section, proloq~ed if

necessary, which is at the intersection of the chord and the line of action of the resultant
air force. Its abbreviation is 0. P.

chafing patch-See PATGE, cm!@rNG.
channel patch--see P~TGH, CEANNEL.

—
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chord (of an airfoil section)—The line of a straight edge brought into con~act with the lower
surface of the section at two points; in the case of an airfoil having double convex
camber, the straight line joining the leading arid trailing edges. (These edges may
be defined, for this purpose, as the two points in the section which are farthest apart.)

(Fig. 1.) The line joining the leading and trailing edges should be used also in those
cases in which the lower surface is convex except for a short flat portion.

The method used for determining the chord should always be explicitly stated for
those sections with regard to which ambiguity seems likely to arise.

chord Iength—The Iength of the projection of the airfoil section on its chord. Its symbol is c.
chord, mean, of a combination of wings—The ratio—

C~LSl+C21S’2+@S3+. . . . . .
S,+s,+s,+ . . . z-. .

where cr, cZ, C3,etc., are the’ mean chords of various wings, and 81, S2, Ss, etc., me their
areas.

chord, mean, of a wing—The quotient obtained by dividing the wing area by the extreme dimen-
sion of the wing projection at right angIes to the chord.

chord wire—See WIRE (MRSEIP), CHORD.
climb, rate of--See RATE OF CLIMB.
climbing shaft-See SHA?FT,CLIMBING.
cloth—Fabric delivered by the bleachery or finisher before it has been proofed, doped, or

specially treated for aeronautic use.
cloth, ground—Canvas placed beneath an aerostat for its protection during inflation and

deflation.
cockpit—The open spaces in which the pilot and passengers are accommodated. (Fig. I.)

when the cockpit is completely housed in it is caIled a cabin. (Figs. 1, 6, 9, 10, and 14.)
compartment, control—A compartment in the control car of an airship from which all controls

are operated. It may be compared to the pilot house of a ship.
compass, induction—A compass, the indications of which depend on the current generated in

a coil revolving in the earth’s magnetic field.
concentration ring—See RIN-G,CONCEATTRATIOh-.
condenser, water-recovery—That part of the water-recovery apparatus which is de-i-oted to the

condensing of water in the exhaust gases. It may consist of a number of metal tubes
or of a fabric box with appropriate inlets, outletsl and baffles.

cone, axiaI—The cone-shaped fabric, fitting in the end of a gas cell of a rigid airship, whit.1]
provides a gas-tight connection of the cell to the axial cable and yet permits the cell some
degree of freedom in its movements. A special form of conical sleeve. (Fig. 4.)

cone, danger—A pennant on the wire cable of a captive balloon to warn aircraft of its presence.
usually a hollow cone of light cIoth.

cone! mooring—The grooved conical member at the ex-treme bow of an airship which engages
with a hollow cone at the top of the mooring mast and provides the coupling ‘between
the airship and the mooring mast. (Fig. 4)

COIliCalSleeVe-+ee SLEEVE,CONICAL.
container, gas-See CELL, GAS, which is to be preferred.
COntrOlCar~ee CAR, CONTROL.

●

Control COIRpartRleIlt-See COMPARTMENT,CONTROL.
controHabiIity-The quality in an airplane which makes ‘it possible for the pilot to change its

attitude easily and with the exertion of but little force.
COntrOlIineS=ee LINES, CONTROL.
controls—A general term applied to the means provided to enable the pilot to control the speed)

direction of flight, attitude, and power of an aircraft.’
air controIs—The means employed to operate the control surfaces of the aircraft.
engine controls—The means employed to control the power output of the engines. (Control

of speed may be effected by the air controls or the engine controls independently, or by
either in conjunction with the other.)
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control stick—The v-erticaI le-rer by means of which the longitudinal and lateral controls of an
airplane are opemt ed. Pitching is controlled by a fore-and-aft movement of the stick,
rolling by a side-to-side movement. (Fig. 1.)

Control SUrfaC&ee SURFME, COA~ROL.
cord grommet-See ~ROMUET.
cord netting+ee NET, GM CELL (RICXDA.IRSELP).
cord, rip.—The rope running from the rip panel to the car or basket, the p~~ of which tears

off or rips the rip panel and causes immediate deflation. (I?igg. .2 and 3.)
cover, outer—The outside covering of the hdl of a rigid airship, usualIy of some kind of fabric.

Sometimes called the “envelope.” (Figs. 4 and 5.)
cover, valve-see HooD, vuvn.
co wling—A remo~able co-rering which extends o~er or around the engine, and sometimes over

a portion of the f~=elage or nacelle as well. (Figg. 1, 6, 10, and 14.)

cradle:
bnilding—.i support provided for the frame of a rigid airship or the keel of a semiriiid

airship durk~ construction.
docking—A support for the car of an airship -ivhile it is being inflated in the shed. Tfostly

used with rigid airships.
crew, ground-See CREW, LA.NDIXG.
crew, Ianding—A detail of men necessary for the landing and handling of an airship on the

ground. A ‘,’ground crew.”
critical angle-See &YGLE, cKrrmAL.
critical speed<ee sPEED, cmmc.AL.
cross-country fiight+ee FLIGET, cRoss-com”TRY.
cross-wind forc~ee FORCE, cRoss-wmD.
crow’ s-f oot—A system of diverging short ropes for distributing the pull of a single rope.

An arrangement in which the strands of a cord are opened out so that they can be
effectively cement ed to a fabric surface.

cruciform girder-See GmDER, CRUCD?ORM.
damping factor—The factor e – ‘t in the equation of damped harmonic motion.

s=Ae —M sin pt.
danger cone--See CONE,DAXGER.
dead Load-See WEIGHT, EMPTY, which is to be preferred.
decalage—The acute angle between the wing chords of a biplane or muhiplane. (Fii. 1.)
defIation-The act of removing gas and air from an aerostat..
deflation sleeve-see SLEEVE, DEFLAmON.
diametral wir~ee WIRE (AnwuP), DIAIIETR.&
diaphragm, ballonet—The f abric partition betmeen the gas and air compartments of the envelope

of a nonriggd or semirigid airship or kite balloon.
dihedral angle.+ee ANGLE, WNG-DIEEDRAL.
dirigible-That can be directed; steerabIe; as a dirigible balloon. Its use as a noun to indicate

an airship is improper.
dischargeable weight+ee wmrGH’P,DISCEARGE~BLE.
displacement—The mass of air displaced by the gas used for inflation. It maybe expressed as a

weight or volume. In the latter case it is usually called “volume.”
displacement, aerodynamic vohrae or air volume-The weight of a mass of air equal to the aero-

dynamic volume of the airship in Ff. A. (2. A. standard atmosphere at sea level.
disposable weight-See WEIGHT,DISPOSABLE(AIRS=).
dive-A steep descent, with or without po-iver, in which the air speed is greater than the maxi-

mum speed in horizontal flight.
divergence—A motion in which, after a disturbance from equilibrium, the body departs contin-

uoudy, without oscilIat.ions, from its original state of motion.
dock—A term sometimes applied to an airship shed.
docking cradle-See CRADLE,DOCIKCNG.
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docking rail--see RAIL, DOCHING.
docking trolley-See TROLLEY,DOCKING.
dope (airplane) —The liquid material applied to the cloth surfaces of airplanes to increase strength,

to produce tauiness by shrinking, and to act as a filler for maintaining air-tightness.
dope (airship) —The liquid material applied to rubberized airship fabric to increase gas-tightness.

In contrast with airplane dope, it does not cause shrinking,
dope (pigmented)-lm aircraft dope to which a pigment has been added to make an opaque “

finish, or to protect it from the effects of sunlight.
downwash angle—See ANGLE,DOWNWASH,
drag—The component parallel to the relative wind of the total air force on an aircraft or airfoil.

Its symbol is D,

The “ absolute drag coefficient” is (7= as defined by the equation CD= -~? in which
qs

D is the drag, g is the impact pressure (= ~p J’2) and S is the effective area of the surface
upon which the air force acts.

In the case of an airplane, that part of the drag due to the wings is called ‘[ ~ving
drag”; that due to the rest of the airp~ane is called “structural drag” or “ parasite
resistance. 9‘

induced—That portion of the wing drag induced by, or resulting from, the generation of
the lift.

profile-That portion of the wing drag which is due to friction snd turbulence in the fluid
and which would be absent in a nonviscous fluid,

drag, mooring—A movable and/or variabIe weight, suspended from the after part of an air-
ship’s structure while moored at a mast, to aid in restraining the vertical and lateral
motions of the stern of the airship,

drag-rope-See ROPE, DRAG.
drag strut-See STRUT, DRAG.
drift—The lateral velocity of an aircraft due to air currents.
drift angle-See ANGLE,DRIFT.
drift bar—A part of a drift meter or other instrument for indicating the apparent direction of

motion of the ground relative to the fore-and-aft axis of the aircraft. lt usually consists
of a wire or arm which can be set along this direction of motion. Cf. drift.

drift meter—~n instrument for measuring the angle bei-iveen the fore-and-aft axis of an aircraft
and its path over the ground, One form consists of a drift bar provided with a suitable
angular scale. (Cf. drift.) The instrument is graduated to read correctly when it is
ievel.

drip band—See” FLAP, DRIP.
drip flap-See FLAP, DRIP.
drip strip-See FLAP, DRIP.
D—ring—A ring having (as the name implies) the shape of a capital D, to which rope suspensions

are attached.
drogue—See ANCHOR,SEA.
dry weight of an engine—see EXGIXE, DRY WEIGHTOF.
duralumin—An alloy of aluminum which is much used in aerommtics, especially for the structure

of airships and airplanes. Its cbemica~ composition and physical properties are about
as follows:

Copper, 3.5 to 4.5 per cent.
Manganese, 0,4 to 1 per cent.
Magnesium, 0.2 to 0.75 per cent.
Aluminum, 92 per cent, minimum.
Tensile strength, ultimate, 55,000 pounds per square inch.
Tensile strength at elastic liuit, 30,000 pounds per square inch.
Illongation of 2 inches at ultimate strength (test specimen ~ inch wide), 18 per cent.
specific gravity not more than 2.85.
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dynamic factor—T’he ratio between the Ioad carried by any parb of an aircraft when accelerating
and the corresponding basic load.

dynamic Iift~ee r.m.T, Dm-wc.
dynamic Ioad-See LOAD, DYNMC.
dynamic (or impact) pressure-The product $ p 7’, where p is the density of the air and T is

the relative speed of the air. It is the quantity measured by mos$ air-speed instruments.
Its symbol is g.

dynamic trim-See TRM, Dmw.?ac.
economic speed-See SPEED,EcoNolnc.
effective heIix angI~ee Lwcmn, EFPEC~ m=.
effective thrust-See mmusT, EFFECm.
elevator—A ruovable auxiliary airfoil, the function of which is to impress a pitching moment

on the aircraft. The elevator is usually hinged to the stabilizer. (Figs. 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9,
10, 13, and 14.)

ehNa.tOr aIlgI@ee M7GLE, ELE1’ATOR.
endnrance-The maximum Ien@h of time an aircraft can remain in the air at a given speed

and altitude.
engine altimeter-ee .&mmmrm, Ek-GrNE.
engine, barrel-t ype-An engine having its cylinders k~~ed equiclidant from and parallel to

the main shaft.
engine controls-See coxmtoLs.
engine, dry weight of an—The weight of the engine, including carburetor and iatition systems

compIet e, propeller hub assembly: Teduction gears, if any, but excIud@ exhaust mani-
folds, oil, and water. If the starter is built. into the engine as an integral part of the
structure its weight shall be included.

engine, inrerted—.kn engine hav@ its e#_inders belo-iv the crankshaft.
engine, Ieft-hand—An engine whose propeller shaft, to an observer facing the propeller from

the antipropelIer end of the shaft, rotates in a counterclockwise direction.
engine, radiaI—An engine ha~~ stationary cyLinders arr~ued radially around a common

crarkhaft.
engine, right -hand—-b en@e Those propelIer shaft, to an obser~er f acirg the propelkr from

the antipropeller end of the shaft, rotates in a clockwise direction.
engine, rotary—An engine ha~~ revolving cyIinders arr~~ed radially around a common

fixed crankshaft.
engine, supercharged—An enntie with mechanical means for inereasimg the cylinder charge

beyond that normally taken in at the existing atmospheric pressure and temperature.
engine, vertical—An engine hav@ its cylinders arr~~ed vertically abo-ve the crankshaft.
engine, V-t ype-iim en~&e ha- its cylinders arranged in two rows, forming, in the end view,

the Ietter “V.”
engine, W -typ e-An engine hatig its cylinders arra~~ed in three rows, forming, in the end

view, the Ietter “W,” Sometimes called the “broad-arrow type.”
entering edge-See LEADLNGEDGE.
envelope—The outer covering of an aerost afi, usually of fabric. It may or may not be also the

gas container. Ib may be divided by diaphragms into separate gas compartments or
cells, and it may also contain internal air cells or ballonets. (F@. 2, 3,4, 5, 11, 12.)

equipment, ground-see GEAR, GEOUNi.
fabric, baIloon—The fished material, usually rubberized, of which balloon or airship envelopes

are made.
biased—Plied fabric in which the threads of the plies are at an angle to each other.
paralIel—Plied fabric in which the threads of the pIies are parallel to each other.

fabric, gas-ceil—The fabric used in gas ceils of rigid airships, usually goldbeat er’ti skin fabric, q. v.
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fabric, goldbeater’s skin—~ gas containing fabric consisting of a layer of light, fine, strong
cloth, usually cotton, to which one or more layers of goldbeater’s skins have been cemented.
The skins are on the inside and are usually further protected by a coat of fine varnish.
Usually used in the gas cells of rigid airships.

factor, dynamic-$ee DYNAMICFACTOR.
factor of safety—The ratio of the ultimate strength of a member to the maximum probable load

in that member in actuaI use.
fairing—k auxiliary member or structure whose primary function is to reduce head resistance

or drag of the part to which it is fitted (without, in general, contributing strength).
fairing wire-See WIRE, FAIRING.
field-handling frame-See FRAME, FIELD-HANDLING.
filling sleeve-See sLEEvE, mLLING.
fin-ii fixed surface, attached to a part of the aircraft, parallel to the longitudinal axis, in order

to secure stability; for example, tail fin, skid fin, etc. I?ins are sometimes adjustable.
(I?igs. 1, 3,4, 5, 6, 9, 10, 13, and 14.)

fin carrier-See cARRmR, FIN.
fin girder-See GIRDER,FIN.
finger patch-See FATCE, FINGER.
fire wail—A fire-resistance transverse bulkhead, so set as to isolate the engine compartment

from the other parts of the structure and thus to reduce the risk from fire in the engine
compartment. (Fig. 1.)

fitting-A generic term for any small part used in the structure of an airplane or airship. If
without qualification,, a metal part is usually understood. It may refer to other parts,
such as “fabric fittings.”

fixed fuel tank-See TANK, FIXED FUEL.
fixed power-plant weight for a given airplane—see WEIGHT, FIXED, POWER-PLANT, FOR A

GIVEN AIRPLANE.
fixed surface-See FIN.
fixed weight-+ee WEIGHT,FIXED (AIRSmP).
flap, drip—A strip of fabric attached by one edge to the envelope of an aerostat so that rain

runs off its free edge instead of dripping into the basket or car. It also assists in keeping
the suspension ropes dry and nonconducting. Also called “ drip band” and “drip strip.”

flap, pressure—A flap valve fitted in the outer cover or en-relope of a rigid airship and arranged
to permit the rapid flow of air in and out-particularly inward. The purpose is to facili-
tate the rapid equalization of the pressure of the air within the envelope with that of the
surrounding air.

flight, cross-country—A flight which necessitates leaving the vicinity of a regular landing field.
flight indicator—See INDICATOR,FLIGHT.
flight path—The path of the center of gravity of an aircraft with reference to the earth.
flight recorcter-See RECORDER,PLIGHT.
float-A completely inclosed water-tight structure attached to an aircraft in order to gi~e it

buoyancy and stability when in contact with the surface of the water. In float seapIanes
the crew is carried in a fuselage or nacelle separate from the ffoat. (Fig, 10.) The term
‘[pontoon” is no-iv obsolete.

flOtatiOIl gear~ee GEAR, l?LOTATION.
flying boat—A form of seaplane supported, when resting on the surface of the water, by a hull

or hulIs providing flotation in addition to serving as fuselages. (Fig. 9.) For the central
hull type, lateral stability is usually provided by wing-tip floats. The term “boat
seaplane “ is now obsoIete.
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force, cross-wind—l’hc component, perpendicular Lo the lift and to the drag, of the total air force
on the aircraft or any part thereof. Its symbol is C and its absolute coefficient Cc is
defined by

where g is the impact pressuxe ( = ~P1’2) and S k the effecti~e area of the surface upon
which the air force acts.

frame, fieId-handling-.A portabIe frame which may be attached to an airship when it is on the
ground and which is intended to afford a grasp to more men than could get on the handling
rails of the cars. These frames are rarely carried when in flight. (Fig. 4.)

framing, stern—All framework, aft of the cruciform girder, necessary to complete the shape and
contour of a rigid airship.

free baHoon-See BALLOON,FREE.
free-baHoon net+ee NET, FREE-BALLOON-.
fuel (or oiI) consumption, specific-The weight of fuel (or oil) consumed per brake horsepower-

hour.
fuel tank, fixed-See TANK, ICCXEDFUEL.
fuII load-See Len, FULL.
fuselage-The structure, of approximately streamline form, to which are attached the wings

and tail unit of an airplane. In general it contains the power plant, passengers, cargo,
etc. (Figs. 1, 6, and 10.)

fuselage, monocoque.—A type of fuselage construction wherein the structure consists of a thin
shelI of wood, met aI, or other material, supported by ribs, frames, be~t frames, or bulk-
heads, but usually without longitudinal members other than the shell itself. The w-hole
is so disposed as to carry the stresses to which the structme is subjected. (Fig. 6.)

gap—The distance between the planes of the chords of any two adjacent w@s, measured alorg
a line perpendicular to the chord of the upper wing at any designated point of its leadimg
edge. (Fig. 1.) Its symboI is G,

gas bag-See HULL (ms~) and CELL, GAS.
gas capacity, nominal--See c~~crry, xo>mvti GAs.
gas ceII—See CELL, G~s.
gas-ceil a~arm+ee ~lr, GA.s-cEL.L.
gas-ceil fabric-See FABRIC, CMS-OELL.
gas-ceil, net-See mm, G~s-cELL (RIGID -smr).
gas container—?ee cELL, GAS.
gas shaft-See SHAFT, GAS.
gas-shaft hood-See HOOD, GAS-SEA.FT.
gassing—The operation of replenishing a baIIoon with fresh gas to increase the purity or to

make up for loss of gas.
gassing factor—The quantity of aerostatic gas required to maintain an aerostat for one year.

It is ordinarily expressed as a percentage of the gas volume.
gaS VOhlme~ee YOLUME,GAS (AIRSH.11).
gear, fiotation-.ti e~ergency gear attached to a landplane to permit a&ht&~ on the water

and to provide buoyancy when resting on the surface of the water.
gear, gronnd-The gear, or equipment, necessary for the landing and hamlling of an airship on

the ground.
girder, box—Any girder of rectangdar section. Frequently used to refer to the rectangular,

lomgitudinaI members in the keel of a rigid airship from which fue~ tanks and gas bags
are suspended.

girder, cruciform—The structure, consisting of vertical and horizontal transverse girders, which
is fitted at the stern of a rigid airship for the purpose of supporting the inboard ends
of the stern posts of the fins or the rudder posts. It may be integral with the stern
posts which form the after ends of the fins.

girder, fin-A girder of a rigid airship which goes to make up the fin.
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girder, propeller reinforcing—A light additional member fitted in the structure of a rigid airship
to reinforce those areas of the outer cover which are affected by the propeller wash.

girder, walkway—The girder forming the support of a walkway through the keel or in other
localities in a rigid or semirigid airship. (Fig. 4.)

gland—a short tube fitted to an envelope or gas bag in such a manner that a rope or line may
slide through without leakage of gas or air. (Figs. 2 and 5.)

gIand, manometer-tube—A gland fitted to the envelope of an aerostat to form a gas-tight con-
nection for the tube leading to the manometer in the car. Same as “pressure-tube
gland.”

gland, pressure-tube--See GLMWD,MANOMETER-TUBE.
glide—i4 descent with reference to the air at a normal angle of attack and without engine power

sufficient for level flight in still air, the propeller thrust being replaced by a component
of gravity along the line of flight. Also used as a verb.

glider—A form of aircraft similar to an airpIane, but without a power plant.
goldbeater’s-skin fabric-See FABRIC, GOLDBEATER’S-SKIN.
gondola—The car of an airship. This use of the word is borrowed from the Italian -ria the

German. “Car” is to be preferred.
gore—The portion of the envelope of a balloon or airship included between hvo adjacent

meridian seams.
grab line-See LINE, HANDLING.
grommet—A small ring of cord.
gross lift (airship) ~ee LIFT, GROSS (ALRSEUP)
ground angIe-See ANGLE, LANDING.
ground cloth-.$lee CLOTE, GROUND.
ground crew—%e ORETV,LANDING.
ground equipment-See GEAR, GROUND.
ground gear-See GEAR, GROUND.
ground speed—See SPEED,GROUND.
ground-speed meter—An instrument for measuring the speed of an aircraft relative to the

ground. In present types of instruments some reference line in the instrument must
first be set parallel to the apparent direction of motion of the aircraft with reference to the
ground before the speed measurement is made. This is usually accomplished by the use
of a drift meter, the adjustment of which automatically orients the ground-speed meter
properly. Thus both ihe magnitude and direction of the motion of the aircraft with
reference to the ground are obtained.

guy, yaw--See LINE, YAW.
gyroscopic turn indicator%ee INDICATOR,GYROSCOPICTURN.
handling line-See LINE, HANDLING.
hangar—A shelter for housing aircraft. Ifore properly applied to heavier-than-air craft.

harness, mooring—A system of webbing bands, fitted over the top of the envelope of a balloon,
to which are attached the mooring ropes. usually found only in kite balloons or obser-
vation balloons. (Fig. 2.)

height, pressure—The altitude at which the gas cells of a rigid airship are ftil, or the gas bag
of a nonrigid airship is completely full of gas.

helicopter—A form of aircraft whose sole support in the air is derived directly from the vertical
component of the thrust produced by rotating airfoils.

hog—A distortion of an airship in which the longitudinal axis becomes convex upward so that
both ends droop.

hood, gas-shaft—A hood, or cowl, located on the outer cover of a rigid airship at the outer end
of a gas shaft. It is usually made of light -wood and fabric and is faced to facilitate
the escape of gas. Sometimes called “ exhaust-gas hood.”

In view of the possibilityy of confusion with the parts of an engine exhaust system,
it is believed that “gas-shaft hood” is to be preferred. (Fig. 4.)
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hood, maneuvering-valve-A hood, or cowl, located on the outer co~er of a rigid airship just
over a maneuvering valve. It is usually made of light wood or fabric and is faced [o
facilitate the escape of gas. (Fig. 4.)

hood, vaIve—The appliance, hav@ the form of a hood or parasol which protects the valYe of
an airship or balloon against rain. Also called CCvalve cover” or “bonnet.” (Figs. 2,
4, and 5.)

horn—A short lever attached to’ a control surface of an a.ircraf t. For example, aiIeron horn,
rudder horn, elevator horn. (Figs. 1, 3, 9, 10, 13, and 14.)

horsepower of an engine, maximum—The maximum horsepower which an engine can de-reIop.
horsepower of an engine, rated—The average horsepower developed by an engzjne of a given

ty-pe in passing the standaxd 50-hour endurance test.
hull (airship) —The main structure of a rigid airship, consisting of a covered eIongated frame-

work d.ich irdoses the gas cek and supports the cars and equipment. (Fig. 4.) I!iIay
also be appIied to the complete buoyant unit of any aerostat. In this Iatter sense some-
times called “gas bag. ”

hull (seaplane) —The portion of a%ly@ boat which furnishes buoyancy when in contact with
the surface of the water. It contains accommodations for the cre~ and passengers,
usually incorporating the functions of a float and fuselage in one unit. (Fig. 9.)

impact pressnr-ee DYNAMm (OR DrPAc’r) PREss~E.
inclinometer—An instrument for indicating the attitude of an aircraft. Inclinometers are

termed fore-and-aft, lateral, or universal, according as they indicate inclination on the
vertical plane through the fore-and-aft axis, or in the vertical pkme thro~~h the lateral
axis, or in both pIanes, respectively.

inclinometer, absolute-.ti instrument which indicates the attitude of an aircraft with reference
to the vertical. The indications of instruments of ibis type usually depend on gyro-
scopic action.

inclinometer, reIative-An instomment which indicates the attitude of an aircraft with reference
to apparent gravity, i. e., to the restit ant of the acceleration of the aircraft and that due
to gravity.

indicator, air-speed4ee AIR-SPEEDMETER.
indicator, balIonet-fnHness-k instrument for indicating the volume of air in a ballonet.
indicator, flight-An instrument in which a Iateral inclinometer, a fore-and-aft inclinometer,

and a turn indicator are combined to form a compact. unit.
indicator, gyroscopic turn-A turn indicator dependent on gyroscopic action.
indicator, pitch—An instrument for indicating the exktence of a pitching veIocity of an aircraft..

~. burn indicator.
indicator, static turn-A turn indicator actuated by the difference in pressure between static

tubes mounted near the wing tips equidistant from the plane of symmetry and in a plane
para.lIeI to the lateral axis.

indicator, tarn-b instrument for indicating the exist ence of an an=gdar velocity of turn of an
aircraft about the normal axis. In horizontal &Dht it indicates the presence of a yawing
veIocit y. “Turn meter” is the term applied to certain types.

indraft (inflow) —The flow- of air from in front of the propeIler into the blades.
induced drag-See DRAG, INDEWED.
induction compass+ee COMPASS,mmuurtox.
infIation-The act of fill@ a balIoon or airship with gas.
inflation manifoId-See 3LQTCFOLD,INFLATION.
inflation net+ee Nm., muTIox.
in fiat ion sleev+ ee SLEEVE, mFuTIoN.
inflation tribe--See TUBE, m~LAmoN.
infiow-See mmRm.
inspection window-See WINDOW,INSPECTrOX.
intermediate e IongitndinaI--See LONGITUDINAL,INTERMEDIATE.
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intermediate transverse-See TRANSVERSE,INTERMEDI.4TE.
inverted engine—See ENGINE,INVERTED.
jackstay—A longitudinal rigging provided to maintain the correct distance between wwious

parts on fittings on an aerostat.
keel (airship) —The assembly of members at the bottom of the hulI of a semirigid or rigid airship

which provides special strength to resist hogging and sagging and also serves to distribute
the effect of concentrated loads along the hull. It may be a simple Gall’s chain, as in
some semirigids} or a very extensive structure inclosing the corridor, as in most rigids.
(Figs. 4 and 5.)

king-post—The main compression member of a trussing system applied to support a single
member subject to bending. (Figs. 4 and 6.)

kite—An aircraft heavier ihan air, restrained by a tow-line and sustained by the relative
wind.

kite balloon-See BALLOON,HITE.
kymograph—An instrument for recording the angular oscillations of an aircraft in flight with

respect to axes fixed in space. The reference direction-is usually given by a gyroscope or a
beam of sunlight.

laminated wood~ee wooD, LAMINATED.
landing angle-See ANGLE, LANDING.
Ia~ding CreW-f$ee CREW, L~NDIKG.
landing fieId-A field of such a size and nature as to permit of aircraft Ianding ancl taking OR in

safety. It may or may not be part of an airport.
landing field, emergency—A locality, either of water or land, which is adapted for the landing

and taking off of aircraft, but which is not equipped with facilities for shelter, supply,
and repair of aircraft and is not used regularly for the receipt or discharge of passengers
or cargo by air.

landing gear—The understructure which supports the weight of an aircraft when in contac~
\l,ith the surface of the land or water and reduces the shock on landing. There are five

common types—boat type, float type, skid type, wheel type, and ski type. (Figs, 1, 6,
9, 10, and 14.) (Amphibian may be a combination of the float or boat type with wheels
or skis.)

landing speed---See SPEED, LANDING.
Ianding T—A large symbol shaped like a capital T which is laid out on a landing field or on the

top of a building to guide operators of aircraft in landing and taking off.
landing wire-+ee WIRE, LANDING.
landplane—.kn airplane designed to rise from and alight on the land. (Figs 1, 6, and 14.)
leading edge—The foremost edge of an airfoil or propeller blade. Also called “ entering edge.”
leak detector—An instrument which detects the presence of hydrogen and other light gases in

the air, and which can be adapted to find leaks in a container inflated with such a gas.
left-hand engine-See ENGKNE,LEFT-HAND.
left side (engine) —That side which, to an observer looking from the antiprope]ler end toward the

propeller end, lies on the left-hand side.
lift—That component of the total air force on an aircraft or airfoil which is perpendicular to the

relative wind and in the plane of symmetry. It must be specified whether this applies

to a complete aircraft or to parts thereof. In the case of an airship, this is often called

“dynamic lift.” Its symbol is ~.
The “absolute lift coefficient” is Oz as defied by the equation

.
in which ~ is the lift, q is the impact pressure ( = ~ P V? and S is the effecti~e area of the

surface upon which the air force acts.
lift (of a gas) —The difference of density of air and the gas. Both supposed to be under the

same conditions of pressure, temperature% etc.
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lift, dynamic—The lift impressed on an aerostat by aerodynamic forces.
lift, gross (airship)—The lift obtained from a volume of buoyant gas equal to the nominal gas

capacity of the aircraft. Obtained by multiplying the nominal gas capacity by the lift
per unit ~olume of the gas used for inflation.

lift, statio (aerostat) —The resultant upward force on an aerostat at rest obtained by multi-
ply@ the actual volume of the air dispIaced by the density of the air and subtract~~
the weight of the contained gas. (The volume of the air diepIaced, multiplied by the
difference of clmsity of the air and the contained gas.)

lift,” nsefuI (airship)—The lift avaiIable for carrying fuel, and oil, passengers, cargo, food, and
drii~ water, gyms, ammunition, and bombs. I_knmIly determined by deducting
from the gross lift all fixed weights; certain allowances of balIast, fuel, and oil; water;
spares and tools; crew and equipment. No standard has as yet been established.

lift wire-See mmE, Lrm.
line, bow-steadying-See Lmi, YAW.
line, grab-See LINE, HANDLING,and ROPE, DRAG.
line, handling—A line attached along the side of an airship for use in maneuvering near and

on the ground. (Figs. 2, 3, 4, and 5.) Sometimes called “grab line.”
line, main hauIing-Same as wlm MooRm’G LINE.
line, main mooring—The line dropped from the bow of an airship to be coupled to the mast

main moorimg line. (Fig. 4.)
Iine, IIMM bow-steadying-See Lm, WST YAW.
liILe, DIM main hs,uling+ame as M.&sTU- MooErxG LINE.
line, mast main mooring—i% line led from the mah winch of a mooring masi through the moor-

i~~ attachment at the top of the mast and carried out to a point on the ground well to
leeward of the mast. The airship’s main mooring line is attzched to this line and the
airship is hauled to the mast by means of the joined lines. Sometimes called “ground
wire’ ‘—British.

line, mast yaw—One of the lines led from a winch at the base of the moor~~ mast through snatch
blocks and carried out to leeward of the mast. The airship’s yaw Iines are attached to
these Iines. The snatch blocks are fixed to anchorages seIected so that the joined lines
tend to keep the airship into the wind and prevent her overrid~m the mask. These
lines are also sometimes calIed “mast yaw guys” or “mast bow-steadying lines.”

line, mooring—A line attached near the bow of an airship for securing it to the ground or to a
mooring mast. (Figg. 3, 4, and 5.)

line, nose-steadying-See LmX, YAW, which is to be preferred.
line, sandbag—A rope extendi~~ along the line of suspension ropes or bridles of a kite balloon

to which are hooked the sandbags used in mooring the balloon. The purpose is to prevent
wear on the suspension cordage.

lines, control—The Iines of wire and/or stranded cable leading from the control car or compart-
ment to the various parts of an airship and operating (either thro~oh mechanisms or
directly) the rudders, valves, etc., which control the speed, altitude, etc., of the airship.

line, suspension—A line either of cordage or metal, which supports the weight attached to the
enveIope of a balloon or airship. (Figs. 2, 3, 5, and 11.)

line, yaw—k Iine dropped from the box of an airship, when mooring to the mast, to act as a
steadyimg line to prevent yawing and overriding the mast. Also called “ bow-steadyi~g
line” or “yaw guy.” (“ Side guy -wire’’-British.)

load:
dead-see TVEIGHT,EwvrY.
fall-weight empty plus usefuI load. Also called “gross weight.”
pay—That part of the useful Ioad from which revenue is derived, viz., passengers and

freight.
usefnl-The crew and passe~vers , oil, and fuel, ballast other. than emergency, ordnance,

and portable equipment.
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Ioad, basic—The Ioad on an aircraft when it is at rest or in a condition of mmc.celerated recti-
linear fight. (For purposes of stress analysis.)

load, dynamic—Any load due to accelerations of an aircraft, and therefore proportional to its
mass.

load factor—The ratio of any specified loacl on a member to the corresponding basic load.
Generally applied to the ratio of the breaking Ioad to a basic load.

load-ring—See RmG, CONCENTRATION.
loading, power—The gross weight of m airplane, fully loaded, divided by the normal brake

horsepower of the engine computed for air of standard density unless otherwise stated.
loading, wing—The gross weight of an airplane, fully loaded, divided by the area of the support-

ing surface. The area used in computing the wing loading should include ailerons, but
not the stabilizer and elevators.

lobe—An air or gas inflated bag fitted at the stern of a kite balloon and acting as a fin or stabilizer
to give it aerodynamic stability. (Fig, 2.)

logarithmic decrement—The natural logarithm of the ratio of two successive amplitudes in a
damped harmonic motion. It is equal to the product x T, where A is the coefficient
appearing in the damping factor of damped harmonic motion and T is the period of the
motion.

longeron—A fore-and-aft member of the framing of an airplane fuselage or nacelle, usually
continuous across a number of points of support. (Fig. 1.)

longitudinal dihedral angle—See ANGLE, LONGITUDINALDIHEDRAL.
longitudinal, intermediate—h intermediate longitudinal strength member of a rigid airship,

which lies between two adj scent main longitudinaks and is generally of lighter weight
and/or smaller dimension than the main longitudinal. (Fig. 4.)

longitudinal, main—A main longitudinal strength member, of a rigid airship, which connects
the various transverse frames. (Fig. 4.)

100p, mOOring—See LOOP, SANDBAG.
loop, safety—A loop formed in a rip cord and attached to a securing patch by a breakabIe cord

or a spring clip. It may be formed either inside the envelope and close to the rip panel
m outside the envelope near the gland by which the rip cord passes through the envelope.
Before the rip panel can be ‘{ pulled” the breakable cord must be broken or the clip
opened. Accidental “pulling” is thus made unlikely, as the weight of the cord is easily
carried by the breakable cord or spring clip,

loop, sandbag—A system of cordage Ioops on the envelope of a balloon for suspending sandbags,
See dSO LINE, SAKDBAG.

main hauling line—see I.INE, MAIN MOORING.
main longitudinal—See LONGITUDINAL,MAIN-.
main mooring Iine—See LrNE, bi.41NiwooRING,
main mooring line, mast—See LINE, NfAsT MAIN MOORING.
main shear wire—See WIRE (AIRSHIP), MAIN SHEAR.
main supporting surface—See suRFAcE, MAIN SUPPORTING.
main transverse—See Transverse, MAIN.
maneuverability—That quality in an aircraft which makes it possible for the pilot to change

its attitude rapidly.
maneuvering valve—See VALVE, MANEUVERING.
maneuvering-valve hood—See HOOD,MANEUVERING-VALVE.
manhole, appendix—An appendix of large diameter and usually rather short. It is used more

for access than for inflation or deflation. (Fig. 2,)

manifold, inflation-A metal or fabric connection .vi-ith numerous inlets which permits the
passage of gas at the same time from a number of sources (either cylinders or gas holders)
to the main inflation tube,

manometer pressure—See PRESSURE,NANOMETER(AEROSTAT).
manometer-tube gland—See GLAND,MANOMETER-TUBE.
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mast bow-steadying lin~ee Lrxis, MAST’YAW.
mast main hauling line-See Lm-E, wwr mrx- MooEmG.
mast main mooring line-See Lmm, wsr ~ xooEmG.
mast, mooring—A mast or tower at the top of which there is mounted ti fitting, so that the bow

of an airship may be secured. It is usually provided with a ladder or staircase and a
pIatform at the top, so that crew and passengers may enter or leave the airship, and
also with piping for the supply of fuel, gas, and water. Sometimes called “mooring
tower.”

mast yaw Iine-See Lm-E, mwr Y~w.
meter, air-sp’eed-See AHL-SPEEDXETEE.
meter, ground-speed-See GROUND-SPEEDMETEP..
meter, snperheat—An instrument for measuriwg the difference in temperature betmeen the gas

in a gas container of a lighter-than-air craft and the surround~~ air.
minimum gliding angl~ee &NGLE,miimum G~LVG.
minimum speed-see sPEED, mvmmw
monocoque fuseIage-See lmLsELAGE,310NocoQuE.
monoplane-An airplane which has but one main supporting surface, sometimes divided into

two parts by the fuselage. (Fig. 6.)
mooring band~ee BLNDZ?XOORLN7G.
mooring cone--See co~m, MooRm-G.
mooring-cone outrigger--See omrmGGER, xooR~2-G-coxE..
mooring drag--See DRM, MOORING.
mooring harness-See HARNESS,MOOR.SNG.
mooring Iine—See L.rsE, 3zoomxG.
mooring loop-See LooP, s.mrm&G.
mooring mast-See imwr, MooRmG.
mooring ring+ee RIN-G,3fooR1fi-G.
mooring rope-See RoPE, xoommG.
mooring, three-point-A system of mooring an airship. It consists primarily of three lines

running from a mooring I@ (or point) on the airship to three points on the ground.
These points are usually at the vertices of an equilateral tria~ule. The lines may be
secured to anchorages at the points, or run over snatch blocks and to equa.kzhg gear.
The endeavor is to moor the airship in such a manner that the dynamic lift, due to the
relative wind, shalI keep the airship at a constant height from the ground. Yfay be
considered as a substitute for a mooring mast., usually an emergency substitute.

mooring tower-See 3msT., MooRmG.
muItipIane-An airpIane with two or more main supportiq surfaces placed one above another.
naceIle—An inclosed shelter for passengers or for a power plant. A nacelle is usmilIy shorter

than a fuseIage, and does nott carry the taiI unit. (Fig. 14.)
net:

free-baIIoon—..4 r&ing made of ropes and twine shaped to the upper surface of the envelope,
which supports the weight of the basket, etc., and distributes the load over the entire
upper surface of the envelope. (Fig. 11.)

gas-ceil (rigid airship)—A netting of cord of small mesh which is intended to assist the
fabric of the gas cells in tran.stitting gas force to a wire netting of coarser mesh and
to the IongitudinaIs, both beimg fitted between the lo~citudinals. It may be compared
to the net of a free balloon. Sometimes called “ gas-ceII nett~~” or ‘(cord nett~~.”
(Fig. 4.)

infiation-A rectarqylar net of cordage used to restrain the envelope of a kite balloon or
airship during inflation. Also applied to a free-bal.Ioon net designed to be removed after
igflation.

netting COrd~ee KET, GAS CELL (RIGD AIRSHKP).

—
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netting wire—See wIRE (AIRsHIP), NETTING.
nOminal gaS CapaCity+ee CAPACITY,h“OMIh’.4LGAS.
nonrigid airship-See .41RSHIP,NONRIGID.
nose (airship) -Sometimes used for bow.
nose batten—See STIFFENER,BOW.
nose cap—see CAP, Bow, which is to be preferred.
nose-heavy—The condition of an airplane in normal flight when the distribu Lion of forces is

such thatj if the longitudinal controls were released, the nose would drop.
nose-heavy (airship) -See BOW-HEAVY.
nose-steadying line—see LINE, YAW.
nozzle, pressure—An instrument which, in combination with a gauge, is used to measure the

indicated speed of an aircraft relative to the air. It may be a Pitot-static or a Trenturi
tube, or a combination of a Pitot iube and a TTenturi tube.

nurse balloon—See BALLOON,CONSTANTPRESSURE.
nursing tube—See TUBE, SUPPLY.
observation balIoon—See BALLOON,OBSERVAmON.
observation platform—See PLATI?ORM)OBSERVAmON.
optical altimeter—See LLmMETER, oPmc.4L.
ornithopter—A forrn of aircraft heavier than air, deriving its chief support and propelling force

from flapping wings.
oscillation, phugoid—A long-period oscillation characteristic of the disturbed longitudinal

motion of an aircraft. This is referred to when it is said that an aircraft” hunts.”
oscillation, stable—An oscillation whose amplitude does not increase.
osciIIation, unstable—An oscillation whose amplitude increases continuously until an attitude

is reached from which there is no tendency to return toward the original attitude, the
motion becoming a steady divergence.

outer cover—See COVER,OUTER.
outrigger, mooring-cone—The member, usually tubular, which supports the mooring cone at the

bow of the airship. Sometimes referred to as “mooring spindle.” (Fig. 4.)
over-all length—The distance from the extreme froni to the extreme rear of an aircraft, including

the propeller and the tail unit.
overhang—TJsed in two senses. (1) One-haLf of the difference in span of any two main supporting

surfaces of an airplane. The overhang is positive when the upper of the two main sup-
porting surfaces has the larger span. (Fig. 1.) (2) The distance from the outer strut
attachment to the tip of the wings.

overhead suspension—See SUSPENSION,OVERHEAD.
pancake, to—To level off an airplane at a greater altitude than normal in a landing, thus causing

it to stall and to descend on a steeply inclined path with the wings at a very large angle of
attack and without appreciable bank.

paneI (aerostat)—The unit piece of fabric of which the envelope or outer cover of an aerostat is
made. Panels may be assembled into sections, gores, or rings, according to the method
of manufacture followed.

In rigid airships the area bounded by two adjacent longitudinal and two adjacent
transverses is often referred to as a” panel.” This is a structural panel and the expression
is borrowed from structural engineers.

panel, rip—A strip of fabric inserted or fitted in the upper part of the envelope of a balloon or
semirigid or nonrigid airship which is torn or ripped open when immediate deflation
is desired. (Figs. 2 and 3.)

panel (wing parts) —Where a wing surface comprises several units of construction, these units
are designated as panels.

parasite resistance—See DRAG.
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patch—A strengthened or reinforced flap or fabric of special shape and construction, which

patch,

patch,

patch,

patch,

is cemented to the envelope or gas cell. It usually forms an anchor by which some por-
iion of the structure may be attached to the envelope, or by which the positioning lines
controII@ the gas celI, may be attached to the cell. (Fig. 12.)
chafing-A patch of fabric secured to the enveIope of an aerostat to protect-it from
abrasion.
channeI—A channel-shaped fabric-fittings ecured to the envelope of an aerostat to allow
a rod or spar to be Iaced to the envelope.
finger-A special form of patch having extensions or “fingers” extending out from the
central portion. The” fingers” may be of tape, frayed out rope, or fabric. Their function
is to distribute the load more widely to the fabric of the envelope or gas calls. (Fig. 12.)
suspension—.4 patch, secured to the envelope or to a gas cell of an aerostat, to which a
suspension line may be attached. (Fig. 12.)

pay Ioad--See LoAD, PAY.
pendant, sighting,—A vertical wire on center line and forward of the control car of an airship,

used as a mark in steering, to assist in detera~ wind direction.
performance testing+ee mmmNG, PEEEoRm’cE.
period—The time taken for a complete oscillation.
permeability—The measure of the rate of difl%aion of gas through intact baIloon fabric; usualIy

express ed in liters of hydrogen per square meter of fabric per 24 hours, under standard
conditions of pressure and temperature.

phugoid oscillation--See OSCILLMTON,PHUGOID.
pigmented dope-See DOPE (FIGMENTED).
pilot—An operator of aircraft. This teiw is applied regardkss of the sex of the operator.
pilot baIloon-f5ee BALLOON,Pzo~.
pitch, angle Of=ee O“GLE OF >ITCH.
pitch indicator-See rNDmA!roR, PrTorr.
pitch of a propeHer:

effective-The distance which an aircraft advances SIO%Dits ~~ht path for one revolution
of the propelIer. Its symbol is pe.

geometrical—The distance -which an eIeruenti of a propeller -would advance in one revolu-
tion, if it were moving a~ong a helix of slope equaI to its blade angle.

mean geometrical—The mean of the geometrical pitches of the severaI elements. Its
symbol is ~g.

standard—The geometrical pitch taken at two-thirds of the radius. Also called “nominal
pitch.” Its symbol is p,.

zero thrnst-The distance which a propeIler would have to advance in one revolution in
order that there might be no thrust. Also called “experimental mean pitch.” lts
symbol is pn.

zero torque-The distance which a propelIer would have to advance in one revolution in
order that the torque r@ht be zero. Its symbol is pa.

pitch rati*The ratio of the pitch (geometrical, unIess otherwise stated) to the diameter p/n.
pitch speed—The product of the mean geometrical pitch by the number of revolutions of the

propeller in unit time-i. e., the speed the aircraft would make if there were no slip.
Pitot tube-~ cylindrical tube with an open end which is pointed upstream (i. e., so that the

air meets the instrument head-on or is met head-on by the instrument). When the air-
craft is flying less than about 200 miles per hour, the instrument measures the impact
pressure. When used on aircraft, it is usualIy associated either with a closed coaxial
tube surround.@ it or with a closed tube pIaced near it and parallel to it, the combination
being termed a I?itot-static tube. The associated tube has perforations in its side so
that it is subjected to static pressure, as distinct from impact pressure. The speed of
the fluid can be determined from the difference between the impact presswe and the
static pressure as read by a suitable gauge. (?lig. 7.) In common terminology the
Pitot-static combination, as above, is often termed simply a Pitot tube or Pitot.

424s&27-15
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pIatform, observation—A platform or smaIl deck flitted on the top of an airship and used m a
post for a lookout t-red defense or as a pIace from which to make observations used in
navigating the airship. (Figs, 4 and 5.)

pIywood—A product formed by gluing together two or more Iayers of veneer. TIIc alternate
pfies are usually placed with grain at right angIes to the adjacent pIies.

pontoon (now obsoIete) -i%e FLOA’r.
power loading—See LOADING,POTVER.
pressure alarm-See ALARM, GAS-CELL.
pressure, dynamic-See DYNAkfIC(oR Ikm4cT) PRESSURE.
preSSllre fiap~ee PLAP, PRESSURE.
pressure height---See HEIGHT,PRESSURE.
pressure, manometer (aerostat)—The excess of pressure inside the envelope of an aerostrtt over

the atmospheric pressure at a standard reference point. The point of reference for the
excess of pressure is usually the bottom of the envelope or gas cell for airships and the
level of the basket for kite balloons.

preSSUrenOZZk-See NOZZLE,PRESSURE.
pressure-reIief vent-See vEN’r, PREssuRE-RELIEF.
pressure tube—See TUBE, PRESSURE.
pressure-tube gland—See GLAND,MANOMETER-TUBE.
prOfil~ee AIRFOILSECTION(OR PROFILE).
profiIe drag—See DRAG.
proofing-Material incorporated in the fabric of an aerostat at the time of manufacture to incretise

its resistance to the weather and for to prevent the passage of gas (or decrease its perme-
abi~ity).

propaganda baHoon--See BALLOON,PROPAGANDA.
propeller:

adjustable pitch—A propeller whose blades are so attached to the hub that they may be
set to any desired pitch when the propeller is stationary.

controllable pitch or variabIe pitch—A propeller whose bIades are so mounted that they
msy be turned about their axis to any desired pitch while the propeller is in rotation.

propeIler area, projected—The totaI area in the plane perpendicular to the propelIer shaft
swept by the propeller, excepting the portion covered by the boss and that swept by the
root of the blade. This portion is usualIy taken as extending 0.2 of the maximum radius
from the axis of the shaft.

propeHer blade-See BLADEFACE; BLADEBAGK; BLADE-WIDTHRATIO. (Fig, 1.)
propeller-blade angle-See ANGLE,PROPELLER-BL.4DE.
propeller-blade area—The area of the blade face, exclusive of the boss and the root, i. e., of a

portion which is usually taken as extending 0..2 of the mixximurn radius from the axis
of the shaft.

propeller boss—The central portion of a propeller in which the hub is formed or mounted.
(Fig, 1.)

propelIer-caxnber ratio—The ratio of the maximum thickness of a propelIer section to its chord.
propeIIer-disk area, total—The total area swept by a propelIer, i. e., the area of a circIe having

a diameter equal to the propeller diameter.
propeller efficiency-The ratio of thrust power to power input of a propeIler. Its symbol is ~.
propeller hub—The metal fitting inserted or incorporated in or with a propeller for the purpose

of mounting it on the propeller o? engine shaft. (Fig. 1.)
propeller interference-The amount by which the torque and thrust of a propeller are changed

by the modification of the air flow in the sIip stream produced by bodies placed near the
propeller, such as engine, radiator, etc.

propeIler-load curve-A curve representing the engine power necessary to drive any given
propeller at various speeds. The power required varies approximately as the cube of

the speed in R. P. M., provided the ratio & remains constant.
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propeller pitch+ee PrroH OF A PROPELLER.
—A propelIer mounted to the rear of the engine or propeIler shaft. (It ispropeIIer, pmher

usuaJ.ly behind the wing cell or naceIIe.) (Figs. 9 and 14.) .
propeller rake-The mean angIe which the line joining the centroids of the sections of a pro-

pelIer blade makes with a pkme perpendicular to the &s.
propeller reinforcing girder~ee GIXDER, PROPELLERRXXNiORmNG.
propeIIer root—That part of the propelIer blade near the boss. (Fig. 1.)
propeIler section—A cross section of a propeller bIade made at any point by a pIane para.IIeI to

the axis of rotation of the propeller and tangent at the centroid of the section to an arc
drawn with the axis of rotation as its center.

propeIIer thrust-The component paraIIel to the propeller axis of the totaI air force on the
propeIIer. Its symboI is T.

propeHer torque-The moment applied to the propelIer by the engine shaft. Its symboI is Q.
propeIIer, tractor—A propelIer mounted on the forward end of the engge or propelIer shaft.

(It is usuaIIy forward of the fuselage or wing nacelle.) (Figs. 1, 6, and 10.)
propeller-width ratio, totaI—The product of bIade-width ratio at the point of ma.ximmn blade

width by rmmber of blades.
propulsive efficiency-The ratio of the product of effective thrust and flight speed to the actual

power input to the propelIer as mounted on the airplane, consistent units being used
thro~mhout.

purity (of gas)—The ratio of the pressure of the hydrogen (or other aerostatic gas) in the con-
tainer to the totaI pressure due to alI the contained gases.

pusher airpIane--See AIRPLANE, PUSHER.
pusher propeUer-41ee PROPELLER,PusmzR.
quadrant—The operating Iever, made on the arc of a circle, of a controI surface of an airship,

e. g., rudder quadrant, elevator quadrant. (Fig. 4.)
quadrupIaEe-An airplane with four main support~~ surfaces, placed one above another.
race rotation—The rotation, produced by the action of the propelIer, of the stream of air passing

through or influenced by the propeIler.
radial engin~ee ENG~, RADrAL.
radiaI wire~ee WIRE @RSHIP), R.4DFAL.
raiI, docking—A raiI or guide, constructed OR the landirg field and extending into the shed,

which supplies a means for hoIding the lateraI pull of an airship’s docl@ or handling lines.
The pull is tm.nsmitted to the raik from w-heeled cars or trolleys which are fitted on or in
the raik. UsuaIly two raiIs are fitted at the greatest distance apart which vdl permit
them to be run into the shed.

rake, propelIer-See PROPELLERRAKE.
ram—The combination of tubes and springs which is mounted in gimbals at the top of a mooring

mast. It consists of an outer tube which carries the gimbal mounting and within which
slides an inner tube. The upper end of the inner tube carries the hollow cone which
m;eives the aimbip’s moor~~ cone and which is flt ted to revolve freely. The inner tube
can dide down into the outer tube and compress hea~ springs, thus easing the shock
when the moor~~ is made.

range at economic speed—The ma.xi.mum dist ante a given aircraft can cover while cruising at
the most economical speed and aItitude at aIl stages of the f&ht.

range at fuH speed—The maximum distance a gi-ren aircraftt can cover at full speed at sea
Ie_veI.

rate of climb—The verticaI component of the air speed of an aircraft, i. e., its vertica~ veIocity
with reference to the air.

recorder, fright-.h instrument for recordirg cert ah eIements of the performance of an aircraft.
relative incIinometer+ee rNcrxNoME~EE, REummz.
relative wind-See w_mD, RELATIVE.
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resistance derivatives—Quantities expressing the variation of the forces and moments on air-
craft clue to disturbance of steady motion. They form the experimental basis of the
theory of stability, and from them the periods and damping factors of aircraft can be
calculated. In the general case there are 18 t,ranslatory and 18 rotary derivatives.

lateral—Resistance derivatives expressing the variation of moments and forces due to
small changes in the Iateral, yawing, and rolling velocities,

longitudinal—Resistance derivatives expressing the variation of moments and forces due to
small changes in the longitudinal, normal, and pitching velocities.

rotary—Resistance derivatives expressing the variation of moments and forces due to
small changes in the rotational velocities of the aircraft.

translatory—Resistance derivatives expressing the variation of moments and forces due to
small changes in the translational velocities of the aircraft.

restoring moment-See RIGHTING kiOFfENT.
reverse turn-See TURN, REVERSE.
revolutions, xnaximum-The number of revolutions per minute corresponding to the maximum

horsepower.
revolutions, rated—The number of revolutions corresponding to the rated horsepower.

Reynolds lIumber-A name given the fraction P ‘$ in which

p is the density of the fluid;
1’ is the relative velocity of the fluid;
1 is the linear dimension of the body;
p is the coefficient of viscosity of the fluid.

rigger—Ope who is employed in assembling and aligning aircraft.
rigging (aerostat) —The attachment and adjustment of the car, rudders, valves, controls, etc.,

of an airship.
rigging, (airplane)—The assembhng, adjusting, and aligning of the parts of an airpIane.
right-hand engine-See ENGINE,IUGHT-HAND.
righting moment (or restoring moment) —A moment which tends to restore an aircraft to its pre-

vious attitude after any smalI rotational displacement.
right side (engine) —That side which, to an observer looking from the antipropeller end toward

the propeller end, lies on the right-hand side.
rigid airship-See MRSHIP, RIGID.
ring, concentration:

airship—A ring to which several rigging lines are led from the envelope and from which
one or more lines also lead to the car.

free balloon—A ring to which are attached the ropes suspending the basket and to which
the net is also secured. Sometimes called ‘‘ load ring.” (Fig. 11.Y

ring, load--see RmTG,CONCENTRATION(FREE BALLOON).
ring, mooring —A meta~lc ring suspended from one of the forward frames of a rigid airship by

wire lines and used for mooring. The vertex of a “three-point mooring” is attached to
this ring,

rip-cord-See CORD,”RIP.
rip-panel-See PANEL,RIP.
rolI—A maneuver in -which a complete revolution about the longitudinal axis is made, the hori-

zontal direction of flight being approximately maintained,
I’011,angk 0~---$k! ANGLEOF ROLL.
rope, drag—.4 long rope which can be hung overboard from a balloon so as to act as a brake

and a variabIe ballast in making a landing. Same as “trail rope” or “guide rope.”
On airships a similar rope or ropes is used as a haul-clown or mooring line by the landing
crew. It is usually larger and longer than a regular handling line. Sometimes called
“grab line,”
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rope, maoring—A line attached to a balloon or airship for use in secur@ it to the ground. lt
may serve the purpose of a ‘ ‘handbg line,>’ or vice versa. (Fig. 2.)

rope, traiI-See ROPE, DRAG.
rotary engine-See EXGLNE,ROTA.RY.
rudder—A movabIe auxiliary airfoil, the function of which is to impress a yawing moment on

the aircraft in normal flight. It is usualIy Iocated at the rear of an aircraft. (Figs. I,
9, 10, and 14.)

rudder (airship) —.4 hinged or pivoted surface, usually attached to a fin at the aft.er end of an
airship. Ti%en operated by the pilot it produces a yav@ moment and gives directional
controI in the pIane at right ang$es to the axis about which it is hinged or pivoted. (Figs.
3, 4, and 5.)

rudder angle-see ANGLE, RUDDER.
rudder bar—The foot bar by means of -which the control cables leading to the rudder are oper-

ated. (Fig. 1.)
rudder torque—The twisting moment exerted by the rudder on the fusel~~e. The product of

the rudder area by the distance from its center of area to the axis of the fuseIage may be
used as a relative measure of rudder torque.

Safety, faCtOr Of~ee FACTOROF SAFRTY.
safety loop-See LOOP, 5METY.
sag—A distortion of an airship in which the longitudinal axis becomes concave upward so tha

both ends rise.
sandbag Iine-See i,riiE, SANDBAG.
sea anchordee &i’cHoR, sE~.
seapIane—Any airplane designed to rise from and alight on the -ivater. This general term

applies to both boat and f30at types, though &he boat type is usually designated as a
“flying boat.” (F~gs. 9 and 10.)

secondary shear wire~ee wmE (Amsm), SECONiDY s~.
semirigid airship-See AEWHml SmmarGm:
service tank-See TO-K, SERVICE.
shaft,

shaft,

cIimbing—An access shaft fitted with a ladder and Ieading from the bottom to the top
of an airship hull. This may be fitted in an airship of any type. (F~.. 4 and 5.)
gas—A duct or shaft Iead.@ from the bottom of the gas cells to the outer cover of an
airship. It affords a cIear passage for the escape of gases which have accumulated in
the gangway or corridor or which are discharged from the valves at the bottom of the
cells. It usually consists of l@ht wooden hoops or frames spaced at intervals on cords
or wires and is covered by a net.t.~r. It prevents the gas cells from clos~~ hard against
one another and thus keeps the pass~~e open. Sometimes called (‘gas trunk}” “exhaust-
gas shaft,” or “hwn.k.”

In view of the possibfity of confusion with parts of an engine-exhaust system, it is
believed that “gas shaft” or “trunk” is to be preferred. (Fig. 4.)

sheathing -See TmPm-G (PROPELLER).
shed—A shelter for hous~v airships.
ship-s~a~~ for an airpIane. In vie-iv of the confusion with “airship” it shouId not be used.
shippIane—.A landpIane designed to rise from and alight on the deck of a ship.
shock absorber—A device incorporated in the land@ gear of an aircraft to reduce the shock

imposed on the structure when aligght~~ or taking off.
Shock absorbiq devices are usually interposed between the main structure an~ the

wheels, floats, skis, or tail skids, to secure resiliency in land@ and taxying. (Fig. 1.)
shore—A structural member for supporfiirrg the structure of a rigid or semkigid airship during

buikl@ or docking, used in conjunction with (or without) a cradle.
side car~ee c&a, WmTG.
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side sIipping—l?light in which the lateral axis is inclined and the airplane has a component of
velocity in the direction of the lower end of the lateral axis. When it occurs in con-
nection -with a turn, it is the opposite of skidding. (q. v.)

sighting pendant-See PENDANT,SIGHTING.
skid—A runner used as a member of the landing gear and designed to aid the aircraft in

landing or taxying.
tail skid—A skid used to support the tail when in contact with the ground. (Figs. 1,

6 and 14.)
wing skid—A skid placed near the wing tip and designed to protect the wing from contact

with the ground. (Fig. 1.)
skidding-Sliding sidewise away from the center of curvature when turning. It is usually

caused by banking insufficiently, and is the opposite of side slipping. (q. v.)
skid fin-A fore-and-aft vertical surface, usualIy placed above the upper wing, designed to pro-

vide vertical keel surface and so to increase lateral stability. (Figs. 9 and 10.)
skin friction—The tangential component of the fluid force at a point on a surface.
sky writing—The act of emitting from an aircraft a trail of smoke or other visible substance,

the tight of the aircraft being so directed as to cause the trail to assume the form of
letters or symbols.

sleeve, conical—A cone-shaped fabric, fitting in a bag or cell through which a line passes, It
provides a gas-tight connection of the bag or cell to the line and yet permits both some
degree of freedom to move.

sleeve, defIation-Generally a sleeve or appendix made of fabric provided for the special purpose
of facilitating the deflation of an aerostat. Also applied to the slee-ve or appendix
fitted in the lower lobe of a kite balloon and used to permit the rapid escape of air in the
lobes when the balIoon is hauled down. (Fig. 2.)

SIWW, filling-See SLEEVE,INFLATION.
sleeve, inflation (or sleeve, filling) —A tubular fabric attachment to an envelope or gas bag,

serving as a lead for the inflation tube. (Figs. 3 and 5.)
slip —The clifference between the mean geometrical pitch and the effective pitch. Slip may be

expressed as a percentage of the mean geometrical pitch or as a linear dimension.
sIip fuel tank-See TANK, SLIP EWEL.
slip function—The ratio of speed of advance through the undisturbed air to the product of pro-

peller diameter by the number of revolutionsin unit time, i. e.,~. The slip function

is the primary factor controLIiwg propeller performance. It is ~ times the ratio of forward
speed to the tip speed of the propelIer.

slip stream—The stream of air driven astern by the propeller, (The indraft is sometimes
incIuded also.)

snatch-block anchorage-See ANCHORAGE1SNATCH-BLOCK.
soar—To perform sustained free flight without se~-propulsion; it is called “up-current soaring”

if performed in ascending air; “dynamic soaring” in other cases.
sounding balloon--see BALLOON)SOUNDING.
sound-ranging altimeter—See ALTIMETER,SOUND-RANGING.
span (airfoil) —The lateral dimension of an airfoil, i. e., its dimension perpendicular to its chord.

Its symbol is b.
spaa (airplane) —The maximum distance measured parallel to the lateral axis from tip to tip

of an airplane inclusive of ailerons. (Fig. 1.)
spar-See wrNG spu.
specific fuel (or oil) consumption -See FUEL (oR OIL) cONsUMpTION, SPECIFIC.
speed, critical—The lowest speed of an aircraft at which conirol can be maintained.
speed, economic—The speed at which the fuel consumption, per unit of distance covered in

still air, is a minimum.
speed, ground—The horizontal component of the velocity of an aircraft relative to the earth.
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speed, landing—The minimum speed ab which an airplane can maintain itself in level fright and
still be under adequate controI.

speed, minimum-The lowest steady speed which can be maintained by a.n aiqdane in level
f@ht at an altitude large in comparison with the dimensions of the -, with any
throttle setting whatever.

spin—i maneuver consisting of a combination of rolI and yaw, with the longitudinal axis of
the airplane imiined steeply downward. The airplane descends in a helix of large
pitch and very small radius, the upper side of the airplane be~u on the inside of the
helix, and the angle of attack on the inner w-@ beimg maintatied at an extremely
large value.

spindle, mooring-See OUTRIGGER,MOORmTGCOXE.
spinner-A f airimg of approximkt ely conical or paraboIoidal form, which is fitted coaxiaIIy

with the propeller boss and re-rolves with the propeller. (Fig. 1.)
spiraI—A maneuver @ which an airplane descends in a helix of small pitch and large radius,

the an@e of attack being within the normaI range of flight angIes.
spiral instability-See STABmITIY.
stability—That property of a body which causes it, when disturbed from a condition of equi-

librium or steady motion, to develop forces or moments which tend to restore the body
to its originaI condition.

automatic---Stability dependent upon movable control surfaces automatically operated by
mechanical means.

inherent -St ability of an aireraf t due solely to the disposition and arrangement of its fixed
parts, i. e., that property which causes it, when disturbed, to return to its nornd attitude
of tlight without the use of controls or the interposition of any mechatiwd devices.

static~tabil.ity of such a character that, if the airphne is displaced dightly from its
normal attitude by rotation about an a..xisthrough its center of gratity (as may be done
in wind-tunnel experiments) ~moments ~ome into pIay which tend to return the airplane
toward its ori@nal attitude.

dynamic--Stability of such a character that, if the airplane is displaced from steady mottion
in t@~ht, it tends to return to that steady state of motion, the oscillations due to restoring
moments being damped out.

In a general way, the difference between static stability and dynamic stabiIity is
that the former depends on restor@g moments alone, while the latter includes the action
of damp&~ factors.

longitudinal-Stability with reference to clisturbances in the plane of s-ymmetry, i. e.,
disturbmces hmoIving pitchimg and variation of the longitudinal and normal velocities

directional--Stability -with reference to rotations about the normal axis, i. e., an airplane
possesses directional stability in its simpIest form if a restor@g moment comes into
action when it is given a small an@e of yaw. Owing to symmetry, directional stability
is closely associated with lateral stability.

IateraI--Stability with reference to disturbances involti~~ rolling, ya~o, or side slipping,
i. e., disturbances in which the position of the plane of symmetry of the aircraft. is
affected.

spiral instability-A type of instability inherent in certain airplanes which becomes evident
when the airplane, as a result of a yaw, assumes too great a bank and side slips; the
bank continues to increase and the radius of the turn to decrease.

sta.bilizer-.k normally tied airfoil whose function is to lessen the pitoh@ motion. It is
usually located at the rear of an aircraft and is approximately parallel to the pIane of
the longitudinal and lateral axes. Also called “tail pIane.”

stabilizer (aerostat) -%.me as FIN. The lobes of a kite btioon are some~imes referred to as
stabilizers. (Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10, 13, and 14.)

.
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stabilizer, mechanical—A mechanical device to prevent an aircraft fr,om departing from a
condition of steady motion, or, in case such a motio~ is disturbed, to restore it to its
steady state. Includes gyroscopic stabilizers, pendulum stabilizers, inertia stabilizers, etc.

stabilizer setting, angle of--see ANGLEOF STABILIZERSETTING.
stabIe oscillation-See OSCILLATION,STABLE.
stagger—The amount of advance of the leading edge of an upper wing of a biplane, triplane,

or multilane over that of a lower, expressed either as a percentage of gap or in degrees
of the angle whose tangent is the percentage just referred to. It is considered positive
when the upper wing is forward and is measured from the leading edge of the upper
wing along its chord to the point of intersection of this chord with a line drawn perpen-
dicular to the chord of the upper wing at the leading edge of the lower wing, all lines
being drawn in a plane parallel to the plane of symmetry. (Fig. 1.)

stalI—The condition of an airplane when from any cause it has lost the air speed necessary for
support or control.

StatiC CeiIiILg=ee CEILING,STATIC.
static lift-ee Lm7, sT.4mc (.4ER0sTAT).
static thrust-See THRUST,STATIC.
static trim-See frRml, smvrm.
StatiC turn indiCat Or~ee INDICATOR,STATICTURN.
station, airship—The complete assembly of sheds, masts, gas plants, shops, landing fields, and

related equipment required to operate airships and supply their needs. A station may
include all or a part of the items enumerated. The base from which airships are operated.

statoscope—An instrument for detecting minute changes of altitude of an aircraft. The indi-
cations of the instrume~t usually depend on small changes of the static pressure of the air.

stay—A wire or other tension member; for example, the stays of the wing and body trussing.
(Fig. 1.)

step—A break in the form of the bottom of a ‘float or hull designed to reduce resistance when
under way by rapidly reducing the wetted surfaces as speed increases. It also serves to
eliminate suction effects.

stern-droop—A deformation of an airship in which its longitudinal axis bends downward at the
aft er end.

stern framing-See ER-4MmG, STERN.
stern-heavy—The condition in which, in normal flight, the after end of an airship tends to sink

and which requires correction by means of the horizontal controIs. In this condition an
airship is said to “ trim by the stern.” It may be due to either aerodynamic or static
conditions, or to both.

stiffener, bow—A rigid member attached to the bow of a nonrigid or semirigid envelope to
reinforce it against the pressure caused by the motion of the airship. Sometimes called
‘[nose stif?iener” or ‘(nose batten.’> (Figs. 3 and 5.)

streamline—The path of a small portion of a fluid relative to a solid body with respect to which
the fluid is moving. The term is commonly used only of such flows as are not eddying,
but the distinction should be made clear by the context.

streamline flow+teady flow past a solid body, i. e., a flow in which the direction at e~ery
point is independent of time.

streamline form—A solid body which produces approximately streamline flow.
stresses, breathing--Stresses produced in an aerostat by breathing. Of importance in the

enveIope and keel of a semirigid airship due to the interaction of envelope and keel
when the envelope “breathes.”

strip, drip-See FLAP, DRIP.
structural drag-See DRAG.
strut—A compression member of a truss frame. For instance, the vertical members of the

wing truss of a biplane (interplane struts) and the short vertical and horizontal members
separating the longerons (q. v.) in the fuseIage. (Fig. 1.)
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strut, drag-A fore-and-aft compression member of the internal bracing system of a wing.
(Figs. 1 and 15.)

supercharged engine-See ENGINE, SUPERCHARGED.
supercharger—A mechanical device for suppl&P the engine with a greater weight of charge

than would normally be induced at the premding atmospheric pressure and temperatmce.
centrifngaI type-A supercharging device equipped with one or more rot sting impellers

generatbg centrifugal force which is utilized for the compression and the transmission
of the air against resistance.

positive-driven type—A supercharger driven at a fixed speed ratio from the engine shaft
by gears or other positive means.

rotary-blower ty@-A sup ercharg@ device comprising one or more relatively slow-speed
rotors revolving in a stationary case in such a way as to provide a positive displacement.

turbo type-A supercharger dri~en by a turbine operated by the exhaust gases from the
eng~e.

superheat—The amount by which the temperature of the gas in the envelope or gas cells of an
aerostat is higher than the temperature of the surromfig air. If the conta~ed g= has a .
lower temperature, the superheat is said to be negative.

superheat met er-See METER, SUPEREEAT.
supply baIIOOn~ee BALLOON,SUPPLY.
suppIy tube-See TUBE, SmPLY.
supporting smface, main--See sum~clzl, M.Km suP1’oRmNG.
surface, control—A mo-vabIe airfoil desigued to be rotated or otherwise moved by the pilot in

order to ch~~e the attitude of the airplane or airship.
surface, fixeddee m’.
surface, main supporting—A sefi of wings, exten~~ on the same general level from tip to tip

of an airpkme; e. g., a triphme has three main supporting surfaces. The main supporting
surfaces include the ailerons, but no other surfaces intended primarily for control or
stabilizing purposes.

suspension banddee BAKD, SUSPENSION.
suspension-bar-See BAR, SUSPENS1ON.
snspension line-See mm, susPEN-sloN. ,

suspension, overhead—A line leading from the roof of an airship shed and arranged to suet ain the
whole or a part of the weight of the structure of an airship whert it is docked.

Suspension patCh~ee PATCH, SUSPENSION.
suspension winch—The rigging by means of which the Lift and drag of a kite balloon is transmitted

from the envelope to the towing or traction cabIe. (F%. 2.)
sweep back—The acute a@e between the IateraI axis of an airpIane and the projection of the

axis of the wing on the plane which incIudes the IateraI and longitudinal axes. (Fig. 1.)

(The ~ of a ~ti is a he thro%h the centroids of the section of the wing.)
t-ail (airship) sometimes used for stern.
tail boom—A spar or outrigger connecting the tail surfaces and raa.in supporting surfaces

(Fig. 14.)
t-ail-droop-See STERN-DROOP.
tail group (or tail unit)-The stabilizing and control surfaces at the rear end of an aircraft,

including stabilizer, h, rudder, and elevator. (Also mlIed “ empemxge.”)
tail-heavy—In a heavier-than-air craft, the condition in -which in normaI flight, the taiI sinks if

the longitudinal control is reIeased, i. e., the condition in which the pilot has to exert a
push on the control stick to keep the given attitude.

tail-heavy (airship)-%ee sTERx-=~mr.
tail plane-See smuxmrzER.
tail skid--See smn
tail slide-The backward and downward motion, tad &st, which certain airplanes maybe made

to take momentarily after having been brought into a stalLing position by a steep climb
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tandem airplane—See ALRPLANE,TANDEM,
tank, fixed fuel—A fuel tank which is not intended or fitted to be dropped, as “slip” tanks are.
tank, service-A fixed fuel tank near each power unit, into which fuel from other tanks is

pumped and from which the fuel supplying the engines is drawn.
tank, slip fueI—A fuel tank which is provided with a device permitting the quick dropping of the

tank and contents as a whole in case of an emergency. Fitted on both airships and
airplanes.

taxi—To run an airplane over the ground, or a seaplane on the surface of water ubder its own
power.

testing, performance—The process of determining performance characteristics.
thermograph—An instrument for recording temperature.
thimbIe—A grooved ring of circular, pear-, or heart-shaped form, generally of metal, which is

inserted in the eye of a rope or wire to prevent chafing or deformation of the eye,
three-point mooring+ee MOORING,THREE-POINT.
thrust, effective-The net driving force deIivered by a propeller when mountccl on an airpIane,

i. e., the actual thrust given by the propeller, as mounted on the airplane, minus any
increase of resistance of the airplane produced by the action of the propeller.

thrust face—See BLADEFACE.
thrust, static—The thrust developed by a propeller when rotating at a fixed point.
tipping (propeller)—A sheet-metal (or equivalent) protective covering of the blade of a pro-

peller near the tip, extended a short distance aIong the trailing edge and a considerable
distance along the leading edge. (Fig. 1.)

toggIe—A short crossbar of wood or metal which is fitted at the end of a rope. The rope passes
around the mid length of the bar in a shouldered groove, By slipping it through an
eye in the end of another rope, the two lengths of rope can be quickly connected or
disconnected. (Fig. 2.)

topping up—The operation of filling up with gas an already partially full aerostat, Also appliet?
to a similar operation with fuel tanks. Incorrectly called “nursing.”

total propeller-width ratio~ee PROPELLER-WIDTHR.4TIo, TOTAL.
tower, mooring-See MAST, MOORING.
tractor airplane—S&e AIRPLANE,~R~CTOR.
traCtOi”PrOPeller~ee PROPELLER,TRACTOR.
traiIing edge—The rearmost edge of an airfoil or propeller blade. (Fig. 1.)
traiI rope-See ROPE, DRAG.
trajectory band-See BAND, TRAJECTORY.
transverse, intermediate—An open unbraced transverse frame of a rigid airship which lies

between two main or braced transverse frames, (Fig. 4.)
transverse, main—A main transverse strengthening frame of a rigid airship provided with wire

or girder bracing and spaced at regular intervals throughout the length of the airship.
(Fig. 4.)

trapeze bar—See BAR, SUSPENSION.
triangulation balloon-See BALLOON1TRIANGULATION.
trim—!’he attitude of an aerostat relative ‘to a fore-and-aft horizontal plane. If the forward

end is down, the aerostat is said to have ‘( trim by the bow”; if the after end, it has
“trim by the stern. ”

trim, to—To alter the attitude of an aerostat relative to a fore-and-aft horizontal plane.
If the endeavor is to force the bow down, the aircraft is “trimmed by the bow”; if the
stern, it is “trimmed by the stern. ” If the aircraft shows a tendency to sink by the
bow end, it is said to “ trim by the bow” or to be “bow-heavy”; if the tendency is to
sink by the stern, it is said to “ trim by the stern” or to be ‘(stern-heavy. ”

trim, dynamic-Trim (or trimming) due to dtimamic conditions or their change.
trim, static—Trim (or trimming) due to static conditions or their change.
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triplane-h airplane with three ma-in supporting surfaces, placed one above another.
troI1ey, dooking—.k car or trolley fitted on (or in) docking rails to transmit the pull of an

tube,

imbe,
tube,

tEbe,

airship dock@ line. Ii is fitted with wheels ha&v antifriction bearings so it can
move freely in the rail. L’sually some sort of quick-release device for letting go the line
is also fitted.

inflation-.$ fabric tube lead~~ from the inflation manifold or source of supply to the
inflation sIeeve of the gas cell or envelope.

nursing~ee fruBE, smmLY.
pressure--4 tube fitted to an envelope or gas bag, to which a pressure gauge may be
attached.

snppIy—An elo~~ated appendix or inflation sleeve, fitted on a kite balloon, which is
bro~ffht down t; the ba~~et and fitted with a quick-connee.tion coupling. This coupling
can be attached to a similar piece on the deck of the airship aud gas mKf -be sent
into the balloon shortly after it. has reached the deck. A simiIar tube is sometimes
used with airships where constant-pressure nurse balloons are used. This is rare in the
United States. (F%. 2.) AIso called “nursing tube.”

turn indicator-See DVDIC&TOR,TURN.
turn, reverse-A rapid maneuver to reverse the direction of flight of an airplane, made by a

half loop and half roll.
unstabIe oscillation-See OSOLLLATION’,~STABLE.
useful lift-see LIFT, USERUL(~lRsHIP).
useful Ioad+ee LO.AD,usEmTL.
vaIve, automatic—A sprimg-loaded relief valve fitted to the envelope, ballonet, or gas cell of an

aerostat and set to open at a predetermined pressure for the purpose of preventing
excessive internal pressure. (Figs. 4 and 5.)

Also applied to a type of valve used on some aerostats which opens at a predeter-
mined contained volume or hull dime~cion.

valve cover~ee HooD, TALE.
valve hood-See HOOD,VALVE.
valve, maneuvering—A manually operated ‘valve fikted to the envelope, ballonet, or gas cell of

an aerostat for the purpose of re~eas~~ gas or air from within the envelope or gas cell
when desired. (Fig. 4.)

valve petticoat—A ipecial sleeve between vaIve and gas container maki~~ it possible to tie off
the sleeve and change valves without loss of gas.

valve sea&A fabric cover used to seal the automatic valves of a rigid airship when docked in
the shed. Jam pot cover (British).

veneer—Thin sheets of wood, either sliced with a knife or sawed.
vent, pressure-reIief-A small opening in the coverimg of the h of an airship intended to facilitate

the equalization of the pressure of the air within the fi with that of the outside air. It
also provides an outlet for any gas that may collect in the fin.

Ventmi, power—A Yenturi tube used to operate gyroscopic turn indicators and other instru-
ments .’

Venturi, speed-indicating—A Venturi tube may be combined with a Pitot tube or with a tube

giv@ static pressure to form a pressure nozzle which may be used to determine the
indicated speed of an aircraft thro~~h the air. The pressure difference is measured by a
suitable gauge.

Venturi tube-A short tube with flaring ends and a narrow or constricted section between them,
into which a side tube opens. When fluid flows through the Venturi, there is a reduction
of pressure in the constricted section, the amount of the reduction being a function of
the velocity of flow. (F%. 8.)

vertical engine-See ENGmm, vER!rrcti.
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vertimeter—A device for indicating the rate of rise and fall of an aerostat, usually a special ,
form of statoscope. A rate-of-climb meter serves the same purpose, although of a
different form.

voInme—The volume of the air displaced by the gas used for inflation,
volume, aerodynamic (airship)—The volume of the form which must be driven through the air.

Same as “ air volume.”
volurae, air (airship)—The volume of air displaced by the body formed by the outer cover or

envelope of an airship. It is this volume which enters into aerodynamic computations.
See voLu3fE, AERODYNA~c (AIRSHIP).

volume, gas (airship)—The volume of the contained gas. See CAPACITY.
V-type enginedee ENGINE, V-TYPE.
V-wires—The lower lines of the winch suspension of the kite balloon. They meet at the junction

piece and form V‘s; hence the name. (Fig. 2.)
walkway girder-See GIRDER, WALKWAY.
warp—To change the form of a wing by twisting it. warping is sometimes used to maintain

the IateraI equilibrium of an airplane,
wash—The disturbance in the air produced by the passage of an airfoil. Also caIled the’( wake”

in the general case for any solid body.
washiu—Permanent warping of the wing which results in an increase in the angIe of attack

near the tip.
washout—Permanent warping of a wing which resuIts in a decrease in the angle of attack near

the tip.
Water-reCOVery apparatUS—See APPARATUS,WATER-RECOVERY.
water-recovery condenser-See CONDENSER,WATER-RECOVERY.
weight, dischargeable (consumable weight) (airship)—All weight which can be consumed or

discharged and still leave the airship in sa.fe operafiing condition with a specified reserve
of fuel, oil, water ballast, and provisions, and her normal crew.

weight, disposable (airship) —All weight other than tied weights, including dischargeable
-weights contrasted with fixed weights, q, v.

weight, empty—The structure, power plant, and fixed equipment of an aircraft. Included in
this tied equipment are the water in the radiator and cooling system, all essential
instruments and furnishings, fixed electric wiring for lighting, heating, etc. In the case
of the aeros tat the amount of ballast which nmst be carried to assist in making a safe
landing must also be included.

weight, fixed (airship)—The weight of the hull machinery and all equipment and parts which
are fixed in position and nonconsumable. All constant and nonconsumable weights
which an airship would carry under all conditions of service (British), Liquids in cooIing
systems of engines are included.

weight, fixed power-plant, for a given airpIane—The weight of an engine, incIucIing ignition,
carburetor, and induction systems compIete, propeller and hub, exhaust manifolds, radi-
ator and -ivater, if used, with all interconnecting wires, controls, tanks, and pipes, lubri-
cating-oil temperature regulators, the oil contained h the engine crankcase and the starting
gear attached to the engine, but excluding fuel, oil, and engine instruments,

weight per horsepower—The dry weight of an engine divided by the rated horsepower.
winch, suspension-See SUSPENSIONWINCH.
windxniH—An air-driven screw used to drive auxiliary apparatus on an aircraft.
windo v, inspection—A small transparent window fitted in the envelope of a balloon or airship,

or in the wing of an airplane, to allow inspection of the interior. (F@ I and 3.)
wind, elative—The motion of the air with reference to a body, i. e., its motions as observed by

a man at rest on the body. The direction and velocity of the relative wind, therefore,
are found by adding two vectors, one being the velocity of the air with reference to the
earth, the other being equal and opposite to the velocity of the body with reference to the
earth.
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wind tunnel-h ekmgated chamber, ueualIy a tube divmgent at the ends, through which a
steady air stream may be drawn or forced. lfodels of airfoils, of aircraft, or of propellers
may be pIaced in the middle portion of the tuunel, called the experiment chamber or
working section, and supported by suitable balances placed outside the airs tream, so that
the forces, moments, etc., due to the movimg air maybe measured.

wing—ii general term applied to a whole or a portion of the main support~ surfaces of an air-
plane, but in the latter case is usually quali6ed as right wing, left wing, upper *g, or
lower wing, etc.

wing car-See CAR, WING.
wing-dihedral angI+ee &YGm, WJNG-DEIEDRALor DEtEDRAL.
wing drag-See DRAG.
wing-heavy—The condition of an airpkme in which (in normal flight) there is a tendency for the

right (or Ief t) wing to drop, if the lateral control is released, i. e., the condition in which
the piIot has to exert a lateral force on the contro~ stick to keep the lateral axis horizontal.

wing loading-See LOADING,WG.
wing rib—k fore-and-aft member of the wing structure of an airplane, used to give the wing

section its form and to transmit the Ioad from the fabric to the spars. (Figs. 1 and 15.)
rib compression—A heavy rib desigmed to have the function of a wing rib and also to act as a

a strut opposing the pull of the wires in the internal drag-truss. (Also called “Drag
strut.”) (Figs. 1 and 15.)

rib, former or fak-An incomplete rib, frequently consisting only of a strip of wood extend-
ing from the leading edge to the front spar, which is used t.o asskt ~ ma~tafig fihe form
of the wing where the curvature of the airfoil section is sharpest.. (Figs. 1 and 15.)

wing setting, angle of-see mGLE oF wmG sEmmG.
wing skid-See SD.
wing spar—The principal transverse structural member of the wing assembly of an airplane.

(l?&S. 1 and 15.)
wing trnss—The framing by which the wing loads of an airplane are transmitted to the fuselage.

11 comprises struts, wires, cables, tie rods, and spars.
wire-h aeronautics> refem specifically to drawn solid wire.
wire (airship) :

antiffutt er—A wire in the pkme of the outer cover for locally reinforcing the outer cover
in that part of the airship and reducing fluttering in flight due to air pressure or pro-
peller wash. AIso called “outer cover support wire.”

chord—A wire joining the tiertices of the polygonal frame of the main transverse frame.
(Fig. 4.)

diametral—A chord wire which passes through or near the center of the main transverse
frame. It is usualIy attached to the axial fitting @ii. 4.)

fairing—A wire provided as a point of attachment for the outer cover to maintain the
contour lines of the envelope of an airship.

main shear—A diagonal wire taking up mean shear loads in the structure of a rigid airship.
netting—Di~~onal and/or circumferential wire netting fitted between the longitudinal over

the entire hu.11of a rigid airship, to transtit the Iift of the gas cells to the structure.
Sometimes called “gas pressure wires.” @ii. 4.)

radiaI—A wire which extends from an axial fitting at the center of the transverse frame
of a rigid airship to a joint of the frame.

secondary shear—Additional reinforcing shear wire.
wire, antidrag—A wire designed primarily to resist forces acting padlel to the chord of the

tic of an airplane and in the same direction as tho direction of flight. Ik is generalIy
incIosed in the w@g. (F%. 1.)
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wire, drag—Any wire or cable designed primarily to resist drag forces.
internaI—A drag wire concealed inside the wing. (Fig, 1.)
external—A drag wire run from a wing to the fuselnge or other part of the airplane.

wire,

wire,

wire,

(Fig. 1,)
landing—A wire designed primarily to resist forces in the opposite direction to the normal

direction of the lift and to oppose the lift wire and prevent distortion of the structure
by an overtightening of those members. (Fig 1.) Sometimes called “ anti]ift” wire,

Iift—A wire or cable which transmits the lift on the outer portion of the wing of an airplane
in toward the fuselage or nacelle. This wire usually runs from the top of an interplane
strut to the bottom of the strut next nearer the fuseIage. Sometimes called ‘( ffying
wire.~~ (Fig. 1.)

stagger—A wire connecting the upper and lower surfaces of an airplane and Iying in a
plane substantially parallel to the plane of symmetry, (Also called “ incidence >ire.”)
(Fig. 1.)

wood, laminated—A product forrned by gluing or otherwise fastening together a number of
laminations of wood with the grain substantially pa.raIlel. (Differs from plywood in that
in the latter the grain of alternate plies is usually crossed at right angles; also, the plies
of the l~tter are usually made up of veneer.)

~-tyge engine-See ENGINE, W-TYPE.
y&W, angle Of<ee ANGLEOF YAW.
yaW glly~ee LINE, YAW.
yaw line-See LINE, YAW.
yawmeter—An instrument for measuring the angle of yaw.
ZerO-Iift angIe~ee ANGLE,ZERO-LIFT.
zero -Iift line—A line through the trailing edge of an airfoil section parallel to the direction of

the wind when the lift is zero.
zoom—To climb for a short time at an angle greater than that which can he maintained in

steady flight, the airplane being carried upward at the expense of its kinetic energy.
This term is sometimes used as a noun, to denote any sudden increase in the upward
slope of the flight path.
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PART II

~OklE~CLATURll By llMSIO~S

A. GENERAL TERMS

aerodynamics-The branch of dynamics which treats of the motion of air and other gaseous
fluids and of the forces act~~ on soIids in motion reIative to such fluids.

aeronautics—The science and art pertain@ to the flight of aircraft.
aerostatics—The science that treats of the equilibrium of gaseous fluids and of soIid bodies

immersed in them.
As an aeronautic term, it relates to those properties of l@hter-than-air craft which

are due to the buoyancy of the air.
aerost ation—The art of operating aerostats.
aircraft—by weighkarrying device or structure designed to be supported by the air, either

by buoyancy or by dynamic action.
airport—A locality, either of water or land, which is adapted for the landing and taking off of

aircraft and which provides facilities for shelter, suppIy, and repair of aircraft; or a pIace
used reguIarIy for receiving or discharging passengers or cargo by air.

airway-An air route between air trtic centers which is over terrain best suited for emergency
landings, with landing fields at rebgdar intervals equipped with aids to air navigation
and a communications yst em for the transmission of information pertinent. to the opera-
tion of aircrafk

The term “ airway” may appIy to an air route for either landplanes or seaplanes
or both.

aviation—The art of operating heavier-than-air craft.
cross-country flight-k flight which necessitates leaving the victilty of a reguIar lading field.
piIot—An operator of aircraft. This term is fipplied regardIe.ss of the sex of the operator.

B. TYPES OF AIRCRAF!C

aerostat—A generic term for aircraft whose support is chiefly due to buoyancy derived from
aerostatic forces. The immersed body consists of one or more bags, celk, or other
containers, which are filIed with a gas which is I.Qhter than air.

Syll.-LIGHTER-~EU..~-~ CEN7Z. Includes airship and baUoon, q. v.
airpIane-A mechanically driven aircraft, heavier than air, fitted with fixed wingsl and sup-

ported by the dynamic action of the air. (Figs. 1, 6, 9, 10, and 14.)
gIider—A form of aircraft similar to an airplane, but without a power plant.
helicopter—.A form of aircraft whose soIe support in the air is derived directly from the ver-

ticaI component of the thrusfi produced by rotat~o airfoils.
kite—An aircraft heavier than air, restrained by a towline and sustained by the relative wind.
ornithopter—A form of aircraft heavier than air, deriving its chief support and propell~~ force

from flapping wirgs.
229
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C. TYPES OF tiEROSTATS

airship—An aerostat provided with a prope~ng system and with means of controlling the
direction of motion. When its power plant is not operating, it acts like a free balloon.

nonrigid—An airship whose form is maintained by the internal pressure in the gas bags
and balIonets. (Fig. 3.)

rigid—An airship whose form is maintained by a rigid structure. (Fig. 4.)
semirigid—An airship whose form is maintained by means of a rigid or jointed keel in

conjunction with the internal pressure in the gas containers and baIIonets. (Fig, 5.)
The term “airship” is sometimes incorrectly applied to heavier-than-air craft either

in full or as “ship.” This is a slang use of the word and should be avoided,
balloon—An aerosfiat without a propelling system.

barrage—A small captive balloon used to support wires or nets which are intended as a
protection against attacks by aircraft.

captive—A balloon restrained from free flight by means of a cable attaching it to the earth.
constant pressure*—A suppIy balloon arranged to maintain a constant pressure of gas in a

moored or docked aerostat.
free—A balloon, usually spherical, w-hose ascent and descent may be controlled by use of

ballast or with a loss of the contained gas and whose direction of flight is determined by
the wind. (Fig. 11.)

kite—An elongated form of captive baUoon fitted with lobes to keep it headed into the
wirtd and usually deriving increased lift due to its axis being inclined to the wind. (Fig. 2.)

nurse*—Sometimes used to refer to a constant-pressure balloon.
observation—A captive balloon used to provide an elevated observation post.
pilot*—A small balloon sent up to show the direction and speed of the wind.
propaganda—A small free balloon sent up without passengers but with a device by which

papers or documents maybe dropped at intervals.
sounding*—A small balloon sent up without passengers but with recording rneterologica.1

instruments.
supply*—A container made of heavy fabric empIoyed as a portable means of storing gas

at low pressure. It is usually too heavy to rise even if free.
triangulation—A small captive balloon used as a mark on which to sight in a triangulation

survey.
D. TERMS RELATING TO AEROSTATS

(a) OPERATION

ballast—Any substance, usually sand or water, carried in a balloon or airship and intended to
be thrown out, if necessary, for the purpose of reducing the load carried and thus altering
the aerostatic relations. (Figs. 4 and 5.)

bow-heavy—The condition of an airship which, when at rest in still air, trims with its axis inclined
down by the bow. The term “bow-heavy” is preferred to “nose-heavy” in describing
&irships.

breathing—The passage of air into or out of an aerostat, due to the changing of its volume.
breathing stresses-Stresses produced in an aerostat by breathing. Of importance in the

enveIope and keel of a semirigid airship due to the interaction of envelope a~d keel when
the envelope “breathes.”

danger cone—A pennant on the wire cable of a captive balloon to warn aircraft of its presence.
Usually a hollow cone of light cloth.

defIation-The act of removing gas and air from an aerostat.
deff ation sleeve—Generally a sIeeve or appendix made of fabric provided for the special purpose

of facilitating the deflation of an aerostat. AIso applied to the sleeve or s,ppendix fit~ed
in th~ lower lobe of a kite balloon and used to permit the rapid escape of air in the lobes
whe~- the balloon is hauled down. (Fig. 2.)

*Thoseformsof balloonsmarkedwith an asterisk(*) arenot, strictlyspeaking,aircraft,
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D. TERMS RELATING TO AEROSTATS—Continued

((L) OPERATION+ O~~i.nUed

gassing-The operation of repIenisl@ a balIoon with fresh gas to increase the purity or to make
up for a 10ss of gas.

gassing factor. —The quantity of aerostatic gas required to maintain an aerostat for one year.
It is ordinarily expressed a-s a percentage of the gas vol~e.

hog—A distortion of an airship in which the longitudinal axis becomes convex upward so that
both ends droop.

inff ation—The act of fill@ a balloon or airship with gas.
sag—i & tortion of an airship in which the longitudinal axis becomes concav-e upward so that

both ends rise.
.stern-droop-.k deformation of an airship in which its longitudinal axis bends down-ward at the

after end.
stern-heavy—The condition in which, in normal flight, the after end of an airship tends to sink

and which requires correction by means of the horizontal controls. In this condition an
airship is said to “ trim by the stern.” Iti may be due to either aerodynamic or static
conditions or to both.

superheat—The amount by which the temperature of the gas in the envelope or gas cells of an
aerostat is higher than the temperature of the surrounding air. If the contained gas has a
lower temperature, the superheat is said to be negative.

trim—The attitude of an aerostat relative to a fore-and-aft horizontal plane. If the forvvard
end is down, the aerostat is said to have” trim b y the bow-;” if the after end, it has” trim
by the stern.”

trim, to—To alter the attitude of an aerostat reIative to fore-and-aft horizontal pkme. If
the endeavor k to force the bow down, the aircraft is “ trimmed by the bow;” if the
stern, it is “trimmed by the stern.” If the aircraft shows a tendency to sink by the bow
end, it is said to “trim by the bow” or to be “bow-heavy;” if the tendency is to sink by
the stern, it is said to “trim by the stern” or to be “stern-heavy.”

(b) BtTW21PAL PARTS

ballonet—.~ compartment of variable volume constructed of fabric, or partitioned off, within the
interior of a b alIoon or airship. It is usually partiaIly inflated w-ith air, under the control
of valves, from a bIo-wer or from an air scoop. By the blowimg in or letting out of air, it
serves to compensate for ch~mes of volume in the gas contained in the envelope and to
maintain the gas pressure, thus prevent~~ deformation or structural failure. By means
of two or more baHonets, often used in nonrigid airships, the trim can also be controlled.
The ballonet shouId not be confused with gas cell. (Fgs. 2, 3, and 5.)

ballonet diaphragm-The f abric partition between the gas and air compartments of the en-reIope
of a nonrigid or semirigid airship or kite balIoon.

baske%The structure suspended beneath a balloon for carrying passengers, ballast, etc. (Figs.
2 and 11.) It is usually used on a free or kite balloon.

bow-cap—(l) A cap of metal or fabric used to reinforce the extreme forward ends of the bow
stiffeners of a nonrigid or semiriggd airship. (Figs. 3 and 5.)

(2) The conical or cap-shaped structure at the extreme bow of a rigid airship to
which the longitmIinaI girders are attached and -which supports the bow mooring spindle.
(Fig. 4.)

bow-stiffener-.% rigid member attached to the bow of a nonrigid or semirigid envelope to
reinforce it against the pressure caused by the motion of the airship. Sometimes called
“nose stiftener” or “nose batten.” (Figs. 3 and 5.)

car—That portion of an airship which is intended to carry power unit or units, personneI,
cargo or equipment. It maybe suspended from the buoyant portion or it maybe built
close up against ib. It is not to be applied to parts of the keel of a rigid or semirigid
a@ehip which have been fitted for the purposes mentioned. (Figs. 3, 4, 5, 12, and 13.)

424S%27-16
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D. TERMS RELATING TO AEROSTATS—Continued

(6) PRINCIPAL PARTS—~ODtiBUed *

control car-–The car of an airship in which controls are centralized and from which it is operated.
(Figs, 3, 4, 5, 12, and 13.)

control compartment—-.A compartment in the control car of an airship from which all controls
are operated. It may be compared to the pilot house of a ship.

envelope—The outer covering of an aerostat, usually of fabric. It may or may not be also the
gas container. It may be divided by diaphragms into separate gas compartments or
cells, and it may also contain internal air cells or ballonets. (Figs 2, 3, 4, 5, 11, 12,
and 13.)

gas cell—One of the gas-containing units fitted in a rigid airship. Sometimes called “gas bag.”
(Fig. 4.)

gore—The portion of the envelope of a balloon or airship included beLween two adj scent meridian
seams.

lmll—The main structure of a rigid airship, consisting of a covered elongated frameworli which
incloses the gas celk and supports tho cars and equipment. (Fig, 4,) lv~ay aIso be
applied to the complete buoyant unit of any aerostat. In this Iatter sense sometimes
called “gas bag.”

intermediatee longitudinal—An intermediate longitudinal strength member, of a rigid airship,
which lies between two adjacent main longitudinal and is generally of lighter weight
and/or smaller dimensions than the main longitudinal. (Fig. 4.)

intermediate transverse—An open unbraced transverse frame of a rigid airship which lies
between two main or braced transverse frames. (Fig. 4.)

keel—The assembly of members at the bottom of the hull of a semirigid or rigid airship which
provides special strength to resist hogging and sagging and also serves to clistribute the
effect of concentrated loads along the hull. It may be a simple Gall’s chain, as in some
semirigid, or a very extensive structure inclosing the corridor, as in most rigicls. (Figs.
4 and 5.)

Iobe—An air or gas inflated bag fitted at the stern of a kite balloon and acting as a fin or st:~-
bilizer to give it aerodynamic stabi.hty. (Fig. 2.)

main longitudinal—A main longitudinal strength member, of a rigid airship, which connects
the various transverse frames. (Fig. 4.)

main transverse—-A main transverse strengthening frame. of a rigid airship provided with wire
or girder bracing and spaced at regular intervaIs throughout the length of the airship.
(Fig. 4.)

observation platform—A platform or smaU deck fitted on the top of an airship and used as a
post for a lookout and defense, or as a place from which to make observtitions used in
navigating the airship. (Figs. 4 and 5.)

outer cover—The outside covering of a hull of a rigid airship, usually of some kind of f almic.
Sometimes callecl the “envelope.” (Figs. 4 and 5.)

sighting pendant—A vertical wire on center line and forward of the controI car of an airship,
used as a mark in steering, to assist iD deterraining wind direction.

stern framing—All framework, aft of the cruciform girder, necessary to complete the shape
and contour of a rigid airship.

wing car—A car suspended off the center line of an airship. It is also called” side car.” (Fig. 4.)
wire:

antiflutter-A wire in the plane of the outer cover for locally reinforcing the outer cover
in that part of the airship and reducing fluttering in flight due to air pressure or propeller
wash. Also called “outer cover support wires .“

chord—A wire joining the vertices of the polygonal frame of the main transverse frame.
(Fig. 4.)

diametral—A chord wire -which passes through or near the center of the main transverse
frame. It is usually attached to the axiaI fitting. (Fig. 4.)
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D. TERMS RELATING TO AEROSTATS—Continued

(b) PRINCIPAL P&am—~ontinued
wire-continued.

fairing—A. wire provided as a point of attachmenfi for the outer cover to maintain the
contou lines of the envelope of an airship.

main shear—A diagonal wire taking up main shear loads in the structure of a ~~id airship.
netting—DiagonaI and/or circumferential wire nett~~ fitted between the Iorgitudinak over

the entire hull of a rigid airship to transmit the lift of the gas cells to the structure.
Sometimes called “gas pressure wires .“ (Fig. 4.)

radial—A wire which extends from an axial fitt~v at the center of the transverse frame
of a rigid airship to a joint of the frame.

secondary shear—Additional reinforc~~ shear wire.

(c) DETAILED PARTS Am FmNGS

air duct—A tube, usually of fabric, supplying air for ~g or for DMint aining pressure in &
filled parts of an aerostat.

(a) The duct joiu@ the v-ertica~ and Iateral Iobes of a kite baIloon. Sometimes
called ‘c interconnect~~ sleev-e’7 or ‘( trousers” (British). (Fig. 2.)

(b) The duct leading from the air scoop or bIovrer of a nonrigid or semiri@d airstip
to the ballonet or baIlonets. (Figs. 2 and 5.)

air scoop—A project~~ scoop which uses the wind or slip stream to maintain air pressure in
the interior of the ballonet of an aerostat. (Figs. 2, 3, and 12.)

A similar device is sometimes used on airplanes to produce ventilation. (Fig. 4.)
appendix—The tube, usually Iocated at the bottom of a baIIoon, primarily used for tiation

and deflation. In the case of a free balloon it may ako ser-re as an automatic discharge
opening. (Fig. 11.)

OriginaHy applied to free balloons only. ShouId be restricted to the various types
of balloons and Rot applied to airships.

appendix manhok-An appendix of large diameter and usually rather short. It is used more
for access than for inflation or deflation. (Fii. 2.)

automatic valve-A sprin@oaded reIief valve fitted to the enveIope, baIIonet, or gas cell of an
aerostat and set to open at a predetermined pressure for the purpose of preventing
excessive internal pressure. (Figs. 4 and 5.)

Also appIied to a type of valve used on some aerostats which opens at a predeter-
mined contatied volume or hdl dimension.

axial cabIe-The axial member (usually steel mire cabIe) sometimes fitted in a rigid airship.
It is attached to the central fitting of the radial or diametral wires of each main transverse
and to the hull structure at bow and stern. Its purpose is to provide support for the
radial or diamet ral wires in an axial direction and thus assist the’rn to sustain the load
which m@ht be caused by unequal pressure in adjacent cells or by the airship being pitched
to a Iarge angIe. (Fig. 4.)

axial cone-The cone-shaped fabric fitt~~ in the end of a gas cell of a rigid airship} which pro-
vides a gas-tight connection of the cell to the axial cable and yet permits the cell some
degree of freedom in its movements. A speciaI form of conical sIeeve. (Fig. 4.)

band:
mooring—A band of tape or webb~~ over the top of a kite balloon to which the mooring

ropes are attached. It forms part of a mooring harness. (Fig. 2.)
snspemion—.4 horizontal fabric band securely f as-tened to the enveIop e of a balloon or

airship and to which are attached She main suspensions of the basket or car, or the captive
cable of a Bte ba.Jloon. (@. .2.)

trajectory—A band of. webbbg carried in a special curve over the surface of the envelope
of an airship to distribute the stresses due to the suspension of the car. (Fig. 13.)
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D. TERMS RELATING TO AEROSTATS—Continued

(c) DET.AILED PARTS AND FITTINGS—~ODtiDUed

batonet—A special form of toggle, usually quite slender and truly cylindrical except for the
groove, and used to attach the rigging of a balloon or airship to a fabric loop or suspen-
sion band on the envelope.

box girder—Any girder of rectangular section. Frequently used to refer to the rectangular,
longitudinal members in the keel of a rigid airship from which fuel tanks and gas bags
are suspended.

bridle—A sling of cordage or wire which has its ends fixed at two different points, to the bight
of which a single Iine may be attached, either movzbly or fixed, thus distributing the
pull of the single line to two points or more in the case of a multiple bridle. This term
is also used to refer to a towing or mooring line having two legs and intended to reduce
yawing when towing or mooring.

bulIseye—A circular thimble.
ctztenary-A line or length of cordage which is secured to or in a piece of fabric in the form of a

catena.ry curve or a series of such curves. (Fig. 5.)
chafing patch—.4 patch of fabric secured to the envelope of an aerostat to protect it from

abrasion.
channel patch—A channel-shaped fabric-fitting secured to the envelope of an aerost at to allow

a rod or spar to be laced to the envelope,
climbing shaft—An access shaft fitted with a Iadder and leading from the bottom to the top of

an airship hull. This may be fitted to an airship of any type. (Figs, 4 and 5.)
concentration ring:

airship—A ring to which several rigging Iines are led from the envelope and from which
one or more lines also lead to the car.

free balloon—A ring to which are attached the ropes suspending the basket and to which
the net is also secured. Sometimes called “load ring.” (Fig. 11.)

conical sleeve—A cone-shaped fabric,, fitting in a bag or cell through which a line passes. It
provides a gas-tight connection of the bag or cell to the line and yet permits both some
degree of freedom to move.

controI lines—Lines of wire and/or stranded cable leading from the control car or comp arhnent
to the various parts of an airship, and operating either through mechanisms or directly,
the rudclers, valves, etc., which control the speed, altitude, etc., of the airship.

cradle:
building-–A support provided for the frame of a rigid airship or the keel of a semirigid

airship during construction.
docking—A support for the car of an airship whale it is being inflated in the shed. hfostly

used with rigid airships,
crow’s-foot —A system of diverging short ropes for distributing the pull of a single rope.

An arrangement in which the strands of a cord are opened out so that they can be
effectively cementeci to a fabric surface.

cruciform girder—The structure, consisting of vertical and horizontal transverse girders, which
is fitted at the stern of a rigid airship for the purpose of-supporting the inboard ends of
the sternposts of the fins or the rudderposts, It may be integral with the stcrnposts
which form the after ends of the fins.

drag rope—A long rope which can be hung overboard from a balloon so as to act as a brake
ancl a variabIe ballast in making a landing. Same as “trail rope” or ‘ ‘guide rope.”
On airships a similar rope, or ropes, is used as a haul-down or mooring line by the landing
crew. It is usually larger and longer than the regular handling lines, Sometimes
called “grab line,.”

drip flap-A strip of fabric attached by one edge to the envelope pf an aerostat so that rain
runs off its free edge instead of dripping into the basket or car. It also assists in keeping
the suspension ropes dry and nonconducting. Also called ‘ ‘drip band” and ‘ ‘drip strip.”
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D-ring—A ring hating (as the name implies) the shape of a capit aI D, to which rope suspensions
are attached.

field-hand~ing frame-A portable frame which maybe attached to an airship when it is on the
ground and which is intended to afford a grasp to more men than could get on the handling
rails of the cars. These frames are rarely carried when in flight. (Fig. 4.)

finger patch—.% special form of patch haw@ extensions or “fingers” extending out from the
central portion. The ‘ ‘@rers” may be of tape, frayed-out rope, or fabric. Their func-
tion is to distribute the load more widely to the fabric of the envelope or gas cells. (Fig.
1~.)

fin carrier—A frame to which the inboard edge of the fin of a nonriggd or semiriggd airship is
attached, so as to prevent the e~~e of the fin from sinking into the envelope.

fin girder—A .@rder of a riggd airship which goes to make up the fin.
gas shaft—A duct or shaft leading from the bottom of the gas cells to the outer cover of an air-

ship. It affords a cIear passage for the escape of gases which have accumulated in the
ganggay or corridor, or which are discharged from the -valves at the bofitom of the celk.
It usualIy consists of light wooden hoops or frames spaced at intervals on cords or wires,
and is covered by a nettirg. It prevents the gas cells from closing hard against one
another and thus keeps the passage open. Sometimes called “gas trunk,” ‘ iexhaust-gas
shaft,” or “trunk.”

In view of the possibilityy of confusion v.ith parts of an engine-exhaust system, it is
believed that ‘ ‘gas shaft” or ‘‘ hxm.k” is to be preferred. (Fig. 4.)

gas-shaft hood—A hood or cowl, located on the outer cover of a rigid airship at the outer end
of a gas shaft. It is usually made of light wood and fabric and is faced to facilitate the
escape of gas. Sometimes called ‘ ‘exhauskgas hood.”

In view of the possibility of confusion with the parts of an engine exhaust system, it
is believed that “gas-shaft hood” is to be preferred. (Fig. 4.)

gIand—A short tube fitted to an envelope or gas bag in such a manner that a rope or line may
slide thro~~h without leakage of gas or air. (Figs. 2 and 5.)

grommet—k small ring of chord.
handling lin*A J.ine attached a.lo~o the side of an airship for use in maneuvering near and OD

the ground. (Figs. 2, 3, 4, and 5.) Sometimes called “grab line.”
infiation manifold-A metal or f abric connection with numerous inlets which permit the passage

of gas at the same time from a number of sources (either cylinders or gas holders) to the
main inflation tube.

inflation sIeeve (or filling sleeve) —A tubular fabric attac.hnent to an envelope or gas bag, seining
as a lead for the inflation tube. (Figs. 3 and 5.)

inflation tube—A fabric tube leading from the inflation manifold or source of suppIy to the
infiation sIeeve of the gas ceII or envelope.

jackstay—A Longitudinal rigag& provided to maintain the correct distance between various
parts or fltitings on an aerostat.

main mooring line—The line dropped from the bow of an airship to be coupIed to the mast
main moorirg line. (Fig. 4.)

maneuvering vaIve—.4 manually operated valve fitted to the enve~opej b allonet, or gas cd of an
aerostat for the purpose of releas~o gas or air from within the envelope or gas cell when
desired. (Fig. 4.)

maneuvering-valve hood—A hood, or cowl, located on the outer cover of a rigid airship just over a
maneuveri~~ valve. It is usually made of light mood or fabric and is faced to facilitate
the escape of gas. (Fig. 4.)

manometer-tube gIand—A gland fitted ti the envelope of an aerostat to form a gas-tight connec-
tion for the tube lead~~ to the manometer in the car. Same as “pressure-tube gIand.”
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mooring cone—The grooved conical member %t the extreme bow of an airship which engages
with a hollow cone at the top of the mooring mast and provides the coupling between
the airship and the mooring mast. (Fig. 4,)

mooring- cone outrigger—The member, usually tubular, which supports the mooring cone at the
bow of the airship. Sometimes referred to as “mooring spindle.” (Fig. 4.)

mooring harness—A system of webbing bands, fitted over the top of the en-velope of a balloon,
to which are attached the mooring ropes. Usually found only in kite balloons or obser-
vation balloons. (Fig. 2.)

mooring line—A line attached near the bow of an airship for securing it to the ground or to a
mooring mast. (Figs. 3, 4, and 5.)

mooring ring—A metallic ring suspended from one of the forward frames of a rigid airship by
wire lines and used for mooring. The vertex of a “three-point mooring” is attached to
this ring.

mooring rope—k line attached to a balloon or airship for use in securing it to the ground. It
may serve the purpose of a “handling line,” or vice versa. (Fig, 2.)

net:
free-baIloon—A riggi~v made of ropes and twine shaped to the upper surface of the envelope,

which supports the weight of the basket, etc., and distributes the load over the entire
upper surface of the envelope. (Fig. 11.)

gas-ceil (rigid airship) —A netting of cord of small mesh which is intended to assist the
fabric of the gas cells in transmitting gas force to a wire netting of coarser mesh and
to the longitudinal, both being fitted between the longitudinal. It may be compared
to the net of a free balloon. Sometimes called ‘ ‘gas-ceII netting” or “cord netting,”
(Fig. 4.)

inflation-A rectangular net of cordage used to restrain the envelope of the kite balloon or
airship during inflation. AISO applied to a free-balloon net designed to be removed after
inflation.

patch—A strengthened or reinforced flap of fabric of special shape and construction, which is
cemented to the envelope or gas ceII. It usually forms an anchor by which some portion
of the structure may be attached to the envelope or to which the positioning lines, con-
trolling the gas ce~, may be attached to the cell. (Fig. 12.)

pressure flap-A flap vaIve fitted in the outer cover or envelope of a rigid airship and arranged
to permit the rapid flow of air in and out, particularity inward. The purpose is to facilitate
the rapid equalization of the pressure of the air within the envelope with that of the
surrounding air.

pressure-relief vent–--A small opening in the covering of the fin of an airship intended to f aciIitate
the equalization of the pressure of the air within the fin with that of the outside air. It
also provides an outlet for any gas that may collect in the fin.

pressure tube—A tube fitted to an envelope of a gas bag, to which a pressure gauge may be
attached.

propeller reinforcing girder—A light additional member fitted in the structure of a rigid airship
to reinforce those areas of the outer cover which are affected by the propeller wash.

quadrant-The operating lever, made on the arc of a circle of a control surface of an airship,
e. g., rudder quadrant, elevator quadranb. (Fig. 4.)

rip cord—The rope running from the rip panel to the car or basliet, the pulling of which tears
off or rips the rip panel and causes immediate deflation. (Figs. 2 and 3.)

rip panel—A strip of fabric inserted or fitted in the upper part of the envelope of a b alIoon or
semirigid or nonrigid airship which is torn or ripped open when irnmedi ate deflation is
desired. (Figs. 2 and 3.)
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rudder (airship) —A h@ed or pivoted surface, usually attached to a h at the after end of an

safety

airship. TKhen operated by the pilot it produces a yawhg moment and gives directiord
control in the pIane at right an@es to the axis about which it is hinged or pivoted. (Figs.
3, 4, and 5.)
loop—A loop formed in a rip cord and attached to a securhg patch by a breakable cord
or a spring clip. It maybe f ormed either insicle the enveIope and close to the rip panel,
or outside the envelope near the gland by which the rip cord passes throtgh the envelope.
Before the rip panel can be “pulled” the breakable cord must be broken or the clip
opened. Accidental “pulling” is thus made unlikely, as the weight of tihe cord is easily
carried by the breakable cord or spring cJip.

sandbag Iine—A rope extenclhqg along the line of suspension ropes or bridles of a kite balloon
to which are hooked the sandbags used in moor@~ the balloon. The purpose is to prevent
wear on the suspension cordage.

sandbag Ioop—A system of cordage loops on the envelope of a balloon for suspending sandbags.
See dsO SANDBAGLm-E.

sea anchor—An open fabric b~~ carried on an aircraft and arranged to offer considerable resist-
ance when towed mouth fist thro~~h the -water. Tripping or collapsing devices maybe
incorporated in it. Also called “drogue.”

suppIy tnbe—.b eIo~~ated appendix or inflation sleeve, fitted on a kite b alloon, which is bro~~ht
down to the basket and fitted tith a quick-connection coupling. This coup&u can be
attzched to a sirnikr piece on the deck of the airship and gas may be sent into the
balloon shortIy after it has reached the deek. .4 similar tube is sometimes used with
airships where constant pressure nurse balloons are used. This is rare in the United
States. (Fig. 2.) Also calIed “nursing tube.”

smpension bar—A bar to which the supporting ropes of the basket of a balloon are secured. It
;S also fitted with ropes and toggles for attaching to the basket suspensions from the
baIIoon. Also caIled “trapeze bar.” (Figs. 2 and 11.)

suspension Iine—A line either of cordage or metal which supports the weight attached to the
envelope of a balloon or airship. (Figg. 2,3,4,5, and 11.)

suspension pat ch—.k patch, secured to the enveIope or to a gas cell of an aerostat, to which a
suspension line may be attached. (Fig. 12.)

thimble—A grooved ~~ of circular, pear-, or heart-shaped form, generally of metal, which is
inserted in the eye of a rope or wire to prevent chafing or deformation of the eye.

toggle—.% short crossbar of -wood or metal which is fitted at the end of a rope. The rope passes
around the mid-len@h of the bar in a shouldered groo~e. By slipping it through an
eye in the end of another rope, the two Iengths of rope can be quickly connected or
disconnected. (Fig. 2.)

topping up—The operation of ~ing up with gas an already partially full aerostat. Also applied
to a simiIar operation with fuel tanks. Incorrectly calIed “ nurs~~.”

valve hood—The appfiance, having the form of a hood or parasoI vrhich protects the valve of
an airship or balloon against min. Also called “valve cover” or “bonnet.” (Figs. 2
4, and 5.)

valve petticoat—A speciaI sIee_ve between valve and gas container making it possible to tie off
the sleeve and cha~~e rakes without loss of gas.

valve seal—A fabric cover used to seal the automatic valves of a rigid airship when docked in
the shed. Jam pot cover (British).

V-wires—The Iower lines of the winch suspension of the kite balloon. They meet at the junction
piece and form V’s; hence the name. (Fig. 2.)

walkway girder—The girder forming the support of a walkway through the keel or in other
localities in a rigid or semirigid airship. (Fig. 4.)
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winch suspension—The rigging by means of which the lift and drag of a kite balloon is tram-
mitted from the envelope to the towing or traction cable. (Fig. 2,)

yaw line—A line dropped from the bow of an airship when mooring to the mast to act as a steady-
ing line to prevent yawing and overriding the mast, Also calIed “bow-steadying line”
or “yaw guy. ” (“Side guy wire,” British.)

(d) lktLSCELLANEOUSTERMS

aerodynamic voIume-The volume of the form which must be driven through the air. Same
as AIR VOLUME.

a’ir volume—The volume of air displaced by the body formed by the outer cover or enveIope
of an airship. It is this voIume which, enters into aerodynamic computations. See
AERODYNAMICVOLUME.

air-voIume displacement (or aerodynamic-volume displacement) —The weight of a mass of air
equal to the aerodynamic vohme of the airship in N. A. (1. A. standard atmosphere at
sea level.

bnoyancy—The upward air force on an aerostat which is derived from aerostatic conditions.
It is equal to the weight of the air displaced.

capacity—The volume of the gas-containing portion of an aerostat,
center of buoyancy—The center of gravity of the voIume of the contained gas.
dischargeable weight (consumable weight)—All weights which can be consumed or discharged

and still leave the airship in safe operating condition with a spcxifie~ reserve of fuel,
oil, water ballast and provisions, and her normal crew.

displacement—The mass of air dispIaced by the gas used for inflation, It may be expressed
as a weight of volume. In the Iatter case it is usuaLly calIed “volume.”

disposable weight—Ail weights other than fixed weights, inc~uding dischargeable weights con.
trasted with fixed weights, q, v.

fixed weight—The weight of the hulI machinery and all equipment and parts ivhich are fixed
in position and nonconsumable. AII constant and nonconsumable weights which an
airship would carry under alI conditions of service (British). Liquids in cooling sys-
tems of engines are included.

gas volume—The volume of the contained gas. See CAPACITY.
gross lift—The lift obtained from a voIume of buoyant gas equal to the nominal gas capacity

of the aircraft. Obtained by multiplying the nominaI gas capacity by the lift per unit
volume of the gas used for inflation.

lift (of a gas)—The difference of density of air and the gas. Both are supposed to be under the
same conditions of pressure, temperature, etc.

manometer pressure—The excess of pressure inside &heenveIope of an aerostak over the atmos-
pheric pressure at a standard reference point. The point of reference for the excess of
pressure is usuaIly the bottom of the envelope or gas celI for airships and the level of tho
basket for kite balloons.

nominaI gas capacity—The voIume of the envelope of gas cells of an aerostat under certain
conditions of pressure and inflation which have been defined. It is rarely the same as the
true fulI volume. This is usuaJ.ly very difficult to determine accurately, especially in the
case of rigid airships, Sometimes called “ voIume. ”

permeability—The measure of the rate of dtiusion Of gas through intact balloon fabric; usually
expressed in liters of hydrogen per square meter of fabric per 24 hours, under standard
conditions of pressure and temperature,

pressure height—The altitude at which the gas cells of a rigid airship are full, or the gas bag of a
nonrigid airship is completely fulI of gas.

purity (of gas)—The ratio of the pressure Of the hy&ogen (or other aerostatic gas) in the con-
tainer to the totaI pressure due to all the contained gases.
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static ceiling—The altitude in standard atmosphere, at which an aerost at is in static equiJ_ib-
rium after removal of ~ discharged weights.

voIum~The volume of the air displaced by the gas used for intlatiom
useful Iift—The lift avaiIabIe for carrying fuel, and oiI, passengers, cargo, food, and drin@

mater, guns, ammunition, and bombs. IJsuaIIy determined by deducting from the gross
lift all fixed weights; certain allowances of ballast, fueI, and oiI; water; spares and tools;
crew and equipment. NTostandard has as yet been established.

E. TYPES OF AIRPLANES

amphibian—An airplane designed to rise from and aIight on either land or water.
biplan%h airplane with two main supporting surfaces placed o~e above another, (Fig. 1.)
flying boat—A form of seaplane supported, when resting on the surface of the water, by a hull

or hulls providing flotation in additfon to ser-r@ as fuselages. (Fig. 9.) For the cen-
tral hulI t-ype, Iateral stability is usually provided by wing-tip floats. The term “boat
seaplane” is now obsolete.

landplan%+in airpIane designed to rise from and aIight on the kind. (Figs. I, 6, and 14.)
monoplane-An airphne which has but one main supporting surface, sometimes divided into two

parts by the fuselage. (Fii. 6.)
muItipIane-An airplane with two or more main supporting surfaces placed one above another.
pusher airpIane-.4n airplane with the propdhx or propellers in the rear of the main supporting

surfaces. (Figs 9 and 14).

quadrupIane-.&u airplane with four main supporting surfaces, placed one above another.
seapIane,—.Any airplane designed to rise from and alight on the water. This general term

appJ.ies to both boat and float types, though the boat type is usualIy designated as a
“flying boat.” (Figs. 9 and 10.)

shipplane-A Iandplane designed to rise from and alight on the deck of a ship.
tandem airpIane-An airplane with two or more sets of wings of substantially the same area (not

including the taiI unit) placed one in front of the other and on about the same level.
tractor airplan*An airpIane with the propeller or propellers forward of the main supporting

surfaces. (Figs 1, 6, and 10.)
triplane-& airplane with three main supporting surfaces, pIaced one above another.

F. TERMS RELATING TO AIRPLANES

(~) OPERATTOX AND MAtWEUVERS

bank—To incline an airplane IateralIy, i. e., to rotate it about its Iorgitudinal axis. Right-
bank is to incline the airpb.ne with the right ~m down.

.&o used as a noun to describe the position of an airplane when its lateral axis is
inclined to the horizontal.

ceiling:
absolute-The maximum height above sea level ai which a given airphme would be able

to maintain horizontal flight, assumin~ standard air conditions.
service-The height above sea Ievel, assuming standard air conditions, at which a given

airplane ceases to be abIe to rise at a rate I@her than a small specified one (100 feet
per minute in the United States and EngIand). This specitied rate may be cliflerent in
different countries.

dive-.4 steep descent, with or without power, in -which the air speed is greater than the maximum
speed in horizontal flight.

glide-A descent -with reference to the air ai a normal angle of attack and without engine power
sufficient for level flight in still air, the propeIler thrust being replaced by a component
of gravity along the line of flight. Also used as verb.
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nose-heavy—The condition of an airplane in normal flight when the distribution of forces is
such that, if the longitudinal controls were released, the nose would drop.

pancake, to—To level off an airplane at a greater altitude than normal in a landing, thus causing
it to stall and to descend on a sieepIy inclined path with the wings at a -very large angle
of attack and without appreciable bank.

power loading—The gross weight of an airpIane, fully loaded, divided by the normal brake
horsepower of the engine computed for air of standard density, unless otherwise stated

range:
at economic speed—The maximum distance a given aircraft can cover whiIe cruising at

the most economical speed and aItitude at all stages of the flight.
at fuH speed—The maximum distance a given aircraft can cover at full speed at sea level.

reverse turn—A rapid maneuver to reverse the direction of flight of an airplane, made by a
half loop and half roll.

roll—A maneuver in which a complete revolution about the longitudinal axis is made, the
horizontal direction of ffight being approximately maintained.

side slipping—Flight in which the lateral axis is incIined and the airplane has a component
of velocity in the direction of the lower end of the lateral axis. 17hen it occurs in con-
nection with a turn, it is the opposite of skidding (q, v.).

skidding-Sliding side-wise away from the center of curvature when turning. It is usually
caused by banking insufficiently, and is the opposite of side slipping (q. v.).

sky writing—The act of emitting from an aircraft a traiI of smoke or other visible substance,
the flight of the aircraft being so directed as to cause the trail to assume the form of
letters or symbols,

soar—To perform sustained free flight without self-propukion; it is called “ up-current soaring”
if performed in ascending air; ‘(dynamic soaring 7)in other cases,

speed:
critical—The lowest speed of an aircraft at which control can be maintained.
economic—The speed at which the fuel consumption per unit of distance covered in still

air is a minimum.
Ianding—!l?he minimum speed at which m airplane can maintain itself in leveI flight and

still be under adequate control.
minimum—The lowest steady speed which can be maintained by an airplane in level

flight at an altitude Iarge in comparison with the dimensions of the wings, with any
throttle setting whatever.

spin—A maneuver consisting of a combination of roll and yaw, with the longitudinal axis of
the airplane inclined steepIy downward. The airpIane clescends in a helix of large pitch
and very small radius, the upper side of the airpIane being on the inside of the helix,
and the angle of attack on the inner wing being maintained at an extremely large value.

spiral—A maneuver in which an airplane descends in a heIix of smaIl pitch and Iargc radius,
the angle of attack being within the normal range of flight angles.

stall—The condition of an airpIane when from any cause it has lost the air speed ncccssary for
support or control.

tail-heavy—In a heavier-than-air craft the condition in which in normal flight, the tail sinks if
the longitudinal control is released, i. e., the condition in which the pilot has to exert a
push on the control stick to keep the given attitude.

tail sIide-The backward and downward motion, tail fist, which certain airplanes may be
made to take momentarily after having been brought into a stalling position by a steep
cIimb.

taxi—To run an airplane over the ground or a seaplane on the surface of water under its own
prover.
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warp—To change the form of a wing by twist~~ it. T7arping is sometimes used to mamtain
the lateral equihbrium of an airplane.

wing-heavy—The condition of an airplsme in which (in normal flight) there is a tendency for
the right (or left) wing to drop, if the lateral control is reIeased, i. e., the condition in
which the pilot has to exert a lateraI force on the control stick to keep the lateral axis
horizontal.

zoom—To climb for a short time at an angle greater than that which can be maintained in
steady fright, the airpIane being carried upward at the expense of its kinetic energy.
This term H sometimes used as a noun to denote any sudden increase in the upward
slope of the flight path.

(b) TilNG PARTS

aileron—A hinged or pivoted movable auxiliary surface of art airplane, usually part of the
trailing edge of a wing, the prinwry function of which is to impress a rolhng moment
on the airplane. (Fig. 1.)

antidrag wire-A wire designed prhparily to resist forces act~~ parallel to the chord of the
wing of an airplane and in the same direction as the direction of flight. It is generally
inclosed in the wing. (Fig. I.)

cabane—A framework for supporting the wings at the fuselage; also applied to the system of
trussing used to support overhang in a wing. (Figs. 6, 9, and 10.)

drag strut—A fore-and-aft compression member of the internal bracing system of a wing.
[Figs. 1 and 15.)

drag wire-Any wire or cable designed primariIy to resist drag forc~s.
internal—A drag wire concealed inside the wing. (Fig. I.)
externaI—-4 drag wire run from a wing to the fuselage or other part of the airpkme. (Fii. 1.)

king-post—The main compression member of a trussing system applied to support a singIe
member subject to bending. (Figg. 4 and 6.)

an ding wire-A wire designed primarily to resist forces in the opposite direction to the normal
direction of the lift and to oppose the Iift wire and prevent distortion of the stmctmre
by an overtightening of those members. (FQ. 1.) Sometfies c~ed “ ~t,~t” ~e-

lift wire-k wire or cable which transtits the lift on the outer portion of the wing of an air-
plane in toward the fuseIage. or nacelle. This wire usually runs from the top of an inter-
plane strut to the bottom of the strut next nearer the fuselage. Sometimes called
“ffying wire.” (Fig. 1.)

main supporting smface-A set of wings, exteding on the same general led from tip to tip of
an airpIane; e. g., a triplane has thee main supporting surfaces. The main supporting
surfaces include the aiIerons, but no other surfaces intended primarily for control or
stabilizing purposes.

panel—mere a wing surface comprises several units of construction, these units are designated
as panels.

skid fin-k fore-and-aft vertical surface, usually pIaced above the upper wiq, desigged to
protide vertical keel surface and so to increase Iateral stability. (Figs. 9 and 10.)

stagger wire—.A wire connecting the upper and lower surfaces of an airpkne and Iying in a

plane substantially parallel to the plane of symmetry. (Also calIed “incidence wire.”)
(Fig. 1.)

wing—A general term applied to a -whole or a
airplane but in the latter case ie usually
or lower W@ etc.

portion of the main supporting surfaces of an
qudiiied as right wing, Ieft wing, upper TV@,
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(b) WING pARTS—cODtiIlU(3d

wing rib—A f ore-ancl-af t member of the wing structure of an airplane, used to give the wing
section its form and to transmit the Ioad from the fabric to the spars, (Figs. 1 and 15.)

compression rib—A heavy rib designed to have the function of a wing rib and aIso to act
as a strut opposing the pull of the wires in the internal drag truss. (Also caIIed “drag
strut.”) (Figs. 1 and 15.)

former or false rib—An incomplete rib, frequently consisting only of a strip of wood extendi-
ng from the leading edge to the front spar, which is used to assist in maintaining the
form of the wing where the curvature of the airfoil sec.t;on is sharpest. (Figs. 1 and 15,)

wing spar—The principal transverse structural member of the wing assembly of an airplane.
(Figs. 1 and 15.)

wing truss—The framing by which the wing loads of an airplane are transmitted to the fusel~~e.
It comprises struts, wires, cables, tie rods, and spars,

(c) BODY PARTS

bay—The portion of a face of a truss, or of a fuselage, between adj scent buIkheads or adjacenfi
struts or frame positions,

bod y—The fuselage or hull, or nacelle (including cowling and covering) and naceIIe mounting.
(Figs. 1, 6, 9, 10, and 14.)

cockpit—The open spaces in which the pilot and passengers are accommodated. (Fig. 1.)
When the cockpit is completely housed in, it is called a cabin. (Figs. 1, 6, 9, 10, and 14.)

control stick—The vertical lever by means of which the longitudinal and lateral controls of an
airplane ~re operated, Pitching is controlled by a fore-and-aft movement of the stick,
rolling by a side-to-side movement. (Fig. 1.)

cowling—A removable covering which extends over or around the engine and sometimes over
a portion of the fuselage or nacelle as well. (Figs. 1, 6, 10, and 14.)

fire wall—A fire-resistance transverse bulkhead, so set as to isolate the engine compartment
from the other parts of the structure and thus to reduce the risk from fire in the engine
compartment. (Fig. 1.)

fuseIage—The structure, of approximately stream line form, to which are attached the wings
and tail unit of an airplane. In general it contains the power plant, passengers, cargo,
etc. (Figs. 1, 6, and 10.)

longeron—A fore-and-aft member of the framing of an airplane fuselage or nacelle, usually
continuous across a number of points of support. (Fig, 1.)

monocoque fuselage—A type of fuselage construction wherein the structure consists of a thin
shell of wood, metal, or other mwterial, supported by ribs, frames, belt frames, or bulk-
heads, but usually without longitudinal members other than the shell itself. The whole
is so disposed as to carry the stresses to which the structure is subjected. (Fig. 6.)

nacelle—An inclosed shelter for passengers or for a power plant. A nacelle is usually shorter
than a fuselage, and does not carry the tail unit. (Fig.

rudder—A movable auxiliary airfoil, the function of which is to
the aircraft in normal flight. It is usually located at
1, 9, 10, and 14.)

tail boom—A spar or outrigger connecting the tail surfaces
(Fig. 14,)

(d) LANDING GEAR PARTS

14.)
impress a yawing movement on
the rear of an aircraft. (Figs.

and main supporting surfaces,

float-A completely inc~osed water-tight structure attached to an aircraft in order to give it
buoyancy and stability when in contact with the surface of the water. In float seaplaries
the crew is carried in a fuselage or nacelle separate from the float. (Fig. 10.) The term
“pontoon” is now obsolete.
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F. TERMS RELATIN’G TO AIRPLANES-Continued

(d) LUTDING GEAR Pnm-~ontinued

flotation gear—.An emergency gear attached to a landplane to permit alighting on the water and
to provide buoyancy when resting on the surface of the water.

huH-The portion of a flying boat which furnishes buoyancy when in contact with the surface of
the water. It contains accommodations for the crew and passe~~ers, usually incorpo-
rating the functions of a float and fus eIage in one unit. (Fig. 9.)

Ianding gear—The understructure which supports the weight of an aircraft when in contact,
with the surface of the land or water and reduces the shock on Ianding. There are fi~e
common types-boat type, float type, skid type, wheel type, and ski type. (Figs. 1, 6,9,
10, and 14.) {Amphibian may be a combination of the float or boat type with wheels or
skis.)

shock absorber—A device incorporate ed in $he landing gear of an aircraft to reduce the shock
imposed on the structure when alight~~ or taking off.

Shock absorbing devices are usually interposed between the main structure and the
wheeIs, flo%ts, skis, or tail skids, to secure resiliency in knding and taxying. (Fig. 1.)

skid—A runner used as a me”mber of the Iand@ gear and designed to aid the aircraft in landing
or taxying.

taiI skid—A skid used to support the tail when in contact with the ground. (F@ 1, 6, and
14.)

wing skid—A skid pIaced near the wing tip and designed to protect the wing from contact
fith the ground. (Fig. 1.)

step—A break in the form of the bottom of a float or hull, designed to reduce resistance when
under way by rapidly reducing the wetted surfaces as speed increases. Ik also serves to
eliminate suction effects.

(e) DIMENSIONS AXD C%ARACTEEISTICS

angle of stabilizer setting—The acute a@e between the line of thrust of an airplane and the
chord of the stabilizer. (F%. 1.)

angle of wing setting—The acute angle between t-he plane of wing chord and the line of thrust.
It may differ for each wing. (F%. 1.)

decalage—The acute a@e between the W@ chords of a biplane or mdtipIane. (Fig. 1.)
gap—The distance between the planes of the chords of any two adjacent wings, measured along

a line perpendicular to the chord of the upper *D at any designated point of its leading
edge. (Fig. 1.) lts symbol is G,

landing angk-The acute angle between the Line of thrust of an airplane and the horizontal
when the airplane is rest~m on Ievel ground in its natural position. Also called
“ground angle.” (Fig. l.)

longitndinaI dihedral angk-The difference in a~~le of W@ setting and of stabilizer setting.
(Fig. 1.) This angle is positive when the ~rle of stabilizer setting, referred to the
thrust line, is Iess than the angle of TK@ setting.

mean chord of a combination of wings—The ratio

CILS’1+C2LSZ+C3S3+-. . . .
LS1+IS2+-S3+ . . . . . .

where cl, C2,c~, etc., are the mean chords of various wings, and ~lt ,5’Z,&, etc.., are their
areas.

mean chord of a wing—The quotient obtained by ditidiq the W@ area by the extreme dmen-
sion of the wing projection at right angks to the chord.

over-ail Iength—l%e distance from the extreme front to the extreme rear of an aircrafi, includ-
ing the propeller and the tail tit.
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F. TERMS RELATING TO AIRPLANES—Continuecl

(e) DIMENSIONS AND ~HARACTERISTICS—~OlltkUed

overhang—LTsed in two senses. (1) One-half of the clifference in span of any two main sup-
porting surfaces of an airplane. The overhang is positive when the upper of the two
main supporting surfaces has the larger span. (Fig. 1.) (2) The distance from the ouier
strut attachment to the tip of the wings.

span—The maximum distance measured parallel to the lateral axis from tip to tip of an airplane
inclusive of ailerons. (Fig. 1.)

stagger—The amount of advance of the leading edge of an upper wing of a biplane, triplane,
or multilane over that of a lower, expressed either as a percentage of gap or in degrees
of the angle whose tangent’ is the percentage just referred to. It is considered positive
when the upper wing is forward and is measured from the leading edge of the upper
wing along its chord to the point of intersection of this chord wikh a line drawn perpen-
dicular to the chord of the upper wing at the leading edge of the lower wing, all lines
being drawn in a plane parallel to the plane of symmetry. (Fig. 1.)

sweep back—The acute angle between the lateral axis of an airpIane and the projection of the
axis of the wing on the plane which includes the lateral and longitudinal &Yes. (Fig. 1.)
(The axis of a wing is a line through the centroids of the sections of the wing.)

washin—Permanent warping of the wing which results in an increase in the angle of attack
near the tip.

washout—Permanent warping of a wing which results in a decrease in the angle of attack near
the tip.

wing-dihedral or dihedraI angIe—The acute angle between the transverse reference line in the
wing surface and the lateral axis of the airplane projected on a plane perpendicular to
the longitudinal axis. The dihedral angle is positive when the’ upper obtuse angle for
the two wings is less than 180°. (Fig. 1.)

wing Ioading—The gross weight of an airplane., fully loaded, divided by the area of the sup-
porting surface. The area used in computing the wing loading should include ailerons
but not the stabilizer or elevators.

G. TERMS COMMON TO AEROSTATS AND AIRPLANES

(a) PARTS

balanced surface—A control surface which extends on both sides of the axis of the hinge or
pivot in such a manner as to reduce the moment of the air forces about the hinge. (Figs.
I, 3, 4, and 5.)

controls—A general term applied to the means provided to enable the pilot to control the speed,
direction of flight, attitude, and power of an aircraft.

air controls—The means employed to operate the control surfaces of the aircraft.
engine controls—The means employed to control the power output of the engines. (~on-

trol of speed may be effected by the air controls or the engine controls independently,
or by either in conjunction with the other.)

control stick—The vertical level by means of which the longitudinal and lateral controls of an
airplane are operated. Pitching is controlled by a fore-and-afti movement of the sticks,
roiling by a side-to-side movement. (Fig. 1,)

control surface—A movable airfoil designed to be rotated or otherwise moved by the pilot in
order to change the attitude of the airplane or airship.

elevator—A movable auxiliary airfoil, the function of which is to impress a pitching moment
on the aircraft. The elevator is usualIy hinged to the stabilizer. (Figs. 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9,
10, 13, and 14.)

fin-A fixed surface, attached to a part of the aircraft, parallel to the longitudinal axis, in order
to secure stability; for example, tail fin, skid fin, etc. Fins are sometimes adjustable.
(Figs. 1, 3,4, 5, 6, 9, 10, 13, and 14.)
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G. TERMS COMMON TO &EROST.4~S .4ND AIRPLANES—Continued

(a) P&am—Continued

fixed fuel tank—A fuel tank which is not intended or fitted to be dropped, as “slip” tanks are.
horn—A short Iever attached to a control surface of an aircraft; for exampIe, aileron horn,

rudder horn, elevafior horn. (Figs. 1, 3, 9, 10, 13, and 14.)
inspection window—A smalI transparent window fitted in the envelope of a’ balloon or aimhip,

or in the W@ of an airpIane, to allow inspection of the interior. (F@. 1 and 3.)
rigger—One who is employed in assembl@g and aligning aircraft.
rigging—The assembling, adjust~~, and alig~m of the parts of an airplane, or the attachm-

ent and adjustment of the car, rudders, val-res, controls, etc., of an airship.
service tank—A fixed fuel tank near each power unit, into which fueI from other tanks is pumped

and from which the fuel suppIyi~~ the e~~ines is drawn.
slip-fuel tank—A fuel tank which is provided with a device permitting the quick dropphg of the

tank and contents as a whole in case of an emergency. Fitted on both airships and air-
planes.

stabilizer—k normally fked airfoil -ivhose function is to lessen the pitch@ motion. It is
usually located at the rear of an aircraft and is approfiately paralIel to the plane of
the iongtitudinal and Iateral axes. AISO called “tail plane.” h aerostats-same as
“h,” The lobes of a kite btioon are sometimes referred to as stabilizers. (Figs. 1,
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10, 13, ad 14.)

tail group (or tail unit) —The stabil.iz@ and control surfaces at the rear end of an aircraft,
includ~o stabilizer, &, rudder, and elevator. (Also called “empennage.”)

(6) PERFORILAIICE AND CoNDrrIoNs OF FLIGHT

air speed—The speed of an aircraft relative to the air. Its symbol is V.
controllability—The quality in an airp~ane which makes it possible for the pilot to ch~~e its

attitude eady and with the exertion of but l.ittIe force.
drift—The Iateral veIocity of an aircraft due to air currents.
drift angle-The horizontal arg]e between the Ionggtudinal axis of an aircraft ancl its path

relative to the ground.
dynamic factor—The ratio between the load carried by any part of an aircraft when accelerate.@

and the correspond~m basic load.
endurance—The maximum len@h of time an aircraft can remain in the air ai a given speed

and altitude.
factor of safety—The ratio of the ultimate strength of a member to the masimum probabIe load

in that member in actual use.
flight path—The path of the center of gravity of an aircraft with reference to the earth.
ground speed—The horizontal component of the velocity of an aircraft relative to the earth.
Ioad:

dead-See WEIGHT EMPTY.

fall-weight empty plus usefuI load. Also called “gross weight.”
pay—That part of the usefuI load from which revenue is derived, @iz., passengers and

freight.
usefuI-The crew and passengers, oil and fuel, b allasfi other than emergency, ordnance,

and portable equipment.
load factor—The ratio of any specified Ioad on a member to the corresponding basic load.

Clenerally applied to the ratio of the breaking Ioad to a basic load.
maneuverabiIit y—That quaIity in an aircraft which makes it possibIe for the pilot to change its

attitude rapidIy.
performance testing—The process of determining performance chara.cterist.ies.
rate of cIimb—The vertical component of the air speed of an aircraft, i. e., its verticaI velocity

with reference to the air.
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G. TERMS COMMON TO ~EROSTATS AND AIRPLANES—Contiuueci

(6) PERFORTLANCE AND CONDITIONS OF FLIGHT—~ontinued

relative wind—The rno tion of the air with reference to a body, i, e,, its motions as observed by a
man at rest on the body. The direction and velocity of the relative wind, therefore, arc
found by adding two vectors, one being the velocity of the air with reference to the earth,
the other being equal and opposite to the velocity of the body with reference to the earth.

wash—The disturbance in the air produced by the passage of an airfoil. Also called the ‘(wake”
in the general case for any solid body.

weight empty—The structure, power plant, and fixed equipment of an aircraft. Included in this
fixed. equipment are the water in the radiator and cooling system, all essential instruments
and furnishings, fixed electric wiring for lighting, heating, etc. In the case of the aerostat,
the amount of ballast which must be carried to assist in making a safe landing must also

be included.
H. MATERIALS AND STRUCTURE

balloon fabric—The finished material, usually rubberized of which balloon or airship envelopes
are made.

biased—Plied fabric in which the threads of the plies are at an angle to each other.
parallel—Plied fabric in which the threads of the plies are paraIleI to each other.

cloth—Fabric delivered by the bleachery or finisher before it has been proofed, doped, or
specially treated for aeronautic use.

dope (airplane)—The liquid material applied to the cloth surfaces of airplanes to increase strength,
to produce tautness by shrinking, and to act as a filler for maintaining air-tightness.

dope (airship)—The liquid material applied to rubberized airship fabric to increase gas-tightn CSS.
In contrast with airplane dope, it does not cause shrinking.

dope (pigmented)—An aircraft dope to which a pigment has been added to make an opaque
finish, or to protect it from the effects of sunlight.

duralumin—An alloy of ahnninum which is much used in aeronautics, especially for the structure
of airships and airplanes. Its chemical composition and physical properties are about
as follows:

Copper, 3.5 to 4.5 per cent.
Manganese, 0.4 to 1 per cent.
Ma~nesium, 0.2 to 0.75 per cent.
Aluminum, 92 per cent, minimum.
Tensile strength, ultimate, 55,OOOpounds per square inch.
Tensile strength at elastic limit, 30,000 pounds per square inch.
Elongation of 2 inches at ultimate strength (test specimen ~ inch wide), 18 per cent.
Specific gravity not more than 2.85.

fairing—lm auxiliary member or structure whose primary function is to reduce head resistance
or drag of the part to which it is fitted (without, in general, contributing strength).

fitting-A generic term for any small part used in the structure of an airpIane or airship. If
without quakfication, a metal part is usually understood. It may refer to other parts,
such as ‘(f abric fittings. ”

gas-cell fabric—The fabric used in gas ceHs of rigid airships, usuaIly goldbeater’s-slti fabric, q. v.

goldbeater’s-skin fabric—A gas-containing fabric consisting of a layer of light, fine, strong
cloth, usually cotton, to which one or more layers of goldbeater’s skins have been cemented.
The skins are on the inside and are usually further protected by a coat of fine varnish.
Usually used in the gas cells of rigid airships.

Iaminated wood—A product formed by gluing or otherwise fastening together a number of
laminations of wood with the grain substantially parallel. (Differs from plywood in
that in the latter the grain of alternate plies is usually crossed at right angles; aIso, the
plies of the latter are usuaIly made up of veneer.)
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1% MATERIALS AND STRUCTURE—Conthmed

panel (aerostat) —The unit piece of fabric of which the envelope or outer cover of an aerostat
is made. PaneIs may be assembled into sections, gores, or rings, accorckg to the
method of manufacture followed.

In rigid airships the area bounded by two adjacent longitudinal-s and two adjacent
transverses is often referred to as a “panel.” This is a structural panel and the expression
is borrowed from structural engineers.

plywaod—.k product formed by gluing together two or more layers of veneer. The aIternate
plies are usually pIaced with grain at right angles to the adjacent plies.

proofing-lfaterial incorporated in the f abric of an aerostat at the time of manufacture, to
increase its resist ante to the weather and,for to prevent the passage of gas (or decrease
its permeability).

stay—A wire or other tension member; for example, the stays of the wing and body truss~~.
(Fig. 1.)

strut—A. compression member of a truss frame. For instance, the vertical members of the
wing truss of a biplane (interplane struts) and the short vert.icaI and horizontal members
separating the longerons (q. v.) in the fuseIage. (Fig. 1.)

veneer—Thin sheets of wood, either sliced with a Imife or sawed.
wire-In aeronautics, refers specifically to drawn solid wire.

L AIRPORT AND LANDING FIELD TERMS

airport—A locality, either of water or Iand, which is adapted for the lading and taking off of
aircraft and which provides facilities for sheIter, e.uppIy, and repair of aircraft; or a place
used regularly for receiving or discharging passengers or cargo by air.

airship station—The complete assembly of sheds, masts, gas plants, shops, lan~~ fieIds and
reIated equipment required to operate airships and supply their needs. A station may
include all or a.part of the items enumerated. The base from which air ships are operated.

—A hard surface area of considerable extent immediately in frortt of the entrance of aapron
hangar or aircraft shelter which is used for the handling of aircraft or for repair in clear
weather.

balloon bed—A moorimg place on the ground for a captive balloon.
dock—A term sometimes applied to an airship shed.
docking raiI—A rail or a guide, constructed on the landing fieId and extend@ into the shed

which suppIies a means for holdicg the IateraI pull of an airship’s docking or handling
Lines. The pull is transmitted to the rails from wheeIed cars or trolleys which are fitted
on or in the raiIs. ~sually two rails are fitted at the greatest distance apart which will
permit them to be run into the shed.

docking troIley—A car or trolIey fitted on (or in) dockh+g raik to transmit the pull of an airship
docking Iine. lt is fitted with wheels having antifriction bearings so it can move freeIy
in the rail. Tlsuafiy some sort of quick-release device for Ietting go the line is also fitted.

emergency Ianding fieId-.4 Iocality, either of water or land, which is adapted for the Ianding
and taking off of aircraft, but which is not equipped with facilities for shelter, suppIy,
and repair of aircraft and is not used reguIarIy for the receipt or discharge of passengers
or cargo by air.

ground cloth-&nws placed beneath an aerostat for its protection during inflation and defIation.
ground gear—The gear, or equipment, necessary for the landing and handling of an airship

on the ground.
hangar—A sheIter for hous~~ aircraft. &fore properly applied to heavier-than-air craft.
Ianding crew—A detaiI of men necessary for the Ianc@ and handling of an airship on the ground.

A “ground crew.”
Ianding field-A fieId of such a size and nature as to permit of aircraft Iamf@ and taking off

in safety. It may or may not be part. of an airport or air station.
@l~,>~7—~7

—
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L AIRPORT AND LANDING FIELD TERMS—Continued

landing T—A large symbol shaped like a capital T which is laid out on a landing field or on
the top of a building to guide operators of aircraft in lancling and taking off.

mast main mooring line—A line led from the main winch of a mooring mast through the mooring
attachment at the top of the mast and carried out to a point on the ground well to leeward
of the mast. The airship’s main inooring line is attached to this line and the airship is
hauled to the mast by means of the joined lines. Sometimes called “ grouncl wire. ”
(British).

mast yaw line—One of the Iines Ied from a winch at the base of the mooring mast through snatch
blocks and carried out to leeward of the mast. The airship’s yaw Iines are attached to these
lines. The snatch bIoc.ks are fixed to anchorages selected so that the joined lines tend
to keep the airship into the wind and prevent her overriding the mast. These lines are
also mmetimes caIled “mast yaw guys” or CCmast bow-steadying lines .“

xnooring drag—A movable and/or -rariable weight suspended from the after part of an airship’s
structure while moored at a mast to aid in restraining the vertical and lateral motions
of the stern of the airship.

mooring mast—A mast or tower at the top of which there is mounted a fitting, so that the bow
of an airship may be secured. It is usually provided with a ladder or staircase and a
platform at the top, so that crew and passengers may enter or leave the airship, and
also with piping for the supply of fuel, gas, and water. Sometimes calIed ‘~mooring
tower.”

overhead suspension—A line leading from the roof of an airship shed and arranged to sustain
the whole or a part of the weight of the structure of an airship when it is docked.

ram—The combination of tubes and springs which is mounted in gimbals at the top of a.mooring
mast, It consists of an outer tube which carries the gimbal mounting and within which
slides an inner tube. The upper end of the inner tube carries the hollow cone which
receives the airship’s mooring cone and which is fitted to revolve freely. The inner tube
can slide down into the outer tube and compress heavy springs, thus easing the shock
when the mooring is made.

shed—A shelter for housing airships.
shore—A structural member for supporting the structure of a rigid or semirigid airship during

building or docking, used in conjunction with (or without) a cradle.
snatch-bIock anchorage—An anchorage set in the ground for a snatch block used with a yaw

Iine from a mooring mast. The anchorages may be of concrete or timber and are usudy
arranged at equal intervals around the circumference of a circle whose center is the mast;
may also be applied to any anchorage for a snatch bIock used in hauling down an airship
or kite balloon.

three-point mooring—A system of mooring an airship. It consists primariIy of tkeo lines
running from a mooring ring (or point) on the airship to three points on the ground.
These points are usually at the vertices of an equilateral triangle. The lines may be
secured to anchorages at the points or run over snatch blocks and to equalizing gear.
The endeavor is to moor the airship in such a manner that the dynamic lift due to the
relative wind shall keep the airship at a constant height from the ground. It may b.e
considered as a substitute for a mooring mast, usua.lIy an emergency substitute.

J. AERODYNAMIC TERMS

(a) AXES, ANGLES, FORCES, ETC.

aerodynamic volume (airship)—The voIume of the form which must be driven through the air.
Same as “ air-voIume.”

aileron angIe—The angular displacement of an aihmm from its neutral position, It is positive
when the trailing edge of the aileron is below the neutral position.

angle of attack—The ~cut~ angIe
relative to the air. (This
Its symbol is a.

between the chord of an airf~il
definition may be extended to

and its direction of motion
other bodies than airfoils.)
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J. AERODYNAMIC TERMS-Continued

(a) AXLES, J&XES, FORCES, ETC.—~OIIt~Ued

angle of pitch—The acute angle between two pIanes defined as follows: One plane includes the
lateral axis of the aircraft and the direction of the reIative wind; the other plane ineIudes
the lateraI axis and the longitudinal axis. (In normal flight the angIe of pitch is, then,
the angle between the longitudinal axis and the direction of the reIati~e wind.) This
angle is denoted by 6 and is positive when the nose of the aircraft has risen.

angIe of roII, or angle of bank—The acute a@e through which an aircraft must be rotated about
its longitudinal axis in order to bring its lateral axis into a horizontal plane. This ar@e
is denoted by @ and is positive when the left -wing is higher than the right.

angle of yaw—The acute angle between the direction of the relati~e wind and the phme of
symmetry of an aircraft. This angIe is denoted by ~ and is positi~e when the aircraft
has turned to the right.

attitude-The position of an aircraft as determined by the inclination of its mces to some frame
of reference. If not otherwise specfied, this frame of reference is flzed to the earth.

axes of an aircraft—Three fixed Iines of ref erence, umally centroidal and mutually perpendicular.
The longitudinal axis in the plane of symmetry, usuaIly parallel to the axis of the propeller
is called the longitudinal axis; the a-xis perpemlicular to this in the plane of symmetry is
calIed the normal a-xie; and the third axis perpendicular to the other two is calIed the
lateral axis. In mathematical discussions, the fist of these aies, drawn from front to
rear, is calIed the X axis; the secondj drawn upward, the 7 axis; and the third, running
from right to Ieft, they axis.

basic load—The Ioad on an aircraft, when it is at rest. or in a condition of unacceIerated recti-
linear flight (for purposes of stress analysis).

criticaI angk-.h angle of att ~ck at which the flow about an airfoiI changes abruptly with cor-
responding abrupt changes in the lift and drag.

cross- wind force-The component perpendicular to the lift. and to the drag of the total air force
on an aircraft or any part thereof. Its symbol is Gand its absoIute coefficient cc is defined
by

(7C=.g

where q is the impacfi pressure (=$ p VZ) and S’ is the effective area. of the surface upon

which the air force acts.
downwash angI~The angle through which an air stream is deflected by any lifting surface of an

airplane. It. is measured in a plane parallel to the plane of symmetry, and is denoted by
the symbol e.

drag—The component parallel to the re~ative wind of the totaI air force on an aircraft or airfoil.
Its symbol is ~.

The “absolute drag coefficient” is ~~ as defied b-y the equation

in which D is the drag, q is the impact pressure ( = ~ p V~and S is the effective area of the

surface upon which the air force acts.
In the case of an airplane, that part of the drag due to the wings is called “wing

dr~g”; that due to the rest of the airplane is calIed “structural drag” or “parasite
resist ante.”

induced—That portion of the wing drag induced by, or resulting from, the generation of the
l:tL.lUL.

profile-That portion of the wing drag which is due to filet.ion and turbulence in the fluid
and which wotid be absent in a non~iscous ffuid.
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J. AERODYNAMIC TERMS—Contimed

(a) AXES, ANGLES, l?ORCES, Em!,—Continued

dynamic lift—The lift impressed on an aerostat by aerodynamic forces.
dynamic Ioad—Any load due to accelerations of an aircraft, and therefore proportional to its

mass.

dynamic (or impact) pressure—The product ~ p V2, where p is the density of the air and ~ is the

reIative speed of the air. It is the quantity measured by most air-speed instruments. Its
symbol is q.

dynamic trim—Trim (or trimming) due to dynamic conditions or their change.
elevator angIe—The angular displacement of the elevator from its neutral position. It is posi-

tive when the trailing edge of the elevator is below the neutral position.
Iift—That component of the total air force on an aircraft or airfoil which is perpendicular to

the relative wind and in the plane of symmetry. It must be specified whether this
applies to a complete aircraft or to parts thereof. In the case of an airship, this is often
caIled “dynamic lift.” Its symboI is ~.

The (‘ absoluto lift coefficient” is (lL as defined by the equa[ion

(+-$

in which L is the Iift, g is the impact pressure
(=$P )

v2 and B is the effective area of the

surface upon which the air force acts.
minimum gliding angIe—The acute angIe between the horizontal and the most nezrly hori-

zontal path along which an airpIane can descend steadily in still air when the propeller
is giving no thrust.

Reynolds Number—A name given the fraction, p ~, in which

p is the density of the ffuid;
V is the relativ-e velocity of the fluid;
1 is the linear dimension of the body;
,LLis the coefficient of viscosity of the fluid.

rudder angle—The acute angle between the rudder and the plane of symmetry of the aircraft.
It is positive when the trailing edge has moved to the left with reference to the normaI
position of the pilot.

rudder torque—The twisting moment exerted by the rudder on the fuselage. The product of
the ruclder area by the distance from its center of area to the axis of the fuselage maybe
used as a relative measure of rudder torque.

skin friction—The tangential component of the fluid force at a point on a surface.
static Iift (aerostat)—The resultant upward force on an aerostat at rest obtained by multi-

plying the actuaI voIume of the air displaced by the density of the air and subtracting
the weight of the contained gas. (The volume of the air displaced, multiplied by the
difference of density of the air and the contained gas.)

static trim—Trim (or trimming) due to static conditions or their change.
zero-lift angle—The angIe of attack of an airfoil when its lift is zero.
zero-lift line—i line through the trailing edge of an airfoil section paralIel to the direction of

the wind when the lift is zero.

(b) WSCELLANEOUS TERMS

airfoil—Any surface designed to be projected through the air in order to produce a useful
dynamic reaction.

airfoil secticn (or profile) —A cross section of an airfoil made by a plane parallel to a specified
reference plane. A line perpendicular to this pkme is called the axis of the airfoil,
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J. AERODYNAMIC TERMS-Corit.inued

(6) MISCELLAI.I.EOUS TEEMs~ord&ued

aspect ratio—The ratio of span to mean chord of an airfoil; i. e., the ratio of the square of
the ma.x.imum span to the total area of an airfoiI.

camber—The rise in the curve of an airfoil section from its chord, usuaHy expressed as the ratio
of the departure of the curve from the chord to the Iength of the chord. ( ‘t~pper camber”
refers to the upper surface of an airfoiI and (‘lower camber” to the lower surface; “mean
camber” is the mean of these t-ivo.

center of pressure coefficient-The ratio of the distance of the center of pressure from the leading
edge to the chord length.

center of pressure of an airfoil section—The point in the chord of an airfoil section, prolonged
if necessary, which is at the intersection of the chord and the Iine of action of the resultant
air force. Its abbreviation is 0. P.

chord (of an airfoil section) —The line of a straight edge brought into contacti with the lower
surface of the section afi tivo points; in the case of an airfoil having double convex camber,
the straight line joining the leading and traling edges. (These edges may be defined,
for this purpose, as the two points in the section which are farthest apart.) (Fig. I.)
The line joining the Ieading and traiLing edges shouId be used sIso in those cases in which
the lower surface ‘is convex except for a shorfi flat portion.

The method used for determining the chord should always be explicitly stated for
those sections with regard to which ambiguity seems likely to arise.

chord Iength—The length of the projection of the airfoil section on its chord, Its symbol is c.
Ieading edgeThe foremost edge of a.n airfoil or propelIer blade. Also called “entering edge.”

(Fig. 1.)
span (airfoil) —The lateral dimension of a.n airfoil; i. e., its dimension perpendicular to its chord.

Its symbol is ~.
streamline-The path of a small portion of a fluid relative to a soLid body with respect to which

the fluid is moving. The term is commonly used only of such flows as are not eddying,
but the distinction should be made c~ear by the context..

streamline flow--steady flow past a solid body; i. e., a fIow in which the direction at e-rery point
is independent of time.

streamline form—A solid body -which produces approximate ely streadine flow.
traiIing edge--The rearmost edge of an airfoil or propdkr blade. (Fig. 1.)
wind tunnel-k elongated chamber, usually a tube divergent at the ends, through which a

steady air stream may be drawn or forced. 3fodels of airfoils, of aircraft, or of prope~ers
may be placed in the middle portion of the tunnel> called tthe experiment chamber or
working section, and supported by suitable baIances placed outside the air stream, so that
the forces, moments, etc., due to the moving air may be measured.

(c) S~ABUrrY TmzoRY

damping factor—The factor e-~~in the equation of damped harmonic motion

.S= A;–M Sk @

divergence—.& motion in which, after a disturbance from equilibrium, the body departs contin-
uoudy, without oscillations, from its oria@naI state of motion.

logarithmic decrement—The naturaI logarithm of the ratio of two successi~e amplitudes in a
dam~ed harmonic motion. It is ecmal to the Product k T There X iS the coefficient. &

appearing in the damping factor of damped
motion.

period—The time taken for a compIete oscilIafiion.

harm&ic motion and T is the period of the
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J. AERODYNAMIC TERMS—Continued

(c) STABILITY THEoRY—Continued

phugoid oscillation—A long-period oscillation characteristic of the disturbed longitudinal motion
of an aircraft. This is referred to when it is said that an aircraft “hunts.”

resistance derivatives—Quantities expressing the variation of the forces and moments on air-
craft due to disturbance of steady motion. They form the experiment al basis of the
theory of stability, and from them the periods and damping factors of aircraft can be
calculated, In the general case, there are 18 translator and 18 rotary derivatives.

rotary—Resistance derivatives expressing the variation of moments and forces due to small
changes in the rotational velocities of the aircraft.

translatory—Resistance derivatives expressing the variation of moments and forces due to
small changes in the translational velocities of the aircraft.

righting moment (or restoring moment) —A moment which tends to restore an aircraft to its pre-
vious attitude after any small rotational displacement.

stability—That property of a body which causes it, when disturbed from a condition of equi-
librium or skeady motion, to develop forces or moments which tend to restore the body
to its original condition.

automatic—Stability dependent upon movable control surface aqtomaticaIly operated by
mechanical means.

inherent—Stability of an aircraft due solely to the disposition and arrangement, of its fixed
parts; i. e., that property which causes it, when disturbed, to return to its normal
attitude of flight without the use of controls or the interposition of any mechanical
devices.

static-Stability of such a character that, if the airplane is displaced slightly from its
normal attitude by rotation about an axis tl~ough its center of gravity (as may be done
in wind-tunnel experiments), moments come into play which tend to return the airplane
toward its original attitude.

dynamic—Stability of such a characier that, if the airplane is clisplaced from steady motion
in flight, it tends to return to that steady state of motion, the oscillations due to restoring
moments being damped out.

lh a general way, the difference between static stability and dynamic stability is
that the former depends on restoring moments alone, while the latter includes the action
of damping factors.

longitudinal-Stability with reference to distmbances in the pIane of symmetry; i. e., dk-
turbances involving pitching and variation of the longitudinal and normal velocities.

directional—Stablity wi~h reference to rotations about the normal axis; i. e., an airplane
possesses directional stability in its simplest form if a restoring moment comes into
action when it is given a small angle of yaw. Owing to symmetry, directional stability
is cIosely associated with lateral stability.

]ateraI-Stability with reference to disturbances involving rolling, yawing, or side slip-
ping; i. e., disturbances in which the position of the plane of symmetry of the aircraft
is affected.

spiral instability—A type of instability inherent in certain airplanes which becomes evident
when the airplane, as a result of a ya~~-, assumes too great a hank and side slips; the
bank continues to increase and the radius of the turn to decrease.

stable oscillation— An oscillation whose amplitude does not increase.
unstable oscillation—An oscillation whose amplitude increases continuously until an attitude is

reached from which there is no tendency to return toward the original attitude, the
motion becoming a steady di~ergence.
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K. PROPELLER TERMS

(G) M%cELhNEOuS

blade back—The side of a propeller blade which corresponds to the upper surface of an airfoil.
bIade face—The surface of a propeller blade which corresponds to the lower surface of an airfoil,

Sometimes calIed “thrust face” or “driving face.”
propeller:

adjustable pitch—A propeller whose blades are so attached to the hub that they may be
set to any desired pitch when the propeIler is stationary.

controllable pitch or variable pitch—A propeIler whose blades are so mounted thai they
may be turned about their axis to any desired pitch while the propeller is in rotation.

propeller blade-See blade back, blade face, blade width ratio. (Fig. 1.)
propelIer boss—The centraI portion of a propeller in which the hub is formed or mounted.

(Fig. 1.)
propeller hub—The metal fitting inserted or incorporated iD or with a propeller for the purpose

of mounting it on the propeller or engine shaft. (Fig. 1.)
propeIler root—That part of the propeller blade near the boss. (Fig. 1.)
pusher propelIer—A propeller mounted to the rear of the engine or propeller shaft. (It is

usually behind the wing ceil or nacelle.) (Figs. 9 and 14.)
spinner—A fairing of approximately conical or paraboloidal form, which is fitted coaxialIy with

the propeller boss and revolves with fihe propelIer. (Fig. 1.)
tipping (ptopeIler)—A sheet metal (or equivalent) protective covering of the blade of a pro-

pelIer near the tip, extended a short distance along the trailing edge and a considerable
distance along the Ieading edge. (Fig. 1.)

tractor propeHer-A propelIer mounted on the forward end of the engine or propeller shaft.
(It is usually forward of the fuselage or wing nacelle.) (Figs. 1, 6, and 10.)

(3) i423R0DYNMCAL

angle of propeHer blade—The acute angle between the chord of a propeller section and a plane
perpendicular to the axis of rotation of the propeller. T_Jsuallycalled “blade angle.”

aspect ratio of propeller blade-Half the ra,tio of propeller diameter to rnatium bl~de width.
blade-width ratio—The ratio of the developed width of a propeller blade at any point to the

circumference of the circle Those radius is the distance of tha~ point from the propeller
axis.

effective helix angle—The a.ngIe of the helk described by a particular point on a propeller
bIade as the airplane moves for~ard through air otherwise undisturbed. It is equal to
the angIe whose tangent k the ratio of the velocity of fiighti to ~he product of &he four
quantities: 2%, ~ (the distance from the axie to the point in question) and n (the number
of revolutions per second), i. e.

v
()@=tan-l —

Zen

effective thrust-The net driving force delivered by a propeller when mounted on an airplane;
i. e., the actual thrust given by the prope~er as mounted on the airplane minus any
increase of resistance of the airplane produced by the action of the propeller.

indraft (inflow)-The flow of air from in front of the propeller into the blades.
pitch of a propeIIer:

effective-The distance which an aircraft advances along its &oht path for one re-rolution
of the propeIler. Its symbol is pe.

geometrical—The distance which an element of a propeller would advance in one re-rolu-
tion, if it were moving along a heJix of slope equal to its blade angle.

mean geometrical—The mean of the geometrical pitches of tthe several elements. Its
symboI is po.

standard—The geometrical pitch taken at two-thirds of the radius. Also called f ‘nomimd
pitch.” Its symbol k p,.

—.
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K. PROPELLER TERMS—Continued

(b) iiERoDYNAMIcAL-CoIltinued

pitch of a propelIer—continued.
zero thrust—The distance which a propeller would have to advance in one revolution in

order that there might be no thrust. .&o called “experimental mean pitch.’) Its
symbol is po.

zero torque—The distance which a propeller would have to advance in one revolution in
order that the torque might be zero. Its symbol is p..

pitch ratio—The ratio of the pitch (geometrical, unless otherwise skated) to the diameter. p/D.
pitch speed—The product of the mean geometrical pitch by the number of revolutions of the

propeller in unit time; i. e., the speed the aircraft would make, if there were no slip.
propeller area, projected—The total area in the pIane perpendicular to the propeller shaft swept

by the propeller, excepting the portion covered by the boss and that, swept by the root
of the blade. This portion is usually taken as extending 0.2 of the maxhnum radius
from the axis of the shaft.

propeHer-bIade area—The area of the blade face, excIusive of the boss and the root, i, e., of a
portion which is usually taken as extending 0.2 of the maximum radius from the axis
of the shaft.

propeHer-camber ratio—The ratio of the maximum thickness of a propeller section to its chord.
propeller-disk area, total—The total area swept by a propeIIer; i. e,, the area of a circle having

a diameter equal to the propeller diameter.
propeller efilciency-The ratio of thrust power to power input of a propeller. Its symboI is q.
propelIer interference—The amount by which the torque and thrust of a propeller are changed

by fihe modification of the air flow in the slip stream produced by bodies pIaced near
the propeller such as engine, radiator, etc.

propeller-load curve—A curve representing the engine power necessary to drive any g;ven pro-
peller at various speeds. The power required varies approximately as the cube of the

speed in R. P. hf. provided the ratio #D remains constant.

propeller rake—The mean angle which the line joining the centroids of the sections of a pro-
peller blade makes with a plane perpendicular to the axis.

propeHer section—~ cross section of a propeller blade made at any point by a plane parallel to the
axis of rotation of the propeller and tangent at the centroiil of the section to an arc drawm
with the axis of rotation as its center.

propeller thrust—The component paraIlel to the propelIer axis of the total air force on the
propelIer. Its symbol is T.

propeller torque—The moment applied to the propeIler by the engine shaft. Its symbol is Q.
propeller-width ratio, total—The product of blade width ratio at the point of maximum blade

width’ by number of blades.
propulsive efficiency-The ratio of the product of effective tlmust and flight speed to the actual

power input to the propelIer as mounted on the airplane., consistent units being used
throughout.

race rotation—The rotat;on, produced by the action of the propelIer, of the stream d am passing
through or influenced by the propeIIer.

slip—The difference between the mean geometrical pitch and the effective pitch. Slip may be
expressed as a percentage of the mean geometrical pitch or as a linear dimension,

slip function—The ratio of speed of advance through the undisturbed air to the product of pro-
=.

peller diameter by the number of revolutions in unit time, i, e., ~=. The slip function

is the primary factor controlling propelIer performance. It is r times the ratio of forward
speed to the tip speed of the propeIler.

slip stream—The stream of air driven astern by the propelIer. (The indraft is sometimes
included also.)

static thrust—The thrust developed by a propeller when rotating at a fixed point.
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L. INSTRUMENTS AND AUXILIARY APPARATUS

accelerometer—.$.n instrument for indicating, measuring, or recording accelerations.
air ~og—.ti instrument for measuring the linear tra.vel of an aircraft relati~e to the air. One

form consists of a wind_milI with a reYoIutiort counter.
air-speed meter:

air-speed indicator—.%n instrument for indicating the speed of an aircraft relative to
the air. It is actuated by the pressure developed in a suitable pressure nozzle or against
a. suitabIe obstruction and is graduated to gi-re true air speed at. a standard air density.
The speed indicated by the instrument is termed the “indicated air speed.” (The
indicated speed is a direct measure of the lift or drag exerted on the airpIane at any
alti~ude. Std.ling at aU aItitudes occurs for the same due of the indicated speed.)

tme air-speed meter—An instrument for measuring the true speed of &n aircraft reIative
to the air. The Biram and Robinson anemometers are of this type.

altigraph—.ti aIt.imeter equipped with recording mechanism. Present instruments are of the
aneroid type. The chart, dri-ren by cloch~ork, is usually graduated in feet or meters
in accordance with some empirical or arbitrary pressure-tempera.ture-alt.itude formula.
In other words, it is a barogmph whose scale is designed to read heights.

aItimeter—An instrument for measuring or indicating the elevation of an aircraft abo-re a gi-ren
datum pIane.

anemometer—An instrumenfi for indicating or measuring the speed of an air stream.
aneroid altimeter—An altimeter, the indications of which depend on the deflection of a pressure-

sensitire element. The graduations of the dial correspond to an empirical or arbitrary
pressure-temperature-altitude formula.

balIonet-fnlIness indicator—An instrument for indicating the -roIume of air in a ballonet.
barograph—.ti instrument for recording the barometric or static pressure of the atmosphere.
drift bar—A part of a drift meter or other instrument for indicating the apparent direction of

motion of the ground relative to the fore-and-aft axis of the aircraft. It usually consists
of a wire or arm which can be set along this direction of motion. (X. drift.

drift meter—An instrument for measuring the zagle between the fore-and-aft axis of an aircraft
and its path over the ground. One form consists of a drift bar protided with a suitable
angular scale. Cf. drift. The instrument is graduated to read correctly when it is level.

electrical- capacity altimet er—.An altimeter, the indications of which depend on the ~ariation
of an electrical capacity with distance from the earth’s surface.

engine altimeter—.&n altimeter for indicating the aIt.itude corresponding to the pressure pro-
duced in the int ake manifold of a supercharged engine.

flight indicator—An instrument in -which a lateraI incIiriometer, a fore-and-aft inclinometer,
and a turn indicator are combined to form a compact unit.

fright recorder—.&n instrument for recording certain elements of the performance of an aircraft.
gas-cell aIarm—.4 device, fitted adjacent to a gas cell, which indicates or warns when a prede-

termined limiting pressure has been rest.hed in the gas cell. Also called’ ‘pressure alarm.”
ground-speed meter—.ti instrument for measuring the speed of an aircraft relati~e to the ground.

In present types of instruments some reference line in the instrument must first be set
parallel to the apparent direction of motion of the aircraft with reference to the ground
before the speed measurement is made. This is usually accomplished by the use of a
drift meter, the adjustment of which automatically orients the ground-speed meter
properly. Thus both the magnitude and direction of the motion of the aircraft with
reference to the ground are obtained.

gyroscopic turn indicator—A turn indicator dependent on gyroscopic action.
inclinomet er—.ii.n instrument for indicating the attitude of an airc.raft. Inclinometers are

termed fore-and-aft, lateraI, or uni-rersal, according as they indicate inclination on the
vertical pIane through the fore-and-aft axis, or in the vertical plane through the lateraI
axis, or in both planes, respectively.
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L. INSTRUMENTS AND AUXILIARY APPARATUS—Continued

induction compass—A compass, the indications of which depend on the current generated
coil revolving in the earth’s magnetic field,

absolute—An instrument which indicates the attitude of an aircraft with reference to

n a

the
vertical. The indications of instruments of this type usually depend on gyroscopic
%ction.

relative—An instrument which indicates the attitude of an aircraft with reference to
apparent gravity; i. e., to the resuItamt of the acceleration of the aircraft and that due
to gravity.

kymograph—An instrument for recording the angular oscillations of an aircraft in flighi with
respect to axes fixed in space. The reference direction is usually given by a gyroscope
or beam of sunlight.

leak detector—An instrument which detects the presence of hydrogen and other light gases in
the air and which can be adapted to find Ieaks in a container inflated with such a gas.

mechanical stabilizer—.A mechanical device to prevent an aircraft from departing from a con-
dition of steady motion, or, in case such a motion is disturbed, to restore it to its steady
state. IncIudes gyroscopic stabilizers, pendulum stabilizers, inertia stabilizers, etc.

opti~al altimeter—An altimeter, the indications of which depend on the manipulation of a
suitable optical system.

pitch indicator—An instrument for indicating the existence of a pitching velocity of an aircraft.
a. turn indicator.

Pitot tube—A cylindrical tube with an open end which is pointed upstream (i. e., so that the
air meets the instrument head-on or is met head-on by the instrument). l~en the
aircraft is flying less than about 200 miles per hour, the instrument measures the impact
pressure. l’i%en used on aircraft, it is usually associated either with a closed coaxial
tube surrounding it or with a closed tube placed near it and parallel to it, the combination
being termed a Pitot-static tube. The associated tube has perforations in its side so
that it is subjected to static pressure, as distinct from impact pressure. The speed of
the fluid can be determined from the difference between the impact pressure and the
static pressure, as read by a suitabIe gauge. (Fig. 7.) In common terminology, the
Pitot-static combination, as above, is often termed simply a Pitot tube or Pitot,

power Venturi—A ~~enturi tube used to operate gyroscopic turn indicators and other instruments.
pressure nozzle—An instrument which, in combination with a gauge, is used to measure the

indicated speed of an aircraft reIative to the air. It may be a Pitot-static or a venturi
tube, or a combination of a Pitot tube and a ~~enturi tube.

sound-ranging altimeter—An altimeter, the indications of which depend on the measurement
of the time required for a sound wave to traveI from the aircraft to the earth and back.

speed-indicating Venturi—A l~enturi tube may be combined with a Pitot tube or with a tube

static

gi~ing static pressure to form a pressure nozzle which may be used to determine the
indicated speed of an aircraft through the air. The pressure difference is measured by
a suitabIe gauge.
turn indicator—A turn indicator actuated by the difference in pressure between static
tubes mounted near the wing tips equidistant from the plane of s~’mmetry and in a plane
paralleI to the Iateral axis.

sta.toscope—An instrument for detecting minute changes of altitude of an aircraft. The indi-
cations of the instrument usually depend on small changes of the static pressuie of
the air.

superheat met er—.lm instrument for me.asnring the difference in temperature between the gas
in a gas container of a lighter-than-air craft and the surrounding air.

thermograph—An instrument for recording temperature,
turn indicator—An instrument for indicating the existence of an angular velocity of turn of

an aircraft about the normal axis. In horizontal flight it indicates the pmscncc of a
yawing velocity. “Turn meter” is the term applied to certain types,
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L. INSTRUMENTS AND AUXILIARY APPARATUS—Continued

Venturi” tube-.4 short tube with flaring ends and a narrow or constricted section between them,
into which a side tube opens. Tl%en fluid flows through the ~enturi, there is a reduc-
tion of pressure in the constricted section, the amouni of the reduction being a function
of the velocity of flow. (Fig. s.)

vertimeter—A device for indicating the rate of rise and fall of an aerostat, usually a special
form of statoscope. A rate-of-climb meter serves the same purpose, although of a
diflerent form.

water-recovery apparatus—Apparatus carried on an airship for condensing and recovering the
water contained in the exhaust gases of internal-combustion engines, in order to avoid
tbe necessity of valving gas as the fuel is consumed.

water-recovery condenser—That. part of the water-recovery apparatus which is devoted to the
condensing of water in the exhaust gases. It may consist of a number of metal tubes
or of a fabric box with appropriate inlets, outlets, and baffles.

windmill—An air-driven screw used to drive auxiliary apparatus on an aircraft.
yawmeter—An instrument for measuring the angle of yaw.

M. EN’GINE TERMS

(a) TYPES OF ENGINES

barrel-type engine-An engine having its cylinders arranged equidistant from and parallel to
the main shaft.

inverted engim-.h engine having its cylinders below the crankshaft.
left-hand engine-b engine whose propelIer shaft, to an observer facing the propeIler from the

antipropeller end of the shaft, rotates in a counterclockwise direction.
left side (engine) —That side which, to an observer looking from the antipropd.ler end toward

the prope~er end, lies on the left-hand side.
radial engin%iln engine hatig stationary cylinders arranged radially around a common

crankshaft.
right-hand engine-h engine whose propeller shaft, to an obser~er facing the propelIer from

the antipropeller end of the shaft, rotates in a clockwise direction.
right side (engine) —That side which, to an obser~er Iooking from the antipropeIler end toward

the propeller end, Lies on the right-hand side.
rotary engine-An engine having revolving cylinders arranged radially around a common

fixed crankshaft.
supercharged engine-An en@ne with mechanical means for increasing the cylinder charge

beyond that normally taken in at the existing atmospheric pressure and temperature.
vertical engine-h engine ha~m its c-ykders arranged vertically abo-re the crankshaft.
V-type engine-An engine having its cylinders arranged in t-wo rows, forming, in the end view,

the Ietter “V,”
~-type engine-An engine ha-ring its cylinders arranged in three rows, forming, in the end view,

the Ietter “W,” Sometimes called the “broad-a.rrmv type.”

(6) SUPERCHARGERS

supercharger—A mechanical device for supplying the engine tith a greater weight of charge
than would normalIy be induced at the pre-railing atmospheric pressure and temperature.

centrifugal type.A supercharging device equipped tith one or more rot sting impellers
generating centrifugal force which is utilized for the compression and the transmission
of the air against resistance.

positive-driven type-A supercharger driven at a tlxed speed ratio from the engine shaft
b-y gears or other positi~e means.

rotary-blower type-A supercharging device comprising one or more relatively slow-speed
rot ore revoIv@ in a stationary case in such a way as to provide a positive displacement.

turbo type-A supercharger driven by a turbine operated by the exhaust gases from the
e~@e.
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M. ENGINE TERMS—Continued

(c) MISCELLANEOUS TERMS

brake mean effective pressure—The net unit pressure which, if applied during the power strokes to
the pistons of an engine having no mechanical losses, would produce the given brake horse-
power at the stated speed.

dry weight of an engine—The weight of the engine, including carburetor and ignition systems
complete, propeller hub assembIy, reduction gears, if any, but excluding exhaust mani-
folds, oil and water. If the starter is built into the engine as an integral part of the
structure, its weight shall be included.

fixed power-plant weight for a given airplane.—The weight of the engine, including ignition,
carburetor and induction systems complete, propeller and hub, exhaust manifolds,
radiator and water, if used, with all interconnecting wires, controls, tanks, and pipes,
lubricating oil temperature regulators, t?ie oil contained in the engine crank case, and the
starting gear attached to the engine, but excluding fuel, oil, and engine imtruments.

maximum horsepower of an engine—The maximum horsepower which an engine can dedop.
maximum revolutions—The number of revolutions per minute corresponding to the maximum

horsepower,
rated horsepower of an engine—The average horsepower devdoped by an engine of a given type

in passing the standard 50-hour endurance test.
rated revolutions—The number of revolutions corresponding to the rated horsepower.
specific fuel (or oiI) consumption—The weight of fuel (or oil) consumed per brake horscpowm-

hour.
weight per horsepower—The dry weight of an engine divided by the rated horsepower.
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PART III

AERONAUTICAL SYMBOLS

1. FUNDAMENTAL .KND DERIVED UNITS

I

h Metric English

I Symbol 1
$ unit , Symbol Unit

I
Symbol

Length__- _.: 1 “meter-------------------- m ~foot (or mile) ---------- ft. (ormi.)
, Time_ -___-_’ t second_--_____-..––---.--,

Force-.-----i F’ ~
second (or hour) ________ y. (or hr.)

weight of one kilogram__ -__: F; ! wightafonepound .

t I I
I

~ Power______~ P &tm/~ec.--______________~__________’ horsepower ___________ HP.
ti/hr ----------------------------- ti./hr ________________ N1. P. H.

Speed ________________ {,msec _______________________________ ft./see ---------------- f. p.s.
I , !

..—

2. GENERAL SYMBOLS, ETC.
●

V,TTeighi,=rng mk2, Nfoment of inertia (indicate axis of the
g, Standard acceleration of gravity=9.80665 radius of gyration, k, by proper sub-

m/sec.z=32.1740 ft. /sec.2 script).
r s, Area.

m, IV1ass,=—
9 s ~, TITngarea, etc.

p, Density (mass perunifi volume). (7, Gap.
Standard density of dry air, 0.12497 (kg-m–’ b, Span.

sec~) at 15a C and 760 ram= O.002378 (lb.- c, Chord length.
ft.–’ sec~). b[c, Aspect ratio.

Specific weight~of “standard” air, 1.2255 ~ Distance from c. g. to eIevator hiuge.
kg/ins =().07651 lb./ft.s P, Coefficient of viscosity.

3. AERODYNAMICAL SYMBOLS

v,

!Z7

L,

D,

c,

R,

L

‘&,

True air speed.

Dyuamic (or impact) pressure= ~ ~TZ

IXt, absolute coefficient (%= L@

Drag, absolute coe~cient (7D= ~
qs

C!ross - wind force, a bs 01 u t e coefficient

Qc=$

ResuItant force. (Note that these coeffi-
cients are twice as large as the old co-
efficients Lc, De.)

Augle of sefkiug of wings [reIative to thrust
line).

Angie of stabilizer set~iug with reference to
to thrust line.

Y, Dihedral angIe.
p PZ 12eynoIds Number, where 1 is a linear

“ dimension.#
e. g., for a model airfoil 3 in. chord, 100

mi./hr. normaI pressure, 0° (2: 255,000
and at 15° (2., 230,000;

or for a modeI of 10 cm chord 40 m/secl
corresponding numbers are 299,000
and 270,000.

(7P) Center of pressure coefficient (ratio of
distance of 0. P. from leading edge to
chord length).

P, Angle of stabilizer settiug with reference
to lower wing, = (it – i.).

a, Angle of attack.

% .tigIe of downwash.
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z

‘!,
//’

9“““’’L22:
.ki/. ‘w’

I

.

/

‘.

Y =... --.2.i?
Positive directions of axes and angles (forces and moments) are shown by arrows

1 Axis

I

I

Designation 1Sym-

1
bol

I “ l—
Longitudinal _..- :
Lateral________
Normal ------- z

t I

I t

I Moment about axis

Force
(;:ra:a:; I

Designa- Sym-sjm’bol tion bol

x rolling _____ .L
pitching---- : $f

; yawing -----

Positive
direct ion

●

Y— z
—----+x

:—+ Y

Angle

Dessla- s&-

I

roll ------ ‘3
pitch ----- e
yaw_____ *

Velocities

Linear
(compo-

nent along
axis)

Angular

Absolute coefficients of moment Angle of set of control surface (relative to neu-

tral position), 6.
CL= $8 ~$f – ~cfi

.2! CN=-$
(Indicate surface by proper

,, subscript.)

4. PROPELLER SYMBOLS g

D, Diameter,
p., Effective pitch
pq, Mean geometric pitch.
p,, Standard pitch.
p,, zero thrust.
p=, Zero torque,
p/D, Pitch ratio.
~T’, Inflow veloci~y.
Tr,, Slip stream velocity.

T,
0,
P,

?,
n,

N,

G,

Thrust .
Torque.
Power,

(If ‘( coefficients” are introduced all
units used must be consistent.)

Efficiency = T V/P.
Revolutions per sec., r. p. s.
Revolutions per minute.,, R. P. Lf.

()
Effective helix angle = tan-l #n

5. NUMERICAL RELATIONS

HP =76.04 kg/m/see. = 550 lb./ft./see. 1 lb. =0.4535924277 kg.

kg/m/see. =01013 15 HP. 1 kg=2,2046224 lb.
mi, /hr, =0.44704 m/see. 1 mi. = 1609.35 m =5280 ft.
mtsec. =2.23693 mi./hr. 1 m =3.2808333 ft.
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/ -Aleron
2 -Angle oflanding
3 -Ang[eof.sf?biKzergef?(ng,it
4 ‘Angleof wf?gseffmg,Z-
5-Anf[dmg wres
6-Bolancedsurfoce
7–Chord;c-chord fengfh
8‘Cockpif
9 ‘Confrofsfi~
10-Confrolwires
iI‘Cowfing
i2-Oeca[age
[3-Dihedralcmgie,7
f4_DihedroIang[e,[ongifucfino!
15-Drag sfruf
16-Drag wires,exfernaf
I7-Drag wres,infernof
[8‘Efevofor
1.9‘Fin
25 ‘fire wcli
2 [‘Fuseloge
22 ‘GazI.G
23 ‘Ho%
24 ‘Inspectionwindow
25–Land@ gear
26 ‘Land[nqwires

27 ‘Leadingedge
28 ‘.Liffwires
29 ‘Longeron
30 ‘Overhang
3 i‘Propellerb[ocfe
32 ‘Propellerboss
’33‘Propellerhub
34 ‘Propellerroof
35 ‘Rudder
36 –Rudder bar
37–Shock obsorber
38 –Spun,b
.39‘Spinner
40–Siabifizer
4 f-Sfagger
42–Sfagger wires
43 ‘Sfay
44 ‘Sfruf
45-Sweep bock
46 ‘Tailskid
47-7fppFng‘
48 ‘TraiKngedge
49 -Wing rib
50 ‘R4nqribformer

sk[d
:~::.- spar
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38
A /8

l-Airduct
.?-Airopening/nfoballonef
3-Air scoop
4-Append[x monhofe
5-Automdic vaiverigging
6-Balfonet
7-60/lonetdef[ofionhoie
8-Balfonefdiaphrogmseam
9-Baskef
/0-Def7aiionsleeve
[f-Gasvafve
/2-Handyafveline
/3-tfund//ngf[nes

14- Juncf;onpiece
/5-Lobe,Iaferu(s+obi[izer
/6-Lobe,verfica~sfobilizer
[7-h4anomefertubeattachment
/8-Moor@g bands
/S-Mooringropes
20 -i?/p cord
2[ -f?I~Cord gland
22-R@panef
23 -Suppfyfube
Z’+-Supplytubecheck va/ve
25-Suppfytubedischargetube
26 ‘Suspensionband
27-Suspensionbar

FIG. 2.—Kite balloon

\
\

Z’8-Suspensionlines
29-?7eputchformanometer fube
30-T(epatchforrIP cord and vqlveline
31-T/epatch#ormternolvalveIme
32-Togg[e
33-Towfngor froci?oncub/e
34-Tube cover
35-Vo&e adjustinggkma’
36-Wve cord ah%chmenfpyramid.
37-Va/veglond
38 -Vo/vehood
39-”V”wires(sfeef)
40-Winchsuspension

20’

I-Airp[pe +0 bo[[one+
2-Airscoop
3-4ir vu[ve
4-Buloncedsurfffce
5-t901forreti
6-Baffonefmurrhole
7-Bo#onefseam
8-Bollonetvalvecord

262

9-Bow cup and .sfiffeners /7-F;n,horizon+ol
lU-Car [8-Gusmunhole
([-Dragrope .#owoge [9-Gas vu/ve
[2-Efevofor[bo[anced) 20-Hand ~oil
13-E/evafor conh-ol[[ties 2/‘Hunaf+ngKnes
f4-Efevaforconiro/lfhefoHead 22-fforn(ruddeGe[evaf’orj
15-Enve!ope 23-/nf[0fi0nsleeve
/6-fin,verf;ca[ 2’4-hspecf;onwindow

Fm. 8.—Nomigid airship

25-iVlorfingafes
26-Mooring tine
27-RI>cord
2t?-R@pone[
29-Rudder (bohnced)
30-@udderqonfro[lines
$’/-.3uspens\on/@e,~ur
32-Va&ea,oeraftngLnes



( Secfionolassernb~of
“ink?rmediafetransverse“’
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50
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51 39 30+5 [8 90

20

.

w
02
w

I Itillwjjpjpj=““r”n~-’:=-”’-;’
I

.——.—

l-Au(ornoficvofve(qos)
2 ‘AXIUIcobl.e-contmuousfhrough

gos cellsfrom bow to sfern
3-Axial cone
4- Balanced surfoce
5- Bohsf bag (woier)
6- Ballosfbag (wafer]emergency
7-Bow COP
8- Car, confrol
9-Car, power
f0- Chord wires
I[-C/trnbingshaft’
f2- .L7evafor(balanced)
13- F(ekfhand[hg frame
{4- Fm, hor!zonfal
15- Fin,verfical
16-Gangplank
17‘Gas Cd

18- Gas cellnef- co@ neffiqg,
gos celland wme neffmg

19- Gas shaff
20 ‘Gas shafthood
2 I-Gasolinefonk
22- Handlhg hhes
23- Hand rail
24- Hull
25- Merrnediafe Iongifudinol
26- lnfermediafqfronsverse
27- K~elapex girder
28 ‘Kingposf
29- Kingp,?sfbr~c~
30-Mam “ing
3 I‘Ma;n
32 ‘Main
33 ‘Moin transverse
34-hf0neuvev+7 valve(gas)

between

\g .yl

\/43
I

I

[[
I

35- Maneuveringvolvehood
,36-Mooring cone 1
37 ‘A400r;ngcone oufrigger.
38- Observaf!bnplufform
39- Oufer coyer
40- PrIeUmOfICbumper
4 I-@.mdrOnf
42- Radio room
43- Rodio onfenno
=Z4-Rua’der(balanced)
45- Secondary d(bgonalwking
46- $usper.wionline,ccn-
47- Skid
48- Top cenfer-khegirder
49- Venjilofot-s
50- Walk-wu girder

r$if-Wme nef mg-bef ween cord neff!ng
and me fullicframework

/

’23

43

32

lUo, L-Rl@d $[@]lP

I
I
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34 +27

29

l-Air duct
2-Air valve
3 -A. fomafic ond inanuaf

valve (gos)
4-Axial suspension band
5-Ba/anced swrfoce
6-Bak& (wo?2+
7- BaJlonet
8- Baflone+ blower
9-Bow CU,O

JO- Bow stiffeners
I I - Car(con+rol and power)
12- CaYenory

Lo/-) I skid

J3- Climbing sbaff
f 4- Con+rol cab/es
I 5 -Drag rope (s+o wage)
f 6- Efevofor (balanced)
i 7-Fin (horizonfa[)
18-1% (verficol)
I’9-Gas coni%iner
;?- ~as:jhe Yank

22-h’andfing/ines
23-Jnflofiansfeeve
24-Keef,continuousfrom

bow fosfern(orft’cufated)

25-Longitudinal diaphragm
26-Mooring line
27- Observationplatform
28-Outercoyer
29-Pneumoftcbumper
30-Rodia+or
31-Ruo’der(bolanced)
32-Suspensfonwires
33-Transversediaphrqun
34-Volvehood
35-Ven+ilofor
36-Woflofgoscelfunder

por+iO/deffoiion

-.
FIG. 6.—Tractor monoplane

FIG. 5—Semirigid airship

.SfOfic pressure _ Dqnomic pressure
.

-0

Q.

— Whd

FIQ.7.—Pitot tube

.— —. ~———-

= k_-(?0
Reduced
s+o+ic

pressure

FIG. S.-Venturi tube
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FiG. 9.—Boat seag[ane
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fLOAT .SE4PLAIW. I

FIG. 10.—Float seaplane

FIG. 12.—.4irsmap and patch
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FIG. H.-Fr&e balloon
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FIG. 13.—Trajectozy bands
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FIG. 14.—l%sher biplane FIG. Iia%eleton of wing


